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In Brief 
NLS launches updated website
In October, NLS launched a major update to 
its website, www.loc.gov/nls, with the goal 
of making the site more dynamic, engaging, 
and intuitive and to improve findability for 
patrons and other website users.

Specific changes include:

● A front page with links to the most 
sought-after information, such as lists of 
new materials and information on events 
and site updates

● Consolidation of duplicate pages
● Extensive cross-referencing and linking 

to resources
● Multiple points of entry to our most 

popular book finding aids—catalog 
searches, BARD, and Talking Book 
Topics

● Enhanced accessibility tools, such as 
a toggle for underlining links, contrast 
options, and text settings

● A dedicated page for BARD and BARD 
Mobile updates to help current users 
better understand new features.

We encourage all patrons to visit the newly 
updated site and bookmark it in your 
favorite browser.

NLS releases guide to accessible 
cultural heritage institutions 
in DC
The NLS Information Services section 
recently compiled a guide to accessible 
cultural heritage institutions for the blind 
and visually impaired in Washington, DC. 
This new publication describes acces-
sible offerings at the various Smithsonian 
museums as well as other free, federal 

attractions, including the Capitol Visitor 
Center and the National Archives. To 
access the guide, visit www.loc.gov/nls/
accessible-cultural-heritage-institutions.

Magazine changes
NLS has learned that Yoga Journal is no 
longer available as a print publication 
for our producers to narrate. It has been 
removed from the list of audio magazines 
NLS intends to produce. NLS still intends 
to produce Jet in audio as soon as print pub-
lication resumes under the magazine’s new 
ownership.

Free braille calendars available
NLS now offers a free braille calendar in 
both wall-sized and pocket-sized formats 
for patrons. Please reach out to your coop-
erating network library if you would like to 
subscribe to receive a calendar annually.

Newsstand
The following announcements may be of 
interest to readers. The National Library 
Service for the Blind and Print Disabled 
reserves the right to publish announcements 
selectively, as space permits. The items 
mentioned below are not part of the NLS 
program, and their listings do not imply 
endorsement or support. Prices and details 
about listed items were correct at the time of 
listing but are subject to change.

Rabbi offers Jewish braille 
programs
Jewish patrons may be interested in 
programs currently being offered by 
Rabbi Lenny Sarko of Congregation 
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In Brief 
Emanu-El Israel in Greensburg, PA. These 
include a remote learning program for 
studying Hebrew braille from home, a free 
electronic braille version of the Reform 
siddur Mishkan T’filah that can be read on 
the NLS Braille eReader or other refresh-
able braille devices, and a loaning program 
for a Hebrew braille Sefer Torah. For 
more information, please contact Rabbi 
Lenny Sarko at rabbi@rabbisarko.org or 
724-963-0789 or visit http://devarim.org.

Jewish liturgical material also continues 
to be available for borrowing from JBI 
International, formerly known as the Jewish 
Braille Institute, an associated library of 
NLS. For more information and to browse 
JBI offerings in audio, braille, and large 
print, visit www.jbilibrary.org.

United adds braille to aircraft 
interiors
In July, United became the first US airline 
to begin adding braille to aircraft interiors. 
Braille markings are being placed on indi-
vidual rows and seat numbers, as well as 
inside and outside the lavatories. United 
expects to complete outfitting its entire 
mainline fleet with braille by the end of 
2026.
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Books for Adults
Books listed in this issue of Talking Book 
Topics were recently sent to cooperating 
libraries. The complete collection contains a 
wide range of fiction and nonfiction books, 
including biographies, classics, westerns, 
mysteries, romances, and others.

Registered users may also immediately 
download all titles and magazines from the 
NLS Braille and Audio Reading Download 
(BARD) service at https://nlsbard.loc.gov.  
The free BARD Mobile app is available 
from the App Store, Google Play, and 
Amazon’s Appstore for reading talking 
books on your personal smart phone or 
tablet. To learn more about the collection 
or to sign up for BARD, contact your local 
cooperating library.

Books within the headings Adult Fiction 
and Adult Nonfiction are listed alphabeti-
cally by subject category, author last name, 
and title. For example, the title War and 
Peace by Leo Tolstoy would be listed in 
Adult Fiction under the Classics subject 
category and by the last name Tolstoy.

Patrons now have access to richer, more 
detailed descriptions of new titles added 
to the NLS collection. NLS now uses 
publisher-provided book descriptions for 
most new titles. These longer descriptions 
give patrons more insight into book content, 
making it easier for patrons to identify titles 
of interest. These descriptions appear in the 
NLS Catalog, on BARD, and in NLS publi-
cations as “Provided by publisher” and are 
taken verbatim from the publisher. These 
descriptions do not represent the position of 
the Library of Congress and may reference 
other works or supplementary materials not 
available from NLS or in the NLS edition.

Note: A notice may appear immediately 
following the book description to indicate 

occurrences of violence, strong language, 
or descriptions of sex. The word “some” 
before any of these terms indicates an occa-
sional or infrequent occurrence, as in “some 
strong language.” Commercial audiobooks 
for which NLS does not have access to the 
print book may display the notice “unrated,” 
which means that the book may or may 
not contain violence, strong language, or 
descriptions of sex.

Adult Fiction
Adventure
The Jump

DB114716 7 hours 44 minutes
by Brittney Morris
read by Ali Andre Ali
“The stress of an oil refinery being 
built in their backyard, threatening 
their families’ livelihood, prompts four 
working-class teens to join a dangerous 
scavenger hunt where the reward of 
power could change their families’ fates 
and save the city they love so much.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. For senior high 
and older readers. 2023.

Classics
Justine

DB113810 12 hours 3 minutes
by Marquis de Sade
read by Nicholas Boulton
“Underneath the patina of civilized 
society lies the Sadean demimonde: a 
bundle of lustful appetites fueled by 
momentary impulse and a desire for 
unfettered indulgence. And the target of 
this savagery: Justine de Bertole, a pious 
and virginal heroine. While her amoral 
sister Juliette gets all the wonders in 
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Adult Fiction Classics, Family

the world, virtuous and faithful Justine 
is subjected to punishment after pun-
ishment at the hands of sadistic and 
abusive deviants. Grotesque, inhumane 
and compelling, Sade’s novel overturns 
Rousseau’s views of the social contract, 
and the common trope that punishment 
only visits sinners, to deliver a passionate 
treatise on good and evil, virtue and 
sin.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2018.

Family
The Real Mrs. Tobias: A Novel

DB112972 9 hours 29 minutes
by Sally Koslow
read by Callie Beaulieu
“It’s 2015 in New York City, and 
three women all known as Mrs. 
Tobias—Veronika, the matriarch, 
her daughter-in-law Mel, and Mel’s 
daughter-in-law Birdie—are trying to 
navigate personal difficulties, some of 
which are with one another. Veronika and 
Mel, despite having little in common, 
are both psychotherapists who are more 
skilled at helping other people than 
solving their own problems. Birdie, still 
dealing with the culture shock of moving 
to New York City and marrying into the 
Tobias clan, is pushed to her limit when 
her husband gets into trouble. No amount 
of badgering from his steely grand-
mother, smart-mouthed mother, or disil-
lusioned wife can convince him to own 
up to what he’s done. Overwhelmed, 
Birdie bolts—along with the couple’s 
young daughter—to her Midwestern 
hometown, hoping that space, warmth 
and wisdom from her own feisty grand-
mother will help her find a path forward. 
And though Birdie begins to find comfort 

in unexpected places—a local bookstore 
and the arms of her old boyfriend—her 
absence stirs up long simmering trou-
bles back home forcing the Tobiases to 
reconsider their relationships to each 
other, and ultimately, what it means to be 
a family. Will the three Tobias-women-
by-marriage ever find themselves—and a 
way back to one another? A timely look 
at how women hold families together.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Saturday Night at the Lakeside Supper 
Club: A Novel

DB113976 9 hours 23 minutes
by J. Ryan Stradal
read by Aspen Vincent
“Mariel Prager needs a break. Her hus-
band Ned is having an identity crisis, her 
spunky, beloved restaurant is bleeding 
money by the day, and her mother 
Florence is stubbornly refusing to leave 
the church where she’s been holed up 
for more than a week. The Lakeside 
Supper Club has been in her family 
for decades, and while Mariel’s grand-
mother embraced the business, seeing it 
as a saving grace, Florence never took 
to it. When Mariel inherited the restau-
rant, skipping Florence, it created a rift 
between mother and daughter that never 
quite healed. Ned is also an heir—to a 
chain of home-style diners—and while 
he doesn’t have a head for business, he 
knows his family’s chain could provide 
a better future than his wife’s fading 
restaurant. In the aftermath of a dev-
astating tragedy, Ned and Mariel lose 
almost everything they hold dear, and the 
hard-won victories of each family hang 
in the balance. With their dreams dashed, 
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Adult Fiction—Family

can one fractured family find a way to 
rebuild despite their losses, and will the 
Lakeside Supper Club be their salva-
tion? In this colorful, vanishing world of 
relish trays and brandy Old Fashioneds, 
J. Ryan Stradal has once again given us 
a story full of his signature honest, lov-
able yet fallible Midwestern characters 
as they grapple with love, loss, and mar-
riage; what we hold onto and what we 
leave behind; and what our legacy will 
be when we are gone.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

Cobble Hill: A Novel
DB113129 9 hours 42 minutes
by Cecily von Ziegesar
read by Pete Simonelli
“Welcome to Cobble Hill. In this eclectic 
Brooklyn neighborhood, private storms 
brew amongst four married couples 
and their children. There’s ex-groupie 
Mandy, so underwhelmed by mother-
hood and her current physical state that 
she fakes a debilitating disease to get the 
attention of her skateboarding, ex-boy-
band member husband Stuart. There’s 
the unconventional new school nurse, 
Peaches, on whom Stuart has an unre-
quited crush, and her disappointing hus-
band Greg, who wears noise-cancelling 
headphones - everywhere. A few blocks 
away, Roy, a well-known, newly trans-
planted British novelist, has lost the 
thread of his next novel and his marriage 
to indefatigable Wendy. Around the 
corner, Tupper, the nervous, introverted 
industrial designer with a warehouse full 
of prosthetic limbs struggles to pin down 
his elusive artist wife Elizabeth. Throw 
in two hormonal teenagers, a 10-year-old 

pyromaniac, a drug dealer pretending 
to be a doctor, and a lot of hidden cam-
eras, and you’ve got a combustible mix 
of egos, desires, and secrets bubbling in 
brownstone Brooklyn.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2020.

The Sunrise Cove Inn
DB114531 6 hours 31 minutes
by Katie Winters
read by Erin Bennett
“Susan Sheridan knows Martha’s 
Vineyard like the back of her hand. She 
grew up there as the eldest of the three 
Sheridan Sisters, their father the long-
time owner of the Sunrise Cove Inn in 
Oak Bluffs. The Inn, the water, the sun 
all spun with laughter, and love, with 
the most important people— her family 
and friends. It was her glittering, perfect 
life—until it wasn’t. Tragedy struck over 
twenty years ago, and Susan has hardly 
said a word to her sisters or her father 
or anyone else she ever loved. Not until 
now. Her father and Sunrise Cove Inn 
are both falling apart, just like Susan’s 
life. Her husband left her for the sec-
retary at their shared law firm, and her 
children have their separate lives. And 
she’s keeping her own secrets. Now it’s 
time to go back to the island she once 
loved so much. Time to face the horrors 
and secrets of her past, everything she’s 
tucked away since she left the Vineyard 
and started a family of her own. But as 
she digs deeper into the dark psyche 
of her past, she digs up old truths, 
lost loves, and regrets—all with the 
once-familiar backdrop of this gorgeous 
island. The Vineyard has been waiting 
for her. But can she handle what she 
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Adult Fiction Family, Fantasy

finds there? Can she forgive and never 
again regret?” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Fantasy
Vampire Weekend

DB114745 11 hours 17 minutes 
by Mike Chen
read by Emily Woo Zeller
“Everything you’ve heard about vam-
pires is a lie. They can’t fly. No murders 
allowed (the community hates that). 
And turning into a bat? Completely 
ridiculous. In fact, vampire life is really 
just a lot of blood bags and night jobs. 
For Louise Chao, it’s also lonely, since 
she swore off family ages ago. At least 
she’s gone to decades of punk rock 
shows. And if she can join a band of 
her own (while keeping her...situation 
under wraps), maybe she’ll finally feel 
like she belongs, too. Then a long-lost 
teenage relative shows up at her door. 
Whether it’s Ian’s love of music or his 
bad attitude, for the first time in ages, 
Louise feels a connection. But as Ian 
uncovers Louise’s true identity, things 
get dangerous—especially when he asks 
her for the ultimate favor. One that goes 
beyond just family...one that might just 
change everything vampires know about 
life and death forever.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

Into the West
DB114400 5 hours 0 minutes
by Mercedes Lackey
read by Paul Woodson
“The long-awaited founding of Valdemar 
comes to life in this second book in 
the new series from a New York Times 
bestselling author and beloved fantasist. 

Baron Valdemar and his people have 
found a temporary haven, but it cannot 
hold all of them, or for long. Trouble 
could follow on their heels at any 
moment, and there are too many people 
for Crescent Lake to support. Those who 
are willing to make a further trek by 
barge on into the West will follow him 
into a wilderness depopulated by war 
and scarred by the terrible magics of a 
thousand years ago and the Mage Wars. 
But the wilderness is not as ‘empty’ as 
it seems. There are potential friends and 
rapacious foes... and someone is watching 
them.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Alchemist and an Amaretto
DB113989 6 hours 58 minutes
by Annette Marie
read by Cris Dukehart
“As a guild bartender, I can handle 
pretty much anything-mages, sorcerers, 
witches, the occasional demon. But 
show me anything family-related and 
I’d rather run for the hills. It doesn’t 
even have to be my family. So I have no 
idea why I thought spending the holi-
days with Aaron’s mom and pop was a 
good idea. Meeting his famous parents 
is already terrifying enough, but I’ve got 
a bigger problem. Students of his fami-
ly’s renowned mage academy are being 
attacked on the grounds-and somehow 
no one has seen a single assailant? 
Unexplained tracks litter the nearby 
woods, rumors of forbidden alchemy are 
circulating the campus... and Ezra has 
been acting strangely since we arrived. 
Something deadly is brewing in the 
shadow of Sinclair Academy, and the 
longer we take to uncover it, the more 
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Adult Fiction—Fantasy

dangerous it becomes. But no matter 
the risk, we’ll protect the students. And 
Aaron’s parents too, I suppose. If we 
have to.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2020.

Damned Souls and a Sangria
DB113991 8 hours 38 minutes
by Annette Marie
read by Cris Dukehart
“Once upon a time, I was your average 
spunky redhead with the lamest employ-
ment history ever, a shaky relationship 
with my only family member, and no 
idea what I was doing with my life. 
Now, I’m a pseudo mythic with the 
best bartending job in the world, the 
most amazing (and hot) best friends 
I never knew I needed, and a guild of 
misfit magic-users who’ve become 
my extended family. And I’m about to 
lose it all. In my desperation to save 
Ezra, I stumbled into a web of ruthless 
deception-and seriously pissed off a 
sleeping hydra. Now its every murderous 
head is turned toward me and my guild, 
and I don’t know how to stop it. I’m 
not sure I can. I’m not sure anyone can. 
But if we don’t, we’re all doomed-Ezra, 
Aaron, Kai, and my beloved guild.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2020.

Dark Arts and a Daiquiri
DB113987 7 hours 42 minutes
by Annette Marie
read by Cris Dukehart
“‘When I found myself facing down the 
scariest black-magic felon in the city, 
practically daring him to abduct me, I 
had to wonder exactly how I ended up 
here. It all started when I accidentally 
landed a job as a bartender-but not at 

a bar. At a guild, populated by mages, 
sorcerers, alchemists, witches, and psy-
chics. Good thing this lame-o human is 
adaptable, right? Then my favorite guild 
members—three sexy, powerful, and 
intermittently charming mages—asked 
for my help. Did they want access to my 
encyclopedic knowledge of cocktails? 
Oh no. They wanted to wrap me up in a 
pretty ribbon and plunk me in the cross-
hairs of a murderous rogue to lure him 
out of hiding. So that’s what we did. 
And that’s why I’m here. About to be 
kidnapped. Oh, and our grand plan for 
safely capturing said murderous rogue? 
Yeah, that completely fell apart about 
two minutes ago. Why did I agree to 
this again?’” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2018.

Demon Magic and a Martini
DB113988 7 hours 18 minutes
by Annette Marie
read by Cris Dukehart
“‘When I first landed a bartending job 
at the local guild, I didn’t know a thing 
about magic. These days, I’m practi-
cally an expert on the different magical 
classes, but there’s one nobody ever 
talks about: Demonica. Turns out they 
have a good reason for that. My guild is 
strictly hellion-free, because who wants 
to risk life and limb to control the big-
gest bullies on the mythic playground? 
Well, some people do, and now a demon 
has been loosed in the city. My three 
best friends are determined to slay it, 
but even badass combat mages are crit-
ically out-magicked. And that’s not all. 
The monster they’re tracking-it’s not 
hiding. It’s not fleeing. It’s not leaving 
a trail of corpses everywhere it goes. 
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Adult Fiction Fantasy

The demon is hunting too. And in a city 
full of mythics, it’s searching for deadlier 
prey. If we can’t unravel the demon’s 
sinister motivations, more innocent 
people will die, but finding the answers 
means digging into dark secrets... and 
learning truths I never wanted to know.’” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2019.

Lost Talismans and a Tequila
DB113990 7 hours 58 minutes
by Annette Marie
read by Cris Dukehart
“‘You know that squirmy sensation in 
your gut when you have no idea what 
you’re doing and you’re about to screw 
everything up? Yeah, that feeling. I 
thought I was a good judge of character, 
but recent events proved me very wrong. 
Now, in a brilliant demonstration of my 
newfound caution, I’m putting all my 
faith in a demon-a demon who’s tried 
to kill me before. The squirmy feeling 
is making sense, right? Unfortunately, 
I don’t have any other options. Ezra’s 
time is almost up, which means I need 
answers and I need them fast. So it’s time 
to toughen up, pack my gear, and find 
me one of the most illegal, reviled, and 
scarce mythics out there: a demon-mage 
summoner. And all I have to do is follow 
a demon’s instructions on where to look. 
How could that go wrong?’” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2020.

Three Mages and a Margarita
DB113986 7 hours 17 minutes
by Annette Marie
read by Cris Dukehart
“Broke, almost homeless, and recently 
fired. Those are my official reasons for 

answering a wanted ad for a skeevy-
looking bartender gig. It went downhill 
the moment they asked me to do a trial 
shift instead of an interview-to see if I’d 
mesh with their ‘special’ clientele. I think 
that part went great. Their customers 
were complete dickheads, and I was an 
asshole right back. That’s the definition 
of fitting in, right? I expected to get 
thrown out on my ass. Instead, they... 
offered me the job? It turns out this place 
isn’t a bar. It’s a guild. And the three 
cocky guys I drenched with a margarita 
during my trial? Yeah, they were mages. 
Either I’m exactly the kind of takes-no-
shit bartender this guild needs, or there’s 
a good reason no one else wants to work 
here. So what’s a broke girl to do? Take 
the job, of course—with a pay raise.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2018.

Shadowed Steel
DB113955 9 hours 40 minutes
by Chloe Neill
read by Suzanne Elise Freeman
“Elisa Sullivan is the only vampire 
ever born, and she bears a heavy 
legacy. After a sojourn with the North 
American Central Pack of shifters in the 
wilderness—where she turned a young 
woman into a vampire to save her life—
Elisa returns to Chicago. But no good 
deed goes unpunished. The ruling body 
of vampires, the Assembly of American 
Masters, is furious that Elisa turned 
someone without their permission, and 
they want her punished. When an AAM 
vampire is found dead, Elisa is the 
prime suspect. Someone else is stalking 
Chicago-and Elisa. She’ll need to keep a 
clear head, and a sharp blade, to survive 
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all the supernatural strife. Contains 
mature themes.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2021.

The Cradle of Ice
DB114604 2 hours 28 minutes
by James Rollins
read by Nicola Barber
“To stop the coming apocalypse, a fel-
lowship was formed. A soldier, a thief, 
a lost prince, and a young girl bonded 
by fate and looming disaster. Each step 
along this path has changed the party, 
forging deep alliances and greater enmi-
ties. All the while, hostile forces have 
hunted them, fearing what they might 
unleash. Armies wage war around them. 
For each step has come with a cost—in 
blood, in loss, in heartbreak. Now, they 
must split, traveling into a vast region 
of ice and to a sprawling capital of the 
world they’ve only known in stories. 
Time is running out and only the truth 
will save us all.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2023.

The Justice of Kings
DB113983 1 hours 50 minutes
by Richard Swan
read by Lucy Paterson
“Action, intrigue, and magic collide in 
this epic fantasy following Sir Konrad 
Vonvalt, an Emperor’s Justice, who is 
a detective, judge, and executioner all 
in one—but with rebellion and unrest 
building, these are dangerous times to 
be a Justice. The Empire of the Wolf 
simmers with unrest. Rebels, heretics, 
and powerful patricians all challenge 
the power of the Imperial throne. Only 
the Order of Justices stands in the way 

of chaos. Sir Konrad Vonvalt is the 
most feared Justice of all, upholding the 
law by way of his sharp mind, arcane 
powers, and skill as a swordsman. 
At his side stands Helena Sedanka, 
his talented protégé, orphaned by the 
wars that forged the Empire. When the 
pair investigates the murder of a pro-
vincial aristocrat, they unearth a con-
spiracy that stretches to the very top of 
Imperial society. As the stakes rise and 
become ever more personal, Vonvalt 
and Helena must make a choice: Will 
they abandon the laws they’ve sworn to 
uphold, in order to protect the Empire?” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

City of Last Chances
DB112900 6 hours 11 minutes
by Adrian Tchaikovsky
read by James Langton
“Arthur C. Clarke winner and Sunday 
Times bestseller Adrian Tchaikovsky’s 
triumphant return to fantasy with a 
darkly inventive portrait of a city under 
occupation and on the verge of revolu-
tion. There has always been a darkness 
to Ilmar, but never more so than now. 
The city chafes under the heavy hand 
of the Palleseen occupation, the choke-
hold of its criminal underworld, the 
boot of its factory owners, the weight 
of its wretched poor and the burden of 
its ancient curse. What will be the spark 
that lights the conflagration? Despite the 
city’s refugees, wanderers, murderers, 
madmen, fanatics and thieves, the cata-
lyst, as always, will be the Anchorwood 
– that dark grove of trees, that primeval 
remnant, that portal, when the moon is 
full, to strange and distant shores. Ilmar, 
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some say, is the worst place in the world 
and the gateway to a thousand worse 
places. Ilmar, City of Long Shadows. 
City of Bad Decisions. City of Last 
Chances.” — Provided by publisher. 
Violence, strong language and some 
descriptions of sex. 2022.

General
Supreme Clientele

DB114587 9 hours 2 minutes
by Ashley Antoinette and JaQuavis 
Coleman
read by iiKane
“Every Hustler’s reign ends in one of 
two ways: prison or death. Refusing 
to let that prediction become a reality, 
Julius Jules Carter creates new rules to 
an old game. Strategically, he forms one 
of the most notorious drug operations 
Harlem has ever seen. Jules thought 
the game was his biggest challenge—
until he meets Tish. Young and ambi-
tious, Tish is determined to escape 
from Harlem’s allure, but her love for 
Jules has her rooted. It isn’t long before 
she’s tangled in Julius’ web of lies and 
deceit. When she finds out about his 
past demons and connects them with her 
own, she discovers that there’s a thin 
line between love and hate. You can’t 
turn a bad girl good, but once a good girl 
turns bad, she’s gone forever. Julius finds 
out the hard way that everything done 
in the dark eventually comes to light.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2017.

Has Anyone Seen My Toes?
DB112314 8 hours 38 minutes
by Christopher Buckley
read by Gibson Frazier

“During the pandemic, an aging screen-
writer is holed up in a Coastal South 
Carolina town with his beloved second 
wife, Peaches. He’s been binge-eating 
for a year and developed a notable rap-
port with the local fast-food chain Hippo 
King. He struggles to work—on a ludi-
crous screenplay about a Nazi attempt to 
kidnap FDR and, naturally, an article for 
Etymology Today on English words of 
Carthaginian origin. He’s told Peaches so 
often about the origins of the world may-
onnaise that she’s developed an aversion 
to using the condiment. He thinks he has 
COVID. His wife thinks he is losing his 
mind. In short, your typical pandemic 
worries. Things were going from bad to 
worse even before his doctor suggested 
a battery of brain tests. He knows what 
that means: dementia! But even in these 
scary times, there are plenty of things to 
distract him. His iPhone is fat-shaming 
him. He’s been trying to read Proust 
and thinks the French novelist missed 
his true calling as a parfumier. And he’s 
discovered nefarious Russian influence 
on the local coroner’s race. Why is Putin 
so keen to control who decides who 
died peacefully and who by foul play in 
Pimento County? Could it be the local 
military base? — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Many Daughters of Afong Moy: A 
Novel

DB109598 1 hours 32 minutes
by Jamie Ford
read by Mirai
“Dorothy Moy breaks her own heart for 
a living. As Washington’s former poet 
laureate, that’s how she describes chan-
neling her dissociative episodes and 
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mental health struggles into her art. But 
when her five-year-old daughter exhibits 
similar behavior and begins remem-
bering things from the lives of their 
ancestors, Dorothy believes the past has 
truly come to haunt her. Fearing that her 
child is predestined to endure the same 
debilitating depression that has marked 
her own life, Dorothy seeks radical help. 
Through an experimental treatment 
designed to mitigate inherited trauma, 
Dorothy intimately connects with past 
generations of women in her family: 
Faye Moy, a nurse in China serving with 
the Flying Tigers; Zoe Moy, a student 
in England at a famous school with no 
rules; Lai King Moy, a girl quarantined 
in San Francisco during a plague epi-
demic; Greta Moy, a tech executive with 
a unique dating app; and Afong Moy, 
the first Chinese woman to set foot in 
America. As painful recollections affect 
her present life, Dorothy discovers that 
trauma isn’t the only thing she’s inher-
ited. A stranger is searching for her in 
each time period. A stranger who’s loved 
her through all of her genetic memories. 
Dorothy endeavors to break the cycle 
of pain and abandonment, to finally find 
peace for her daughter, and gain the love 
that has long been waiting, knowing she 
may pay the ultimate price.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2022.

The Making of Another Major Motion 
Picture Masterpiece

DB114593 4 hours 0 minutes
by Tom Hanks
read by Connor Ratliff
“Part One of this story takes place in 
1947. A troubled soldier, returning from 

the war, meets his talented five-year-old 
nephew, leaves an indelible impression, 
and then disappears for twenty-three 
years. Cut to 1970: The nephew, now 
drawing underground comic books in 
Oakland, California, reconnects with his 
uncle and, remembering the comic book 
he saw when he was five, draws a new 
version with his uncle as a World War II 
fighting hero. Cut to the present day: A 
commercially successful director dis-
covers the 1970 comic book and decides 
to turn it into a contemporary superhero 
movie. Cue the cast: We meet the film’s 
extremely difficult male star, his won-
derful leading lady, the eccentric writer/
director, the producer, the gofer produc-
tion assistant, and everyone else on both 
sides of the camera.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. Bestseller. 2023.

The Deluge
DB113949 4 hours 42 minutes
by Stephen Markley
read by Aida Reluzco
“In the first decades of the 21st cen-
tury, the world is convulsing, its gov-
ernments mired in gridlock while a 
patient but unrelenting ecological crisis 
looms. America is in upheaval, bat-
tered by violent weather and extreme 
politics. In California in 2013, Tony 
Pietrus, a scientist studying deposits 
of undersea methane, receives a death 
threat. His fate will become bound to a 
stunning cast of characters—a broken 
drug addict, a star advertising strate-
gist, a neurodivergent mathematician, 
a cunning eco-terrorist, an actor turned 
religious zealot, and a brazen young 
activist named Kate Morris, who, in the 
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mountains of Wyoming, begins a project 
that will alter the course of the decades 
to come. From the Gulf Coast to Los 
Angeles, the Midwest to Washington, 
DC, their intertwined odysseys unfold 
against a stark backdrop of accelerating 
chaos as they summon courage, galva-
nize a nation, fall to their own fear, and 
find wild hope in the face of staggering 
odds. As their stories hurtle toward a 
spectacular climax, each faces a reck-
oning: what will they sacrifice to salvage 
humanity’s last chance at a future? A 
singular achievement, The Deluge is a 
once-in-a-generation novel that meets the 
moment as few works of art ever have.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Dolphin House
DB110165 9 hours 1 minutes
by Audrey Schulman
read by Alex Picard
“It is 1965, and Cora, a young, hearing 
impaired woman, buys a one-way ticket 
to the island of St. Thomas, where she 
discovers four dolphins held in cap-
tivity as part of an experiment led by the 
obsessive Dr. Blum. Drawn by a strong 
connection to the dolphins, Cora falls 
in with the scientists and discovers her 
need to protect the animals. Recognizing 
Cora’s knack for communication, Blum 
uses her for what will turn into one of 
the most fascinating experiments in 
modern science: an attempt to teach the 
dolphins human language by creating a 
home in which she and a dolphin can live 
together. As the experiment progresses, 
Cora forges a remarkable bond with the 
creatures, until her hard-won knowledge 
clashes with the male-dominated world 

of science. As a terrible scandal threatens 
to engulf the experiment, Cora’s fight 
to save the dolphins becomes a battle to 
save herself.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Color of Money
DB109596 8 hours 20 minutes
by Walter S. Tevis
read by Michael Butler Murray
“Twenty years after he conquered the 
underground pool circuit in The Hustler, 
‘Fast’ Eddie Felson is playing exhibition 
matches with former rival Minnesota 
Fats in shopping malls. With one failed 
marriage and years of running a pool hall 
behind him, Eddie is now ready to regain 
the skills needed to compete in a world 
of pool that has changed dramatically 
since he left. The real challenge comes 
when Eddie realizes that in order to com-
pete with a new wave of young players, 
he must hone his skills in the unfamiliar 
game of nine-ball as opposed to the 
straight pool that had once won him 
fame. With a new generation of compet-
itors, a higher-profile series of matches, 
and a waning confidence in his own abil-
ities, ‘Fast’ Eddie faces new challenges 
with unpredictable outcomes. The Color 
of Money is the source of the 1986 film 
starring Paul Newman in the role he had 
originated in The Hustler.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2019.

Rescued by the Love of a Real One 2:
DB110499 3 hours 58 minutes
by Toy
read by Toy
“Ty never expected to fall in love with 
the person who saved him the night he 
was shot; however, one can never stop 
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fate. Once he and Michelle established 
the relationship that Ty never expected 
to want, his past comes back, causing 
chaos and strife. Michelle takes her role 
as the woman in Ty’s life, but unbe-
knownst to Michelle, the father of her 
child still has some unresolved feelings 
toward her. Ty and Michelle both are 
blindsided by the danger lurking around 
them and threatening their well-being, all 
in the name of love. Kylan was crushed 
to find out that his wife had been having 
an affair behind his back. His reputation 
as the calm brother quickly goes out the 
window as he attempts to move on from 
his unfaithful wife. Kylan is not only 
fighting for his sanity to remain intact; 
he is still looking for the people or per-
sons who attempted to kill his brother. 
An unexpected meeting with someone 
makes Kylan think that moving on may 
be easier than he thought. Tonette knows 
she is wrong for being unfaithful; she 
acknowledges the error of her ways, but 
she refuses to let Kylan go. Even though 
Tonette did not adhere to her marriage 
vows, she wants Kylan to stand by his 
until death us part. Kylan is over the 
marriage and is taking steps to dissolve 
it, but Tonette has a bag of tricks to make 
sure she remains the wife of Kylan. 
Nichelle is happy for her sister’s happi-
ness, but not happy with herself. Nichelle 
keeps her true feelings hidden, living 
with a façade to protect herself from 
hurt. Nichelle’s life is a smoke screen 
and mirrors, letting others believe that 
she is happy with her single status, and 
she is not afraid to show it in a loud and 
proud manner just as she always has. It 
isn’t until she meets the one person who 

can tame her attitude and set her body on 
fire that she starts to have problems with 
keeping her façade up. Nichelle begins 
to question everything she thought she 
knew about herself and how she lives her 
life.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and 
Tomorrow

DB109032 1 hours 56 minutes
by Gabrielle Zevin
read by Jennifer Kim
“On a bitter-cold day, in the December 
of his junior year at Harvard, Sam Masur 
exits a subway car and sees, amid the 
hordes of people waiting on the plat-
form, Sadie Green. He calls her name. 
For a moment, she pretends she hasn’t 
heard him, but then, she turns, and a 
game begins: a legendary collabora-
tion that will launch them to stardom. 
These friends, intimates since child-
hood, borrow money, beg favors, and, 
before even graduating college, they 
have created their first blockbuster, 
Ichigo. Overnight, the world is theirs. 
Not even twenty-five years old, Sam and 
Sadie are brilliant, successful, and rich, 
but these qualities won’t protect them 
from their own creative ambitions or the 
betrayals of their hearts. Spanning thirty 
years, from Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
to Venice Beach, California, and lands 
in between and far beyond, Gabrielle 
Zevin’s Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and 
Tomorrow is a dazzling and intricately 
imagined novel that examines the mul-
tifarious nature of identity, disability, 
failure, the redemptive possibilities in 
play, and above all, our need to con-
nect: to be loved and to love. Yes, it is 
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a love story, but it is not one you have 
read before.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
Bestseller. 2022.

Historical Fiction
The Mitford Affair

DB113138 10 hours 55 minutes
by Marie Benedict
read by Emma Griffiths
“Between the World Wars, the six 
Mitford sisters—each more beautiful, 
brilliant, and eccentric than the next—
dominate the English political, literary, 
and social scenes. Though they’ve 
weathered scandals before, the family 
falls into disarray when Diana divorces 
her wealthy husband to marry a fascist 
leader and Unity follows her sister’s lead 
all the way to Munich, inciting rumors 
that she’s become Hitler’s mistress. As 
the Nazis rise in power, novelist Nancy 
Mitford grows suspicious of her sis-
ters’ constant visits to Germany and the 
high-ranking fascist company they keep. 
When she overhears alarming conver-
sations and uncovers disquieting docu-
ments, Nancy must make excruciating 
choices as Great Britain goes to war with 
Germany. Probing the torrid political cli-
mate in the lead-up to World War II and 
the ways that seemingly sensible people 
can be sucked into radical action, The 
Mitford Affair follows Nancy’s valiant 
efforts to stop the Nazis from taking 
over Great Britain, and the complicated 
choices she must make between the per-
sonal and the political.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

The Cuban Heiress
DB113946 7 hours 16 minutes
by Chanel Cleeton
read by Frankie Corzo
“In 1934, a luxury cruise becomes a fight 
for survival as two women’s pasts col-
lide on a round-trip voyage from New 
York to Havana in New York Times best-
selling author Chanel Cleeton’s page-
turning new novel inspired by the true 
story of the SS Morro Castle. New York 
heiress Catherine Dohan seemingly has 
it all. There’s only one problem. It’s a lie. 
As soon as the Morro Castle leaves port, 
Catherine’s past returns with a vengeance 
and threatens her life. Joining forces 
with a charismatic jewel thief, Catherine 
must discover who wants her dead—and 
why. Elena Palacio is a dead woman. Or 
so everyone thinks. After a devastating 
betrayal left her penniless and on the run, 
Elena’s journey on the Morro Castle is 
her last hope. Steeped in secrecy and a 
burning desire for revenge, her return to 
Havana is a chance to right the wrong 
that has been done to her—and her prey 
is on the ship. As danger swirls aboard 
the Morro Castle and their fates inter-
twine, Elena and Catherine must risk 
everything to see justice served once 
and for all.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Eyes Turned Skyward: A Novel
DB113840 11 hours 7 minutes
by Alena Dillon
read by Nancy Peterson
“Kathy Begley is an empty nester, the 
primary caretaker of her ailing mother, 
and the emotional support for her laid-off 
husband. She’s also returning to the 
office after two decades to work under 
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a borderline inappropriate boss. Then a 
Congressional Gold Medal Ceremony 
invitation arrives, and she uncovers 
an unfathomable family secret: her 
mother, Peggy Mayfield, wasn’t just 
a tempestuous wife and mother. She 
was a Women Airforce Service Pilot. 
Peggy jumped at the opportunity to 
become a WASP, the first American 
females to fly military aircraft. She 
wore men’s uniforms, sweated, studied, 
trained, and soared. She also danced, 
drank, played poker, and fell in love 
with adventure, new friends, and her 
commanding officer. Once a spunky 
flyer, Peggy is now filled with regret 
as she confronts the end of her life, but 
Kathy is determined to make her last 
months count by securing Peggy long 
overdue recognition, appreciating her 
anew, and forgiving her before it’s too 
late.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Song of the Nile
DB113839 5 hours 1 minutes
by Stephanie Dray
read by Kyla Garcia
“In the second novel in New York Times 
bestselling author Stephanie Dray’s 
thrilling trilogy, Cleopatra’s daughter 
seeks the power to stand against an 
empire... Having survived her per-
ilous childhood as a royal captive of 
Rome, Selene has pledged her loy-
alty to Emperor Augustus, swearing to 
become his very own Cleopatra. But 
even though she is forced to marry a 
man of the emperor’s choosing, Selene 
will not allow her new husband to rule 
in her name. Quickly establishing her-
self as a capable leader, she wins the 

love of her new subjects and makes 
herself vital to Rome by bringing forth 
bountiful harvests with the magic of Isis 
flowing through her veins. As she rules 
the kingdom of Mauretania and con-
tends with imperial politics and religious 
persecution, Selene beguiles her way to 
the precipice of power with the ultimate 
goal of taking back her birthright. But 
the price of winning back her mother’s 
Egyptian throne may be more than she’s 
willing to pay...” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2018.

The Sunshine Girls: A Novel
DB113838 9 hours 47 minutes
by Molly Fader
read by Andi Arndt
“1967 Iowa. Nursing school roommates 
BettyKay and Kitty don’t have much in 
common. BettyKay has risked her fam-
ily’s disapproval to pursue her dreams 
away from her small town. Cosmopolitan 
Kitty has always relied on her beauty 
and smarts to get by and to hide a painful 
secret. Yet the two share a determina-
tion to prove themselves in a changing 
world, forging an unlikely bond on a 
campus unkind to women. Before their 
first year is up, tragedy strikes, and the 
women’s paths are forced apart. But 
against all odds, a decades-long friend-
ship forms, persevering through love, 
marriage, failure, and death, from the 
jungles of Vietnam to the glamorous 
circles of Hollywood. Until one snowy 
night leads their relationship to the ulti-
mate crossroads. Fifty years later, two 
estranged sisters are shocked when a 
famous movie star shows up at their 
mother’s funeral. Over one tumultuous 
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weekend, the women must reckon with a 
dazzling truth about their family that will 
alter their lives forever...” — Provided 
by publisher. Some strong language and 
some descriptions of sex. Commercial 
audiobook. 2022.

The Levee
DB114003 3 hours 42 minutes
by William Kent Krueger
read by JD Jackson
“It’s 1927, and the most devastating 
flood in American history has swelled 
the Mississippi River to a width of eighty 
miles. In an attempt to save a family 
trapped by the rising water, four men 
in a tiny rowboat battle the treacherous 
flow: three are convicts, on loan from the 
local prison and pressed into service; the 
fourth, the leader of the team, is driven 
by his own hidden motives. But to their 
surprise upon arrival at Ballymore, an 
ancestral home protected by a high, cir-
cular levee, not everyone in the family 
feels the need to be saved. Pride, greed, 
loyalty, and even love create their own 
complex currents behind the mas-
sive wall. As the threat from the flood 
increases and time ticks away, the crew 
and the family must decide on a course 
of action, and a desperate plan is hatched 
to save the weakening levee and all it 
was built to protect. The Levee is a pro-
pulsive, heartfelt tale of courage, cow-
ardice, and sacrifice in a historic moment 
when the indomitable human spirit is 
pitted against the awesome and destruc-
tive power of nature.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

The Thread Collectors: A Novel
DB113815 10 hours 46 minutes
by Alyson Richman and Shaunna 
J. Edwards
read by Robin Miles
“1863: In a small Creole cottage in New 
Orleans, an ingenious young Black 
woman named Stella embroiders intri-
cate maps on repurposed cloth to help 
enslaved men flee and join the Union 
Army. Bound to a man who would 
kill her if he knew of her clandestine 
activities, Stella has to hide not only 
her efforts but her love for William, a 
Black soldier and a brilliant musician. 
Meanwhile, in New York City, a Jewish 
woman stitches a quilt for her husband, 
who is stationed in Louisiana with the 
Union Army. Between abolitionist meet-
ings, Lily rolls bandages and crafts quilts 
with her sewing circle for other soldiers, 
too, hoping for their safe return home. 
But when months go by without word 
from her husband, Lily resolves to make 
the perilous journey South to search for 
him. As these two women risk every-
thing for love and freedom during the 
brutal Civil War, their paths converge 
in New Orleans, where an unexpected 
encounter leads them to discover that 
even the most delicate threads have the 
capacity to save us. Loosely inspired by 
the authors’ family histories, this stun-
ning novel will stay with readers for a 
long time.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Berlin Girl
DB114740 1 hours 14 minutes
by Mandy Robotham
read by Kristin Atherton
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“Berlin, 1938. It’s the height of summer, 
and Germany is on the brink of war. 
When fledgling reporter Georgie Young 
is posted to Berlin, alongside fellow Lon-
doner Max Spender, she knows they are 
entering the eye of the storm. Arriving to 
a city swathed in red flags and crawling 
with Nazis, Georgie feels helpless, wit-
nessing innocent people being torn from 
their homes. As tensions rise, she realis-
es she and Max have to act - even if it 
means putting their lives on the line. But 
when she digs deeper, Georgie begins 
to uncover the unspeakable truth about 
Hitler’s Germany - and the pair is pulled 
into a world darker than she could ever 
have imagined.... From the best-selling 
author of The German Midwife comes 
the heart-wrenching story of a country on 
the brink of war, a woman who puts her-
self in the line of fire and a world about 
to be forever changed.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2020.

Our Darkest Night: A Novel of Italy and 
the Second World War

DB113801 10 hours 0 minutes
by Jennifer Robson
read by Marisa Calin
“It is the autumn of 1943, and life is 
becoming increasingly perilous for 
Italian Jews like the Mazin family. With 
Nazi Germany now occupying most of 
her beloved homeland, and the threat of 
imprisonment and deportation growing 
ever more certain, Antonina Mazin has 
but one hope to survive — to leave 
Venice and her beloved parents and hide 
in the countryside with a man she has 
only just met. Nico Gerardi was studying 
for the priesthood until circumstances 

forced him to leave the seminary to run 
his family’s farm. A moral and just man, 
he could not stand by when the fascists 
and Nazis began taking innocent lives. 
Rather than risk a perilous escape across 
the mountains, Nina will pose as his new 
bride. And to keep her safe and protect 
secrets of his own, Nico and Nina must 
convince prying eyes they are happily 
married and in love. But farm life is not 
easy for a cultured city girl who dreams 
of becoming a doctor like her father, and 
Nico’s provincial neighbors are wary 
of this soft and educated woman they 
do not know. Even worse, their distrust 
is shared by a local Nazi official with 
a vendetta against Nico. The more he 
learns of Nina, the more his suspicions 
grow — and with them his determina-
tion to exact revenge. As Nina and Nico 
come to know each other, their feelings 
deepen, transforming their relationship 
into much more than a charade. Yet both 
fear that every passing day brings them 
closer to being torn apart... ” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.

The Old Lion: A Novel of Theodore 
Roosevelt

DB114591 3 hours 7 minutes
by Jeff Shaara
read by Paul Michael
“In one of his most accomplished, com-
pelling novels yet, acclaimed New York 
Times bestseller Jeff Shaara accom-
plishes what only the finest historical 
fiction can do: He brings to life one of 
the most consequential figures in U.S. 
history—Theodore Roosevelt—peeling 
back the many-layered history of the 
man and the country he personified. 
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From the mid-nineteenth century to the 
early twentieth century, from the waning 
days of the rugged frontier of a young 
country to the emergence of a modern, 
industrial nation exerting its power on 
the world stage, Theodore Roosevelt 
embodied both the myth and reality of 
the country he loved and led. From his 
upbringing in the rarefied air of New 
York society of the late 19th century to 
his time in rough-and-tumble world of 
the Badlands in the Dakotas, from his 
rise from political obscurity to Assistant 
Secretary of the Navy, from national 
hero as the leader of the Rough Riders 
in the Spanish-American War to his 
accidental rise to the Presidency itself, 
Roosevelt embodied the complex, often 
contradictory, image of America itself.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Dovetails in Tall Grass: A Novel
DB113060 1 hours 5 minutes
by Samantha Specks
read by Madelyn Buzzard
“As war overtakes the frontier, Emma’s 
family farmstead is attacked by Dakota-
Sioux warriors; on that same prairie, 
Oenikika desperately tries to hold on 
to her calling as a healer and follow the 
orders of her father, Chief Little Crow. 
When the war is over and revenge-fueled 
war trials begin, each young woman is 
faced with an impossible choice. In a 
swiftly changing world, both Emma and 
Oenikika must look deep within and fight 
for the truth of their convictions—even 
as horror and injustice unfolds all around 
them. Inspired by the true story of the 
thirty-eight Dakota-Sioux men hanged 
in Minnesota in 1862—the largest mass 
execution in US history—Dovetails 

in Tall Grass is a powerful tale of two 
young women connected by the fate of 
one man.” — Provided by publisher. 
Some violence and some strong lan-
guage. 2021.

Human Relationships
The Lonely Hearts Book Club

DB114734 11 hours 10 minutes
by Lucy Gilmore
read by Angie Kane
“Sloane Parker lives a small, contained 
life as a librarian in her small, contained 
town. She never thinks of herself as 
lonely...but still she looks forward to that 
time every day when old curmudgeon 
Arthur McLachlan comes to browse 
the shelves and cheerfully insult her. 
Their sparring is such a highlight of 
Sloane’s day that when Arthur doesn’t 
show up one morning, she’s instantly 
concerned. And then another day passes, 
and another. Anxious, Sloane tracks the 
old man down only to discover him all 
but bedridden...and desperately strug-
gling to hide how happy he is to see 
her. Wanting to bring more cheer into 
Arthur’s gloomy life, Sloane creates an 
impromptu book club. Slowly, the lonely 
misfits of their sleepy town begin to find 
each other, and in their book club, find 
the joy of unlikely friendship. Because as 
it turns out, everyone has a special book 
in their heart-and a reason to get lost 
(and eventually found) within the pages.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Remind Me to Hate You Later
DB114543 7 hours 36 minutes
by Lizzy Mason
read by Emma Love
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“Told in alternating timelines, as Natalie 
grieves her best friend Jules’s death by 
suicide, Jules’s influencer mother plans 
to release a book about it, which causes 
Natalie and Jules’s boyfriend to band 
together and expose the truth behind 
Jules’ tragic death.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
For senior high and older readers. 2023.

Legal Themes
Between Black and White

DB113062 10 hours 56 minutes
by Robert Bailey
read by Alec Volz
“In 1966 in Pulaski, Tennessee, 
Bocephus Haynes watched in horror as 
his father was brutally murdered by ten 
local members of the Ku Klux Klan. As 
an African American lawyer practicing 
in the birthplace of the Klan years later, 
Bo has spent his life pursuing justice 
in his father’s name. But when Andy 
Walton, the man believed to have led the 
lynch mob forty-five years earlier, ends 
up murdered in the same spot as Bo’s 
father, Bo becomes the prime suspect. 
Retired law professor Tom McMurtrie, 
Bo’s former teacher and friend, is a 
year removed from returning to the 
courtroom. Now McMurtrie and his 
headstrong partner, Rick Drake, must 
defend Bo on charges of capital murder 
while hunting for Andy Walton’s true 
killer. In a courtroom clash that will put 
their reputations and lives at stake, can 
McMurtrie and Drake release Bo from 
a lifetime of despair? Or will justice 
remain hidden somewhere between black 
and white?” — Provided by publisher. 
Violence, strong language and some 
descriptions of sex. 2016.

Mercy Kill
DB113811 8 hours 15 minutes
by Robin James
read by Teri Clark Linden
“Cass is a force in the courtroom. 
Determined to keep the innocent out 
of jail, the unyielding defense attorney 
dominates her opponents to balance the 
scales of justice. But in a terrible twist 
of fate, she’s forced to testify against 
the man she loves when he’s accused 
of killing his estranged wife. Vowing to 
exonerate Detective Wray, Cass despairs 
at the mounting pile of damning evi-
dence and the prickling fear he may be 
guilty. And when she learns of a deadly 
jailhouse plot, she worries her failure 
to win his freedom will cost him his 
life. Will Cass’s investigation result in 
an acquittal or reveal a terrible truth?” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

The Trial
DB114579 6 hours 56 minutes
by Robert Whitlow
read by Rob Lamont
“A lawyer ready to die takes one final 
case...the trial of his life. Attorney Kent 
‘Mac’ MacClain has nothing left to live 
for. Nine years after the horrific accident 
that claimed the life of his wife and two 
sons, he’s finally given up. His empty 
house is a mirror for his empty soul, it 
seems suicide is his only escape. And 
then the phone rings. Angela Hightower, 
the beautiful heiress and daughter of 
the most powerful man in Dennison 
Springs, has been found dead at the 
bottom of a ravine. The accused killer, 
Peter Thomason, needs a lawyer. But 
Mac has come up against the Hightowers 
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and their ruthless, high-powered lawyers 
before—an encounter that left his prac-
tice and reputation reeling. The evidence 
pointing to Thomason’s guilt seems 
insurmountable. Is Mac defending an 
ingenious psychopath, or has Thomason 
been framed—possibly by a member of 
the victim’s family? It comes down to 
one last trial. For Thomason, the oppo-
nent is the electric chair. For Mac, it is 
his own tormented past—a foe that will 
prove every bit as deadly.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2003.

Mystery and Detective
August Hearts: A Dave Garrett Mystery

DB113404 6 hours 44 minutes
by Neil Albert
read by Steven Carpenter
“Against his better judgment, Dave takes 
on a case for the president of a corrupt 
union and his wife. Their son wants to 
marry his college girlfriend and the par-
ents are deeply suspicious of their pro-
spective daughter-in-law. When Dave’s 
investigation of the girl comes up with 
nothing he thinks the case is over—
until the son angrily bursts into Dave’s 
office and tells him that his girlfriend is 
in jail for stealing a diamond-studded 
heart-shaped brooch from his mother. 
He agrees to help the young couple, but 
everything he learns suggests that the girl 
has secrets to hide. Was he wrong about 
her the first time, or is he wrong now? 
Dave has to get to the bottom of the case 
quickly, but both his old clients and his 
new clients are living up to his definition 
of a client as ‘someone who’s holding 
out on you.’” — Provided by publisher. 
Strong language and some violence. 

2021.
Donut Disturb

DB113999 7 hours 12 minutes
by Ellie Alexander
read by Kate Mulligan
“Love is blooming in Ashland, Oregon. 
The Shakespearean hamlet is bursting 
with fresh spring energy. Fragrant lilacs 
and the sweet aroma of vanilla cake fill 
the air as everyone in town gathers at 
Lithia Park for the celebration of the 
year—Thomas and Kerry’s wedding. 
It’s a picture perfect day. Guests gather 
on picnic blankets in front of the band-
shell to watch Kerry walk down the aisle 
and wed Ashland’s favorite detective 
in training, Thomas. Jules and her team 
at Torte have been tasked with catering 
the outdoor reception and everything is 
going according to plan—until a wed-
ding crasher shows up. The uninvited 
guest isn’t just someone looking to score 
a free glass of champagne. It’s Kerry’s 
estranged father who is supposed to be 
behind bars. Kerry is distraught. Jules 
vows to do everything she can to make 
sure that there are no other surprises on 
her friend’s big day. But when the bassist 
for Heart Strings, the wedding band, is 
found stabbed with the blunt end of his 
instrument Jules’s promise takes on new 
meaning. Now she will have to slice 
through the five tiered cake and a bevy of 
potential suspects in order to track down 
a killer before they turn the knife on 
her.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Pay Dirt Road
DB114573 8 hours 49 minutes
by Samantha Jayne Allen
read by Sandy Rustin
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“Annie McIntyre has a love/hate rela-
tionship with Garnett, Texas. Recently 
graduated from college and home wait-
ressing, lacking not in ambition but cer-
tainly in direction, Annie is lured into the 
family business—a private investigation 
firm—by her supposed-to-be-retired 
grandfather, Leroy, despite the rest of the 
clan’s misgivings. When a waitress at 
the café goes missing, Annie and Leroy 
begin an investigation that leads them 
down rural routes and haunted byways, 
to noxious-smelling oil fields and to the 
glowing neon of local honky-tonks. As 
Annie works to uncover the truth she 
finds herself identifying with the victim 
in increasing, unsettling ways, and real-
izes she must confront her own past—
failed romances, a disturbing experience 
she’d rather forget, and the trick mirror 
of nostalgia itself—if she wants to sur-
vive this homecoming.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

A Fall from Grace
DB113186 6 hours 30 minutes
by Robert Barnard
read by James Langton
“Detective Inspector Charlie Peace 
and his wife, Felicity, are shocked 
when Felicity’s difficult dad, Rupert 
Coggenhoe, suddenly announces that 
he’s moving north to their Yorkshire 
village. Felicity has never much liked 
her father, and to have him as a near-
neighbor fills her with foreboding. The 
boorish old man has always loved to 
impress the ladies, young and old, by 
exaggerating his modest success as a 
novelist. True to form, soon after his 
move to Slepton Edge he surrounds 

himself with adoring females, including 
a precocious, theatrical teenager named 
Anne Michaels. Rupert and Anne could 
make a lethal combination. Rumors fly, 
but Felicity convinces herself that Rupert 
would do nothing seriously wrong. He 
can be annoying and outrageous but he’s 
not a criminal. She relies on a friend, a 
doctor who seems to be strangely aware 
of everything that’s happening in the 
community, to warn her if he hears of 
anything really troubling. She doesn’t 
have long to wait, but the news is not 
what she expects. It’s worse. A body 
has been found and it looks like murder. 
Stunned by a difficult reality, Felicity is 
even more shocked to discover that she, 
herself, may be a suspect. This is one 
criminal investigation that’s much too 
close to home for Charlie Peace. He’s 
not officially on the case, but he uses his 
copper’s instincts and a husband’s heart 
to find a killer and to discover anew the 
meaning of family.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Strong language. 2007.

The Killings on Jubilee Terrace
DB113420 6 hours 22 minutes
by Robert Barnard
read by James Langton
“Vernon Watts may have been beloved 
by the millions of faithful viewers of the 
long-running soap opera Jubilee Terrace 
but his fellow cast members knew him 
for what he was — an egotistical former 
music-hall performer whose untimely 
death in a pedestrian accident was not 
something to be universally regretted. 
Sadly, though, director Reggie Friedman 
soon fills the supposed void by asking 
Hamish Fawley, an equally unpleasant 
former member of the Jubilee Terrace 
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troupe, to rejoin the soap. Hamish 
was never much liked. Now he’s more 
obnoxious than ever. The mood on the 
set is not exactly serene, a situation 
made worse when the police receive an 
anonymous letter suggesting that Vernon 
Watts’s accident” may in fact have been 
murder. Did one of his fellow actors 
push Vernon into the oncoming traffic? 
Detective Inspector Charlie Peace 
faces tough challenges as he probes the 
make-believe world of skilled thespians 
to find a possible killer. With a cast of 
suspects who are trained to emote on 
cue, Charlie will need all of his police-
man’s instincts if he’s to avert further 
tragedy.” — Provided by publisher. 
Strong language. 2009.

Death’s Door: Billy Boyle World War II 
Mystery Series, Book 7

DB112527 11 hours 9 minutes
by James R. Benn
read by Peter Berkrot
“Lieutenant Billy Boyle could have used 
a rest after his last case, but when his 
girlfriend, Diana Seaton, a British spy, 
goes missing in the Vatican, where she 
was working undercover, he insists on 
being assigned to a murder investiga-
tion there so he can try to help her. An 
American monsignor is found murdered 
at the foot of Death’s Door, one of the 
five entrances to Saint Peter’s Basilica. 
Wild Bill Donovan, head of the OSS, 
wants the killing investigated. The fact 
that the Vatican is neutral territory in 
German-occupied Rome is only one 
of the obstacles Billy must overcome. 
First is a harrowing journey, smuggled 
into Rome while avoiding the Gestapo 
and Allied bombs. Then, to learn the 

truth about the murdered monsignor, 
he must navigate Vatican politics and 
personalities—some are pro-Allied, 
others pro-Nazi, and the rest steadfastly 
neutral. But that’s not his only concern. 
Just a short walk from the Vatican border 
is the infamous Regina Coeli prison, 
where Diana is being held. Can he dare 
a rescue, or will a failed attempt alert 
the Germans to his mission and risk an 
open violation of Vatican neutrality?” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2012.

Storm Watch
DB113964 9 hours 6 minutes
by C.J. Box
read by David Chandler
“While tracking a wounded elk in the 
midst of an epic Rocky Mountain spring 
snowstorm, Joe Pickett makes a star-
tling and gruesome discovery: the frozen 
and mutilated body of a man who has 
obviously trespassed on a private ranch 
and was killed near the location of a 
mysterious high-tech structure. Joe also 
finds the man’s vehicle on an isolated 
mountainside—the victim’s ID indi-
cates that he is a prominent University 
of Wyoming professor. When Joe 
attempts to learn more, his investigation 
is obstructed by federal agents, extrem-
ists, and Governor Colter Allen. Nate 
Romanowski is rebuilding his falconry 
company—and financing this through 
crypto mining with the assistance of 
Geronimo Jones. Nate is then approached 
by a shadowy group of local militant 
activists that is gaining in power and 
influence, and demanding that Wyoming 
join other western states and secede 
from the union—by force, if necessary. 
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They ask Nate to throw in with them, but 
he’s wary. Should he trust them, or is he 
being set up? As a storm of peril gathers 
around them, Joe and Nate confront it in 
different ways—and maybe, for the first 
time, on opposite sides.” — Provided by 
publisher. Violence and strong language. 
Commercial audiobook. Bestseller. 2023.

Treasure State
DB110869 9 hours 24 minutes
by C.J. Box
read by Christina Delaine
“Private Investigator Cassie Dewell’s 
business is thriving, and her latest case 
puts her on the hunt for a slippery con 
man who’s disappeared somewhere in 
the treasure state. A wealthy Florida 
widow has accused him of absconding 
with her fortune, and wants Cassie to 
find him and get it back. The trail takes 
Cassie to Anaconda, Montana, a quirky 
former copper mining town that’s the 
perfect place to reinvent yourself. As the 
case develops, Cassie begins to wonder 
if her client is telling her everything. On 
top of that, Cassie is also working what’s 
easily one of her strangest assignments 
ever. A poem that promises buried trea-
sure to one lucky adventurer has led to 
a cutthroat competition and five deaths 
among treasure-hunters. But Cassie’s 
client doesn’t want the treasure. Instead, 
he claims to be the one who hid the gold 
and wrote the poem. And he’s hired 
Cassie to try to find him. Between the 
two cases, Cassie has her hands full. In 
Montana, a killer view can mean more 
than just the scenery, and Cassie knows 
much darker things hide behind the pic-
turesque landscape of Big Sky Country. 
Treasure State, C.J. Box’s highly 

anticipated follow-up to The Bitterroots, 
is full of more twists and turns than 
the switchbacks through the Anaconda 
Range.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

A Trace of Poison
DB114009 9 hours 56 minutes
by Colleen Cambridge
read by Jennifer Dixon
“In England’s stately manor houses, 
murder is not generally a topic for polite 
conversation. Mallowan Hall, home 
to Agatha Christie and her husband, 
Max, is the exception. And housekeeper 
Phyllida Bright delights in discussing 
gory plot details with her friend and 
employer... The neighboring village 
of Listleigh has also become a hub of 
grisly goings-on, thanks to a Murder Fête 
organized to benefit a local orphanage. 
Members of The Detection Club-a 
group of celebrated authors such as 
G. K. Chesterton, Dorothy L. Sayers, 
and Agatha herself-will congregate for 
charitable events, including a writing 
contest for aspiring authors. The winner 
gets an international publishing con-
tract, and entrants have gathered for a 
cocktail party-managed by the inimi-
table Phyllida-when murder strikes too 
close even for her comfort. It seems 
the victim imbibed a poisoned cock-
tail intended for Alastair Whittlesby, 
president of the local writers’ club. The 
insufferable Whittlesby is thought to be 
a shoo-in for the prize, and ambition is 
certainly a worthy motive. But narrowing 
down these suspects could leave even 
Phyllida’s favorite fictional detective, M. 
Poirot, twirling his mustache in frustra-
tion.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.
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Livid: A Scarpetta Novel
DB110899 10 hours 33 minutes
by Patricia Daniels Cornwell
read by January LaVoy
“Chief medical examiner Kay Scarpetta 
is the reluctant star witness in a sensa-
tional murder trial when she receives 
shocking news. The judge’s sister has 
been found dead. At first glance, it 
appears to be a home invasion, but then 
why was nothing stolen, and why is 
the garden strewn with dead plants and 
insects? Although there is no apparent 
cause of death, Scarpetta recognizes 
telltale signs of the unthinkable, and 
she knows the worst is yet to come. The 
forensic pathologist finds herself pitted 
against a powerful force that returns her 
to the past, and her time to catch the 
killer is running out....” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

The Riesling Retribution
DB114527 9 hours 33 minutes
by Ellen Crosby
read by Christine Marshall
“When a tornado rips through 
Montgomery Estate Vineyard, it not only 
destroys some of Lucie Montgomery’s 
newest grapevines, it also unearths an 
old grave. After the dead man is iden-
tified as a former business associate 
of Lucie’s father, it seems everyone in 
Lucie’s hometown has already decided 
Leland Montgomery is a murderer. 
As the evidence piles up against him, 
Lucie sets out to prove her father’s inno-
cence. But Lucie has more on her mind 
than a dead body. Her new vineyard 
manager has accused her winemaker, 
Quinn Santori, of abusing the vineyard’s 

migrant workers, while Lucie’s rela-
tionship with Quinn grows increasingly 
more complicated. Meanwhile, Lucie has 
given permission to a group of Civil War 
re-enactors to recreate a local battle on 
her farm. But when one of the re-enac-
tors is shot with live ammunition, Lucie 
wonders whether it was an accident or an 
attempt at murder.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2009.

Still Waters
DB113175 10 hours 53 minutes
by Sara Driscoll
read by Susan Bennett
“In the latest page-turning FBI K-9 
novel, Special Agent Meg Jennings 
and her search-and-rescue Labrador, 
Hawk, find that a training session in the 
Minnesota wilderness becomes a fight 
for survival ... Keeping their search-
and-rescue skills honed isn’t just a job 
requirement for FBI Special Agent Meg 
Jennings and her Labrador, Hawk—it’s 
essential to saving lives. A water search 
training weekend in the Boundary Waters 
area of Minnesota has attracted partici-
pants from all levels of law enforcement, 
each vying to win. The races are chal-
lenging, the rivalry is intense, and Meg is 
already under pressure when Hawk alerts 
to a scent in the water—and discovers 
the fresh body of one of Meg’s fellow 
competitors. The contest is called off, but 
Meg’s still feeling the heat. The victim 
had made an unfounded complaint about 
her, one that could cost Meg her job and 
see Hawk removed from her care. The 
field of suspects is daunting, and all of 
them are experts in throwing others off 
the trail. And though Meg’s team flies 
out to Minnesota to help uncover the 
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truth, they’re on unfamiliar territory, 
pitted against a killer with the skills, 
and the motivation, to stay hidden in 
plain sight... ” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Forfeit
DB114002 7 hours 22 minutes
by Dick Francis
read by Tony Britton
“Dick Francis, the bestselling master of 
mystery and suspense, takes you into the 
thrilling world of horse racing. When 
reporter Bert Chekov falls to his death, 
his colleague James Tyrone is suspicious. 
Chekov’s column had recently recom-
mended some ‘can’t-lose’ horses, who 
then wound up out of the running on 
race day. Tyrone thinks he can prove it 
was murder, but he may not live to tell 
the tale. Because as the dead man has 
already made clear, there’s no such thing 
as a sure thing...” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
1968.

A Crime of a Different Stripe
DB109315 9 hours 41 minutes
by Sally Goldenbaum
read by Julie McKay
“While no-nonsense mother-to-be Cass 
Halloran tries downplaying her preg-
nancy and her frequent doctor’s visits 
as an ‘older’ mother-to-be, a softer side 
of the lobsterwoman emerges as she 
joins the Seaside Knitters in knitting an 
abundance of delicate hats and booties. 
But in contrast to the happy news, ter-
rifying events unfold at the town’s art 
series that puts a real chill in their New 
England fall... Izzy Perry’s husband Sam 
had reservations about inviting his one-
time mentor Harrison Grant to speak at 

the opening reception, although he never 
imagined the famed and charismatic 
photographer would rudely embarrass 
his hosts that evening. But when a dead 
body turns up along the wooded shore-
line the next day, startling secrets come 
into focus that could undo the tight-knit 
community of local artists... With a mys-
terious murder pitting neighbors against 
each other, Izzy, Birdie, Nell, and a vul-
nerable Cass find themselves entangled 
in a dangerous hunt for answers. Can 
four best friends somehow tie together 
scattered clues and pacify a list of poten-
tial culprits before a cascade of fallen 
foliage buries the pièce de résistance of 
a ruthless killer?” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2020.

Girl Forgotten
DB113942 5 hours 53 minutes
by April Henry
read by Tessa Netting
“When seventeen-year-old Piper Gray 
starts a true crime podcast investigating 
a seventeen-year-old murder cold case, 
she puts her life in danger as she digs 
deep into the mysteries of the past.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. For senior high 
and older readers. 2023.

Stolen Angels
DB110951 10 hours 51 minutes
by Rita B. Herron
read by Gabriella Cavallero
“Lara is baking cupcakes when her six-
year-old daughter Ava runs to catch the 
school bus just one block away. Chasing 
after her, Lara sees the bus tumbling 
past, and waves. But Ava never turns 
up at school. Detective Ellie Reeves is 
in a race against time to find her—in 
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missing child cases, every second counts. 
Searching the small town of Crooked 
Creek, she finds the girl’s bunny in the 
local park, the toy Ava carried around 
everywhere. Did Ava ever get on the 
bus? While Ellie works around the clock, 
a local reporter gets a message: There 
are other missing girls out there. Digging 
into previous cases, Ellie discovers that 
another girl went missing on the same 
day the previous year. How many more 
could there be? Ellie is certain that the 
date means something—and that the 
person who sent the message is the 
key. But the community is up in arms, 
everyone worried that their daughter will 
be next, and blaming Ellie. The pressure 
is mounting, and time is running out to 
bring little Ava home. Can Ellie solve the 
toughest case of her career—and save 
Ava—before it’s too late?” — Provided 
by publisher. Violence and some strong 
language. 2022.

Unnatural History: An Alex Delaware 
Novel

DB112309 11 hours 15 minutes
by Jonathan Kellerman
read by John Rubenstein
“Los Angeles is a city of stark contrast, 
the palaces of the affluent coexisting 
uneasily with the hellholes of the mad 
and the needy. That shadow world and 
the violence it breeds draw brilliant 
psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware and 
Detective Milo Sturgis into an unset-
tling case of altruism gone wrong. On a 
superficially lovely morning, a woman 
shows up for work with her usual enthu-
siasm. She’s the newly hired personal 
assistant to a handsome, wealthy pho-
tographer and is ready to greet her boss 

with coffee and good cheer. Instead, she 
finds him slumped in bed, shot to death. 
The victim had recently received rave 
media attention for his latest project: 
images of homeless people in their per-
sonal ‘dream’ situations, elaborately cos-
tumed and enacting unfulfilled fantasies. 
There are some, however, who view the 
whole thing as nothing more than crass 
exploitation, citing token payments and 
the victim’s avoidance of any long-term 
relationships with his subjects. Has 
disgruntlement blossomed into homi-
cidal rage? Or do the roots of violence 
reach down to the victim’s family—a 
clan, sired by an elusive billionaire, that 
is bizarre in its own right? Then new 
murders arise, and Alex and Milo begin 
peeling back layer after layer of intrigue 
and complexity, culminating in one of 
the deadliest threats they’ve ever faced.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Mirror Man: A Novel
DB113147 3 hours 50 minutes
by Lars Kepler
read by Saul Reichlin
“Sixteen-year-old Jenny Lind is kid-
napped in broad daylight on her way 
home from school and thrown into the 
back of a truck. She’s taken to a dilap-
idated house, where she and other girls 
face horrors far beyond their worst 
nightmares. Though they’re desperate 
to escape, their captor foils every one of 
their attempts. Five years later, Jenny’s 
body is found hanging in a playground, 
strung up with a winch on a rainy night. 
As the police are scrambling to find a 
lead in the scant evidence, Detective 
Joona Linna recognizes an eerie 
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connection between Jenny’s murder and 
a death declared a suicide years before. 
And when another teenage girl goes 
missing, it becomes clear to Joona that 
they’re dealing with a serial killer—
and his murderous rampage may have 
just begun.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

A Strange Habit of Mind
DB112466 10 hours 40 minutes
by Andrew Klavan
read by Adam Barr
“The founder of Byrner, a global social 
media platform, Gerald Byrne is univer-
sally admired as a visionary, a philan-
thropist, and a devoted husband and 
father. And every person who gets in 
the way of his good work seems to die. 
When a former student commits suicide, 
English professor and ex-spy Cameron 
Winter takes it upon himself to under-
stand why. The young man was expelled 
from the university in an unfortunate 
episode that left Winter sympathetic 
to his plight; after a prolonged silence, 
he reached out to his teacher with two 
words just before taking the fatal plunge 
from the roof of his San Francisco 
apartment: ‘Help me.’ Winter has what 
he calls ‘a strange habit of mind’—the 
ability to imagine himself into a crime 
scene, to reconstruct it mentally and 
play through various possible causes 
and outcomes to understand exactly 
what took place. When he applies this 
exercise to Adam Kemp’s desperate 
final moments, he discovers a troubling 
inconsistency. And when he learns that 
Kemp was in a tumultuous relationship 
with Gerald Byrne’s niece, he begins to 

suspect that the suicide was the result 
of a carefully-engineered plot, put in 
motion by the powerful businessman.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

When Christmas Comes: A Yuletide 
Mystery

DB110903 5 hours 58 minutes
by Andrew Klavan
read by Adam Barr
“After a confession of murder, a 
sleuthing English teacher will need a 
Christmas miracle to prove a condemned 
man innocent. Colorful Christmas lights 
dapple the family homes in the idyllic 
lakeside town of Sweet Haven when 
Jennifer Dean, a young librarian at the 
local elementary school, is brutally 
murdered. There are witnesses and her 
boyfriend Travis Blake confesses to the 
crime... but something doesn’t quite add 
up. Blake is a third generation Army 
Ranger, awarded the Silver Star for his 
heroism in Afghanistan—how could 
a beloved son of this tight-knit burgh 
commit such a grisly deed? As a com-
munity of military families a few miles 
down the road from an Army base, no 
one in Sweet Haven wants to investigate 
a war hero like Blake, not even the top 
brass at the police department. In steps 
Cameron Winter, a rugged and lonesome 
English professor haunted by the ghosts 
of his own Christmas past, whose former 
lover asks him to prove Blake innocent. 
The Sweet Haven murder reverberates 
in his mind, echoing a horrific yuletide 
memory from his youth, and Winter 
knows there are darker powers at play 
here than a simple domestic dispute. 
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If he can solve this small-town mystery, 
just maybe he can find peace from his 
inner demons as well.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2021.

Off the Grid
DB113187 8 hours 28 minutes
by Robert B. McCaw
read by Barrie Kealoha
“A scrap of cloth fluttering in the wind 
leads Hilo police Chief Detective Koa 
Kāne to the tortured remains of an unfor-
tunate soul, left to burn in the path of an 
advancing lava flow. For Koa, it’s the 
second gruesome homicide of the day, 
and he soon discovers the murders are 
linked. These grisly crimes on Hawai‘i’s 
Big Island could rewrite history—or cost 
Chief Detective Koa Kāne his career. The 
dead, a reclusive couple living off the 
grid, turn out to be mysterious fugitives. 
The CIA, the Chinese government, and 
the Defense Intelligence Agency attempt 
to thwart Koa’s investigation and obscure 
the victims’ true identities. Undeterred by 
mounting political pressure, Koa pursues 
the truth only to find himself drawn into 
a web of international intrigue. While 
Koa investigates, the Big Island scram-
bles to prepare for the biggest and most 
explosive political rally in its history. 
Despite police resources stretched to the 
breaking point, Koa uncovers a govern-
ment conspiracy so shocking its expo-
sure topples senior officials far beyond 
Hawai‘i’s shores. — Provided by pub-
lisher. Strong language, some violence 
and some descriptions of sex. 2019.

Once Forsaken
DB113853 7 hours 34 minutes
by Blake Pierce
read by Elaine Wise

“When Special Agent Riley Paige 
finally decides to take a well-needed rest 
from the FBI, a request for help comes 
from the most unlikely source: her own 
daughter. April’s best friend is devastated 
by the death of her sister, a freshman at 
Georgetown. Worse, she is convinced that 
the suicide was staged, and that her sister 
was murdered at the hands of a serial 
killer. Riley reluctantly looks into the case, 
only to discover that two other freshman 
girls at Georgetown recently killed them-
selves in the same grotesque way—by 
hanging. As she realizes foul play may be 
afoot, she brings in the FBI. The case takes 
Riley deep into the privileged campus of 
one of the world’s most esteemed uni-
versities, into the unsettling world of the 
wealthy and driven families that pushed 
their children to succeed. In time she dis-
covers that this case is far more twisted 
than it seems—and that she just may be 
up against the most psychotic killer of 
her career.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2017.

Once Pined
DB113812 7 hours 53 minutes
by Blake Pierce
read by Elaine Wise
“Men and women are turning up dead 
in the outskirts of Seattle, poisoned by 
a mysterious chemical. When a pattern 
is discovered and it becomes clear that 
a twisted serial killer is on the hunt, the 
FBI calls in their best asset: Special 
Agent Riley Paige. Riley is urged to 
return to the line of duty—but Riley, still 
reeling from the attacks on her family, is 
loath to return. Yet as bodies mount, and 
the murders become more inexplicable, 
Riley knows she has no choice. The 
case takes Riley deep into the unsettling 
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world of nursing homes, of hospitals, 
of drifting caretakers and psychotic 
patients. As Riley delves deeper into the 
mind of the murderer, she realizes she is 
hunting the most terrifying killer of all: 
one whose madness knows no depths—
and yet who may just appear shockingly 
ordinary.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2017.

Once Stalked (A Riley Paige Mystery—
Book 9)

DB114004 7 hours 47 minutes
by Blake Pierce
read by Elaine Wise
“When two soldiers are found dead on a 
huge military base in California, appar-
ently killed by gunshot, military inves-
tigators are stumped. Who is killing its 
soldiers, inside the secure confines of its 
own base? And why? The FBI is called 
in, and Riley Paige is summoned to take 
the lead. As Riley finds herself immersed 
in the military culture, she is amazed to 
realize that serial killers can strike even 
here, in the midst of the most secure loca-
tion on earth. She finds herself in a frantic 
cat and mouse chase, racing to decode 
the killer’s psychology. Yet she soon dis-
covers she is up against a highly-trained 
killer, one that may, even for her, be 
too deadly an opponent. A dark psy-
chological thriller with heart-pounding 
suspense, Once Stalked is book #9 in a 
riveting series—with a beloved new char-
acter—that will leave you listening late 
into the night.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2018.

Murder in the Caravan: A Redmond and 
Haze Mystery, Book 4

DB112929 7 hours 1 minutes
by Irina Shapiro
read by Andrew Randall

“When the body of gentlewoman is 
found in a Romani caravan, and a second 
woman from the village of Birch Hill goes 
missing, Redmond and Haze must peel 
back the layers of lies, prejudice, and mis-
direction to discover who’s truly behind 
the crimes. With little connection between 
the victims, no obvious motive, and few 
clues, the case is their most challenging 
to date. Can they solve it before the killer 
strikes again?” — Provided by publisher. 
Strong language and some violence. 2021.

Murder in the Grave: A Redmond and 
Haze Mystery, Book 5

DB113405 7 hours 27 minutes
by Irina Shapiro
read by Andrew Randall
“When the body of a newly appointed 
curate is found in a freshly dug grave, 
Inspector Haze and Lord Redmond are 
called to investigate. According to friends 
and family, the unfortunate man was a 
veritable saint who’d wanted nothing 
more than to dedicate his life to God 
and good works, but the savagery of his 
murder and the attempt to hide his corpse 
tell a different story. Facing increasing 
pressure to solve the case of the ‘Cleaved 
Curate,’ Daniel and Jason must delve 
deeper into the life of Sebastian Slade, 
only to discover that even men of God 
have their secrets and that the reckoning 
can be biblical in its scope.” — Provided 
by publisher. Some violence and some 
strong language. 2021.

The Penguin Book of Gaslight Crime: 
Con Artists, Burglars, Rogues, and 
Scoundrels from the Time of Sherlock 
Holmes

DB112081 10 hours 25 minutes
edited by Michael Sims
read by Michael Russotto
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“Take a trip back to a time when crim-
inals armed themselves with wit rather 
than with guns, and the pinnacle of 
crime-fighting technology was repre-
sented by Sherlock Holmes’s magnifying 
glass. Edited by award-winning author 
and editor Michael Sims, The Penguin 
Book of Gaslight Crime presents, for the 
first time, the best crime fiction from the 
gaslight era gathered in a single volume. 
All the legendary thieves are present—
from Colonel Clay to Get Rich Quick 
Wallingford—burgling London and 
Paris, conning New York and Ostend, 
laughing all the way to the bank. Also 
featured are stories by distinguished 
writers from outside the mystery and 
detective genres, including Sinclair 
Lewis, Arnold Bennett, and William 
Hope Hodgson.” — Dust jacket. 2009.

The White Lady: A Novel
DB114582 10 hours 9 minutes
by Jacqueline Winspear
read by Orlagh Cassidy
“A reluctant ex-spy with demons of her 
own, Elinor finds herself facing down 
one of the most dangerous organized 
crime gangs in London, ultimately 
exposing corruption from Scotland Yard 
to the highest levels of government. The 
private, quiet ‘Miss White’ as Elinor is 
known, lives in a village in rural Kent, 
England, and to her fellow villagers 
seems something of an enigma. Well she 
might, as Elinor occupies a ‘grace and 
favor’ property, a rare privilege offered 
to faithful servants of the Crown for ser-
vices to the nation. But the residents of 
Shacklehurst have no way of knowing 
how dangerous Elinor’s war work had 
been, or that their mysterious neighbor 

is haunted by her past. It will take Susie, 
the child of a young farmworker, Jim 
Mackie and his wife, Rose, to break 
through Miss White’s icy demeanor—
but Jim has something in common with 
Elinor. He, too, is desperate to escape his 
past. When the powerful Mackie crime 
family demands a return of their prodigal 
son for an important job, Elinor assumes 
the task of protecting her neighbors, 
especially the bright-eyed Susie. Yet in 
her quest to uncover the truth behind the 
family’s pursuit of Jim, Elinor unwit-
tingly sets out on a treacherous path—
yet it is one that leads to her freedom.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Black Dog
DB109314 6 hours 19 minutes
by Stuart Woods
read by Tony Roberts
“After returning home from a treach-
erous adventure, Stone Barrington is 
all too happy to settle back down in his 
New York City abode. But when he’s 
introduced to a glamorous socialite with 
a staggering inheritance, Stone realizes 
his days are about to be anything but 
quiet. As it turns out, Stone’s intriguing 
new companion has some surprisingly 
familiar ties and other far more sinister 
ones—including a nefarious enemy 
who gets too close for comfort. When 
it becomes clear that this miscreant will 
stop at nothing to get what he wants, 
and will endanger all whom Stone holds 
hear, Stone must step in to protect his 
friends and prevent a dangerous madman 
from wreaking havoc across the city.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.
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Occult and Horror
The Haunting of Alejandra

DB114284 10 hours 17 minutes
by V. Castro
read by Raquel Beattie
“A woman is haunted by the Mexican 
folk demon La Llorona as she unravels 
the dark secrets of her family history in 
this ravishing and provocative horror 
novel. Alejandra no longer knows who 
she is. To her husband, she is a wife, 
and to her children, a mother. To her 
own adoptive mother, she is a daughter. 
But they cannot see who Alejandra has 
become: a woman struggling with a 
darkness that threatens to consume her. 
Nor can they see what Alejandra sees. 
In times of despair, a ghostly vision 
appears to her, the apparition of a crying 
woman in a ragged white gown. When 
Alejandra visits a therapist, she begins 
exploring her family’s history, starting 
with the biological mother she never 
knew. As she goes deeper into the lives 
of the women in her family, she learns 
that heartbreak and tragedy are not the 
only things she has in common with her 
ancestors. Because the crying woman 
was with them, too. She is La Llorona, 
the vengeful and murderous mother of 
Mexican legend. And she will not leave 
until Alejandra follows her mother, her 
grandmother, and all the women who 
came before her into the darkness. But 
Alejandra has inherited more than just 
pain. She has inherited the strength and 
the courage of her foremothers—and she 
will have to summon everything they 
have given her to banish La Llorona for-
ever.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Natural Beauty
DB114285 7 hours 49 minutes
by Ling Ling Huang
read by Carolyn Kang
“In this sly, surprising, and razor-sharp 
debut novel, a virtuoso pianist gives 
up her future as a musician to work at 
a high-end wellness store in New York 
City where the pursuit of beauty comes 
at a staggering cost. Our narrator is the 
youngest student at the Conservatory. 
She produces a sound from the piano no 
one else does, employing a special tech-
nique she learned from her parents-also 
stunningly talented musicians-who 
fled China in the wake of the Cultural 
Revolution. But when an accident leaves 
her parents debilitated, she abandons her 
future as a pianist and accepts a job at 
a high-end beauty and wellness store in 
New York City. Holistik is known for its 
remarkable products and outrageous pro-
cedures: remoras that suck cheap Botox 
from the body, eyelash extensions made 
of spider silk, emotional support duck-
lings bred to imprint on their owners. 
Every product is ethically sourced 
and made with nothing but the highest 
quality ingredients. Our narrator’s new 
job is a coveted one among New York’s 
beauty-obsessed, and it affords her 
entry into a new world of privilege. She 
becomes transfixed by Helen-a model, 
and the niece of Holistik’s charismatic 
owner-and the two strike up a close 
friendship that hazily veers into more. 
All the while, Holistik plies our nar-
rator with products that slim her thighs, 
smooth her skin, lighten her hair, and 
change her eye color. But beneath these 
fancy creams and tinctures lies a terrible 
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truth that threatens to consume her. After 
all, beauty is nothing without ugliness.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

A House with Good Bones
DB114719 6 hours 55 minutes
by T. Kingfisher
read by Mary Robinette Kowal
“In this ordinary North Carolina suburb, 
family secrets are always in bloom. 
Samantha Montgomery pulls into the 
driveway of her family home to find a 
massive black vulture perched on the 
mailbox, staring at the house. Inside, 
everything has changed. Gone is the 
eclectic warmth Sam expects; instead the 
walls are a sterile white. Now, it’s very 
important to say grace before dinner, and 
her mother won’t hear a word against 
Sam’s long-dead and little-missed grand-
mother, who was the first to put down 
roots in this small southern town. The 
longer Sam stays, the stranger things 
get. And every day, more vultures circle 
overhead.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Lone Women
DB114718 9 hours 14 minutes
by Victor LaValle
read by Joniece Abbott-Pratt
“Adelaide Henry carries an enormous 
steamer trunk with her wherever she 
goes. It’s locked at all times. Because 
when the trunk is opened, people around 
her start to disappear... The year is 1914, 
and Adelaide is in trouble. Her secret sin 
killed her parents, and forced her to flee 
her hometown of Redondo, California, 
in a hellfire rush, ready to make her way 
to Montana as a homesteader. Dragging 
the trunk with her at every stop, she 
will be one of the ‘lone women’ taking 

advantage of the government’s offer of 
free land for those who can cultivate 
it-except that Adelaide isn’t alone. And 
the secret she’s tried so desperately 
to lock away might be the only thing 
keeping her alive.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2023.

Ritual
DB112563 1 hours 17 minutes
by Graham Masterton
read by Alec Volz
“When a restaurant critic and his son 
visit the little town of Allen’s Corners 
in rural Connecticut, they are in for a 
shock. In the mood to try something dif-
ferent they stop at Le Reposoir, unaware 
that most of the meals on the menu are 
not the a-la-carte range they’re used to. 
Because Allen’s Corner has a secret. 
A secret that will eat you alive.” — 
Provided by publisher. Violence, strong 
language and some explicit descriptions 
of sex. 2017.

Love, Death, and Madness: A Collection 
of Three Award-Nominated Novellas

DB112564 7 hours 28 minutes
by Tim Waggoner
read by Ray Foushee
“Available for the first time 
together, three of Tim Waggoner’s 
award-nominated novellas of horror 
fiction. The Winter Box. Winner of the 
2017 Bram Stoker Award for Superior 
Achievement in Long Fiction. It’s Todd 
and Heather’s twenty-first anniversary. A 
blizzard rages outside their home, but it’s 
far colder inside. Their marriage is falling 
apart, the love they once shared gone, 
in its place only bitter resentment. As 
the night wears on, strange things start 
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to happen in their house—bad things. If 
they can work together, they might find a 
way to survive until morning—but only 
if they don’t open the Winter Box. A Kiss 
of Thorns. Finalist of the 2018 Bram 
Stoker Award for Superior Achievement 
in Long Fiction. Lonny lost his beloved 
sister Delia thirty years ago. Since then, 
he’s sacrificed many lives in order to 
return her to the world of the living, but 
without success. His next target is Julia, 
a young women with a unfulfilled mar-
riage and a passion for ‘80s horror films. 
She will soon discover that not only 
is real life more complicated than the 
movies, it’s far more terrifying. The Men 
Upstairs. Finalist of the 2012 Shirley 
Jackson Award for Best Novella. He 
finds her crying in the lobby of a movie 
theater and takes her home to his apart-
ment, a strange, beautiful woman with no 
last name, a mysterious past, and a pow-
erful sexual allure. He wants her, and she 
wants him. There’s only one problem: 
the Men Upstairs. She used to belong 
to them—and they’ll do anything to get 
her back.” — Provided by publisher. 
Violence, strong language and some 
explicit descriptions of sex. 2018.

White Horse
DB111028 9 hours 38 minutes
by Erika T. Wurth
read by Tonantzin Carmelo
“Some people are haunted in more 
ways than one. Old denim jackets, 
ripped jeans, Stephen King novels, and 
the occasional beer at the White Horse 
Lounge have defined urban Indian Kari 
James’s life so far. But when her cousin 
Debby finds an old family bracelet that 
once belonged to Kari’s mother, it inad-
vertently calls up both her mother’s 

ghost and a monstrous entity, and her 
willful ignorance about her past is no 
longer sustainable. Haunted by visions 
of her mother and hunted by this mys-
terious creature, Kari must search for 
what happened to her mother all those 
years ago. Her father, permanently dis-
abled from a car crash, can’t help her. 
Her Auntie Squeaker seems to know 
something, but isn’t eager to give it all 
up at once. Debby’s anxious to help, but 
her controlling husband keeps getting in 
the way. Kari’s journey towards a truth 
long-denied by both her family and law 
enforcement forces her to confront her 
dysfunctional relationships, her spiri-
tual beliefs, and her desire for the one 
thing she’s always wanted but could 
never have.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Political Themes
Mack to the Rescue

DB113897 6 hours 56 minutes
by James Lehrer
read by Michael Russotto
“When he’s not anchoring the NewsHour 
on PBS, Jim Lehrer may be found 
casting a satirical eye at America’s heart-
land in such books as Crown Oklahoma 
and The Sooner Spy. Mack to the Rescue 
is the latest of his successful One-
Eyed Mack novels. Set in Oklahoma 
and tracing the exploits of a fictional 
lieutenant governor, the series allows 
Lehrer to address contemporary national 
issues with a unique blend of humor and 
insight. When Governor ‘Buffalo Joe’ 
Hayman calls for privatizing state gov-
ernment, Mack decides to oppose his 
re-election bid, but a medical mishap 
prevents Mack from running. While 
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attending a lieutenant governors’ con-
ference in Washington, he suddenly col-
lapses. Hospitalized, he is given a heart 
bypass operation intended for another 
patient. Mack backs out of the race and 
throws his support behind his flaky 
friend and former state house Speaker, 
Luther Wallace. Embroiled in a medical 
malpractice suit while following Luther’s 
questionable shenanigans, Mack finally 
has no choice but to come to the rescue 
when the governor’s race takes a particu-
larly ugly turn. Rife with Oklahoma-isms 
and brimming with memorable char-
acters, this is political satire at its best, 
employing ironic twists and sharp dia-
logue to poke fun at government foibles. 
Inventive and hilarious, it demonstrates 
once again that Lehrer knows Middle 
America and its ways all too well.” — 
Provided by publisher. 2008.

Psychological Themes
Greek Lessons: A Novel

DB114737 4 hours 39 minutes
by Han Kang
read by Earl T. Kim
“In a classroom in Seoul, a young 
woman watches her Greek language 
teacher at the blackboard. She tries 
to speak but has lost her voice. Her 
teacher finds himself drawn to the silent 
woman, for day by day he is losing his 
sight. Soon the two discover a deeper 
pain binds them together. For her, in the 
space of just a few months, she has lost 
both her mother and the custody battle 
for her nine-year-old son. For him, it’s 
the pain of growing up between Korea 
and Germany, being torn between two 
cultures and languages, and the fear of 

losing his independence. Greek Lessons 
tells the story of two ordinary people 
brought together at a moment of pri-
vate anguish—the fading light of a man 
losing his vision meeting the silence of 
a woman who has lost her language. Yet 
these are the very things that draw them 
to each other. Slowly the two discover 
a profound sense of unity—their voices 
intersecting with startling beauty, as 
they move from darkness to light, from 
silence to breath and expression. Greek 
Lessons is the story of the unlikely bond 
between this pair and a tender love letter 
to human intimacy and connection—a 
novel to awaken the senses, one that 
vividly conjures the essence of what it 
means to be alive.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2023.

The Good Son
DB114585 11 hours 36 minutes
by Jacquelyn Mitchard
read by Vivienne Leheny
“What do you do when the person you 
love best becomes unrecognizable to 
you? For Thea Demetriou, the answer 
is both simple and agonizing: you keep 
loving him somehow. Stefan was just 
seventeen when he went to prison for 
the drug-fueled murder of his girlfriend, 
Belinda. Three years later, he’s released 
to a world that refuses to let him move 
on. Belinda’s mother, once Thea’s good 
friend, galvanizes the community to rally 
against him to protest in her daughter’s 
memory. The media paints Stefan as a 
symbol of white privilege and indifferent 
justice. Neighbors, employers, even 
some members of Thea’s own family 
turn away. Meanwhile Thea struggles 
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to understand her son. At times, he is 
still the sweet boy he has always been; 
at others, he is a young man tormented 
by guilt and almost broken by his time 
in prison. But as his efforts to make 
amends meet escalating resistance and 
threats, Thea suspects more forces are 
at play than just community outrage. 
And if there is so much she never knew 
about her own son, what other secrets 
has she yet to uncover—especially about 
the night Belinda died?” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

Religious Themes
The Courtship Plan

DB113977 7 hours 57 minutes
by Kathleen Fuller
read by Lauren Berst
“Charity Raber is one of many single 
women who came to Birch Creek, Ohio, 
with one goal in mind: secure a husband 
from among the desperate bachelors a 
newspaper advertisement claimed inhab-
ited the town. Even though that claim 
proved to be nothing more than a cruel 
prank, Charity is still hopeful that her 
happy ending might be within reach 
when she’s set up on a date with Jesse 
Bontrager. That is until Jesse not-so-
gently shares that he has no interest in a 
relationship with anyone—and especially 
not with her. One year later, Charity is 
working as a caretaker for a kind, elderly 
English woman in the nearby town of 
Marigold. She’s also working hard on 
a brand-new courtship plan. A plan 
that absolutely does not involve Jesse 
Bontrager. But when he moves next door 
and is made aware of her scheming, 

Charity vows to prove that her plan is 
foolproof. Meanwhile, Jesse is sure she’ll 
make a fool of herself. And for some 
reason he’s not willing to let that happen. 
This stubborn bachelor and determined 
bachelorette will soon learn that their 
plans rarely work out as expected—but 
God’s plans always will.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2023.

The Amish Midwife’s Secret: Love & 
Promises, Book Two

DB112267 9 hours 45 minutes
by Rachel J. Good
read by Laura Hatch
“Kyle Miller never planned on becoming 
a country doctor. But when he’s offered a 
medical practice in his sleepy hometown, 
Kyle knows he must return...and face 
the painful past he left behind. Except 
the Amish community isn’t quite ready 
for Kyle. Especially the pretty midwife 
who refuses to compromise her traditions 
with his modern medicine.... The more 
Leah Stoltzfus works with the handsome 
Englisch doctor, the more she finds her-
self caught between the expectations of 
her family and her own hopes for the 
future. It will take one surprising reve-
lation and one helpless baby in need of 
love to show Leah and Kyle that their 
bond may be greater than their differ-
ences...if Leah can find the courage to 
follow her heart.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. 2018.

The Amish Widow’s Rescue: Love & 
Promises, Book 3

DB112887 1 hours 1 minutes
by Rachel J. Good
read by Elizabeth Rose
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“The perfect family awaits... if only he’ll 
risk his heart. Pregnant and recently 
widowed, Grace Fisher is determined 
to provide for her family on her own. 
Thankfully, her jam business is popular 
in her Amish community. But it’s diffi-
cult keeping up with her work, her farm 
chores, and her two mischievous chil-
dren. Especially now that they’ve taken 
to idolizing their neighbor Elijah. While 
the handsome farmer is kind and gener-
ous, he seems intent on holding Grace 
and her little ones at a distance... Elijah 
Beiler has always admired his neighbor 
Grace. So standing by while she strug-
gles to support her family isn’t an option. 
Offering to take over her farm duties, 
Elijah is determined to help while re-
maining detached. He knows all too well 
that love only leads to heartbreak. Yet the 
more time he spends with Grace and her 
children, the harder he finds it to leave 
each day. But can Elijah overcome past 
hurts and open his heart to this ready-
made family?” — Provided by publisher. 
2019.

The Amish Quilter
DB112884 4 hours 4 minutes
by Leslie Gould and Mindy Starns Clark
read by Elizabeth Rose
“Linda Mueller lives an orderly, 
uneventful existence, content to divide 
her time between creating the beau-
tiful quilts for which she is known and 
working at an Englisch fabric shop. 
Idealistic to a fault, Linda has never 
found a man worth marrying—until 
she meets Isaac Mast, a newcomer to 
Lancaster County and a talented painter. 
As they bond over their respective crafts, 
Linda is drawn to Isaac’s kind ways, 

humble spirit, and intriguing person-
ality, and soon the seams of her careful-
ly-constructed world begin to loosen. 
With Isaac’s help, she explores the story 
of her late grandmother, also a gifted 
artist. But when an astonishing truth 
comes to light, Linda faces a grave deci-
sion, one that could destroy any hope of 
a future with Isaac. Will their dreams of 
a life together completely unravel? Or 
can she find some way to stitch them 
back together again?” — Provided by 
publisher. 2018.

A Patchwork Past
DB113816 10 hours 2 minutes
by Leslie Gould
read by Stina Nielsen
“When wild child Sophie Deiner—
the daughter of an Amish bishop—is 
forced to return to Nappanee, Indiana, 
quilt-shop owner Jane Berger is one 
of only a few who welcome her back. 
It’s the last place she wants to be, but 
Sophie’s recent illness requires that she 
recover for a while. As Sophie heals, she 
befriends a group of migrant workers and 
is appalled to learn of the wretched living 
conditions they’re forced to endure. 
Sophie begins advocating on their behalf, 
but soon finds herself opposed by an 
ex-boyfriend who is the farm foreman. 
Jane begins relating the story of an 
Amish couple who rescued survivors of 
the Great Chicago Fire of 1871, many 
of whom were Irish immigrants. And 
Sophie is more convinced than ever that 
she needs to fight for the powerless. But 
when digging deeper makes conditions 
even worse, has she chosen a fight she 
can’t win?” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.
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Threads of Hope
DB114096 10 hours 29 minutes
by Leslie Gould
read by Stina Nielsen
“Tally Smucker’s quiet life of reading 
and quilting hides her sorrow over 
her mother’s declining health and the 
lack of a fulfilling future for herself. 
When her daily life is shaken by her 
free-spirited neighbor Danielle—who 
grew up Plain but joined the Army at 
eighteen—Tally’s instinct is to distance 
herself. Yet she finds she can’t turn away 
when Danielle’s brother, Kenan, spe-
cifically asks for her help. She invites 
Danielle to visit Plain Patterns quilt shop 
with her, where the story of the plight 
of a WWI soldier and the girl he left 
behind resonates with both Tally and 
Danielle, but for different reasons. When 
Tally’s mother suffers a setback at the 
same time Danielle’s PTSD becomes 
unmanageable, it seems Tally’s efforts 
to aid them only make things worse. 
Can the soldier’s story, along with the 
care of Kenan, help Tally accept the 
hope that waits just around the corner?” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Labyrinth of Lies
DB113978 10 hours 9 minutes
by Irene Hannon
read by Thérèse Plummer
“Danger awaits on a covert mission 
where few are who they seem to be. 
When the daughter of a high-profile busi-
nessman disappears from an exclusive 
girls’ boarding school, police detective 
Cate Reilly is tapped for an undercover 
assignment. It doesn’t take her long to 
realize that beneath its veneer of polish 

and wealth, Ivy Hill Academy harbors 
dark—and deadly—secrets. But the big-
gest shock of all? The only man she ever 
loved is also working at the school. Zeke 
Sloan has never forgotten Cate, but now 
isn’t the best time for their paths to cross 
again. When their two seemingly dispa-
rate agendas begin to intertwine—and 
startling connections emerge among the 
players—the danger escalates signifi-
cantly. But who is the mastermind behind 
the elaborate ruse? And how far will 
they go to protect their house of cards?” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Apostle’s Sister
DB113230 11 hours 29 minutes
by Angela Hunt
read by Jonathan Todd Ross
“She’s always longed for more, but what 
if the path she’s chosen requires more 
than she’s willing to give? Aya, daughter 
of Zebulun of Tarsus, does not want a 
traditional life. After years of being over-
shadowed by her brilliant brother Sha’ul, 
she wants a chance to use her own gifts 
beyond being a wife and mother. When 
her father insists that she marry a Torah 
student, she reluctantly agrees. A dedi-
cated scholar, Sha’ul, or Paul, returns to 
Tarsus to follow the instructions of the 
Law and wed the woman his father has 
chosen to raise his profile and help him 
earn a seat on the Great Sanhedrin—the 
highest religious court in the land. But 
when the Nazarene, Yeshua, and his fol-
lowers bring trouble to the Holy City, 
Sha’ul will stop at nothing to silence 
them. After moving to Jerusalem with 
her husband, Aya expects to be bored 
in her role as wife to a Torah student. 
Instead, she finds herself fascinated by 
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his studies. Then her brother makes a 
life-altering decision, and she must face 
a troubling question: Can she remain 
true to her beliefs and still love her blas-
phemous brother?” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2022.

Romance
Honey and Spice: A Novel

DB109265 12 hours 3 minutes
by Bolu Babalola
read by Weruche Opia
“Sweet like plantain, hot like pepper. 
They taste the best when together.... 
Sharp-tongued (and secretly soft-hearted) 
Kiki Banjo has just made a huge mis-
take. As an expert in relationship-evasion 
and the host of the popular student 
radio show Brown Sugar, she’s made 
it her mission to make sure the women 
of the African-Caribbean Society at 
Whitewell University do not fall into 
the mess of ‘situationships,’ players, 
and heartbreak. But when the Queen of 
the Unbothered kisses Malakai Korede, 
the guy she just publicly denounced as 
‘The Wastemen of Whitewell,’ in front 
of every Blackwellian on campus, she 
finds her show on the brink. They’re 
soon embroiled in a fake relationship 
to try and salvage their reputations and 
save their futures. Kiki has never surren-
dered her heart before, and a player like 
Malakai won’t be the one to change that, 
no matter how charming he is or how 
electric their connection feels. But sur-
prisingly entertaining study sessions and 
intimate, late-night talks at old-fashioned 
diners force Kiki to look beyond her 
own presumptions. Is she ready to 

open herself up to something deeper?” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Midnight Sea
DB113805 9 hours 55 minutes
by Colleen Coble
read by Rachel Botchan
“‘Lani opened her eyes fully, straining 
to see something, anything. It was as 
though she swam in a black sea that 
blacked out all light, all visual sensa-
tion. “I can’t see,” she whispered. “I 
can’t see!” Her shriek rose and echoed 
off the blackness.’ A seemingly random 
shooting at her aunt’s coffee farm has left 
Lani Tagama blind. Now she must learn 
to navigate in a world of darkness. With 
the help of an embittered ex-cop, Ben, 
and a half-trained guide dog, Fisher, Lani 
discovers she can regain a shadow of her 
former independence. But strange and 
dangerous secrets lurk behind the beauty 
of this seaside paradise. Suspicion grows 
that this was not a random shooting, but 
an attempted murder, one with its roots 
in a hippie commune burned over thirty 
years ago. Lani realizes she is a target, 
and that she must find the shooter before 
he strikes again.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2020.

Feeling of Falling in Love
DB114289 8 hours 43 minutes
by Mason Deaver
read by Zach Barack
“Just days before spring break, Neil 
Kearney is set to fly across the country 
with his childhood friend (and current 
friend with benefits) Josh to attend his 
brother’s wedding. Then Josh tells Neil 
that he’s in love with him. With Josh still 
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attending the wedding, Neil needs to find 
a new date to bring along. Almost against 
his will, he drafts his horrible roommate, 
Wyatt. At first, Wyatt (correctly) thinks 
Neil is acting like a jerk. but when they 
get to Los Angeles, Wyatt sees a little 
more of where it’s coming from. Slowly, 
Neil and Wyatt begin to understand each 
other... and maybe, just maybe, fall in 
love for the first time.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. For senior high and older readers. 
2022.

Midnight Escape
DB112576 8 hours 49 minutes
by Rebecca Deel
read by Seth Garcia
“Saving her sister might require the ulti-
mate sacrifice. Brenna Mason’s sister 
has been missing for more than a week. 
She failed Dana years before with disas-
trous consequences. She won’t do it 
again. She’s determined to find Dana 
and bring her home. But someone is just 
as determined to stop her. Within hours 
of her arrival in town, Brenna’s life is 
threatened. As a writer, Brenna crafts 
killer sentences, but she doesn’t have 
the skills to take on a real killer. To save 
Dana, her only hope is to team up with 
a man who has his own agenda. As a 
former Navy SEAL, Eli Wolfe saw more 
than enough innocents slaughtered to 
populate his dreams with bloody ghosts. 
After his PI mentor is murdered, Eli 
hunts for the killer. What he finds is a 
woman with a mission bigger than his. 
But Brenna doesn’t know that Eli asked 
Dana for a favor which might have led to 
her disappearance. Working together to 
search for Brenna’s sister, they discover 

connections to a human trafficking ring 
Eli and his SEAL team encountered a 
few years earlier. With only 48 hours 
until Dana is lost in the black underbelly 
of human trafficking, Eli and Brenna 
must rescue her before the deadline. 
When Brenna is kidnapped by the traf-
fickers, Eli races to find both sisters 
before time runs out. For Eli, the stakes 
have never been higher. Now that he’s 
fallen in love with Brenna, losing her 
might cost Eli his sanity and his life.” — 
Provided by publisher. 2015.

Backrush: A Tempest Island Novel, 
Book 1

DB113764 8 hours 3 minutes
by Jana DeLeon
read by Lucy Rivers
“Tempest Island has weathered the 
worst of storms and still stands proud, 
providing its residents with the healing 
power of the sea and sun. When Alayna 
Scott’s life falls spectacularly apart, 
both professionally and personally, the 
executive chef’s only thought is getting 
back home to the island and her aunt 
Bea. Between the two, she hopes to put 
the past behind her and figure out how to 
move forward. After being injured during 
a mission, Navy SEAL Luke Ryan is 
at a crossroads concerning his future 
and recognizes that his new neighbor is 
on a similar journey. But in addition to 
being in a state of flux, it’s clear to him 
that Alayna is worried about something 
besides her future, and Luke wonders 
what kind of secrets are behind the fear 
she’s trying to hide. When Alayna’s past 
comes rushing in, attempting to pull her 
under, Luke wants nothing more than 
to help her make it through this storm 
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and on to calm waters. But are Luke and 
Tempest Island enough?” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2021.

Fatal Deception
DB113796 11 hours 43 minutes
by Marie Force
read by Eva Kaminsky
“The wife of the White House deputy 
chief of staff has been beaten to death, 
and their one-year-old daughter is 
missing. D.C. Police Lieutenant Sam 
Holland is in charge of the murder inves-
tigation, but she’s forced to collaborate 
with Special Victims Unit detectives as 
well as thorn-in-her-side FBI Special 
Agent Avery Hill. Then, a cold case of 
her father’s resurrects old hurts—a dis-
traction Sam cannot afford. As Sam’s 
investigation heats up, so does Nick’s 
political career—and the heat carries 
over to their bedroom. Will Sam put the 
pieces together in time to catch a killer 
and find the baby, or will ambition, greed 
and lies prove fatal?” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

Fatal Destiny
DB112472 4 hours 30 minutes
by Marie Force
read by Eva Kaminsky
“With the week of their wedding finally 
upon them, Washington, D.C., Police 
Lieutenant Sam Holland and her fiancé, 
Senator Nick Cappuano, are at odds. 
In the aftermath of a tragic loss, they 
struggle to reconnect as the big day 
draws near, and their work keeps pulling 
them apart. When a new clue in a cold 
case surfaces, Nick asks Sam not to take 
any foolish chances before the wed-
ding and to leave it alone for the time 

being. Sam agrees, but she can’t let it 
go entirely and winds up trapped in an 
explosive situation. Then an unwelcome 
visitor from her past threatens her future 
happiness. With trouble at every turn, 
will Sam survive long enough to walk 
down the aisle?” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2012.

Can’t Fight the Moonlight
DB113817 8 hours 4 minutes
by Barbara Freethy
read by Sandy Rustin
“Justin Blackwood can’t remember a 
time when he believed in the magic of 
anything, least of all love. A cynical 
businessman, who grew up in a broken 
home, he guards his heart with every 
breath he takes. His job has taken him 
all over the world and roots are the last 
thing he wants...until he meets a beau-
tiful innkeeper in Whisper Lake. Warm-
hearted, free-spirited Lizzie Cole wants 
it all—the dream job of running her own 
inn and a man who wants to settle down. 
Despite a previous romantic setback, 
she still believes in happily ever after 
and her perfect soulmate. She just has 
to find him. While the dark-haired man 
with the shockingly blue eyes makes 
her heart beat faster, Justin Blackwood 
is the last man who should leave her 
breathless. He’s her complete opposite 
and they don’t want the same things. But 
when a lunar eclipse throws Whisper 
Lake into darkness, Lizzie and Justin 
find themselves struggling to fight the 
moonlight and a love that could change 
their lives—if they’re willing to take the 
risk.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.
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Firestorm
DB113820 11 hours 6 minutes
by Rachel Grant
read by Greg Tremblay
“CIA covert operator Savannah James 
is after intel on a potential coup in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, but 
she needs a partner fluent in Lingala to 
infiltrate the organization. Sergeant First 
Class Cassius Callahan is the perfect 
choice, except he doesn’t like her very 
much. He doesn’t trust her, either, despite 
the sparks that flare between them, fierce 
and hot. Still, he accepts the assignment 
even though their cover requires Savvy 
to pose as his mistress. They enter bat-
tle-worn Congo to expose the financing 
for the coup. A trail of cobalt, gold, and 
diamonds leads them into the heart of a 
jungle in which everyone is desperate 
to find the mother lode of ore and gems. 
Betrayal stalks them as they follow the 
money, but Savvy will stop at nothing 
to bring down the would-be dictator 
before he can ignite a firestorm that will 
engulf all of Africa. Deep in the sultry 
rainforest, spy and Green Beret forge 
a relationship more precious than dia-
monds, but Cal knows Savvy is willing 
to sacrifice anything—or anyone—to 
complete her mission. As they near the 
flashpoint, Cal will have to save her 
from the greatest threat of all: herself.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2018.

The Cowboy’s Secret Romance: Sweet 
Water Ranch Western Cowboy Romance, 
Volume 7

DB112561 6 hours 21 minutes
by Jessie Gussman
read by Abigail Maupin

“Called The Preacher, Clay Stryker has 
lived a life as straight as a North Dakota 
highway. Everyone thinks the pen and 
notebook he carries around is to jot down 
poetry or possibly notes on Scripture. 
They don’t know he has a secret...
romance. Reina Hall has never forgotten 
the night she was rescued from a child 
trafficking ring. She definitely hasn’t 
forgotten the man who wouldn’t back 
down, refused to look the other way and 
risked his life to save hers. He made a 
promise to her. And she’s riding west to 
make sure he keeps it.” — Provided by 
publisher. 2020.

The Protector: Norcross Security #9
DB110948 6 hours 31 minutes
by Anna Hackett
read by Gabriella Cavallero
“For a ballerina in the line of fire, the 
only man who can keep her safe is a 
scarred, battle-hardened soldier. One 
minute Saskia Hawke is dancing on 
stage, and the next she’s been abducted 
by a very wealthy, very powerful man 
with connections. Whisked away to a 
country estate, she’ll do anything to 
escape, and prays the former soldier she 
can’t stop thinking about will come to 
rescue her. What she doesn’t know is that 
her disappearance will light a protective 
fury inside Camden Morgan, and he’ll 
tear down the country to find her. After 
a final mission leaves former Ghost Ops 
soldier Camden Morgan injured, scarred, 
and riddled with guilt, he comes home 
to San Francisco. Surrounded by his 
family and working at Norcross Security, 
he still can’t settle. He definitely knows 
he’s too broken to offer anything to the 
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beautiful, raven-haired Saskia. When she 
goes missing, Cam knows something is 
very wrong. He’s the man with the right 
skill set to bring her home, even as he 
knows he must protect her from himself 
and push her away. But saving Saskia is 
just the beginning, as her abductor isn’t 
letting go of his obsession. Cam must go 
all in, be the protector Saskia needs, and 
risk his scarred heart. With the help of 
his brothers and Norcross Security, not 
to mention Saskia’s dangerous brother 
and his team, they’ll put everything on 
the line. And for Saskia, she’ll fight with 
everything she has to survive. . .and 
to prove to Cam that he’s capable and 
worthy of love.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Strong language, some violence 
and some explicit descriptions of sex. 
2022.

Once in Every Life
DB113896 3 hours 17 minutes
by Kristin Hannah
read by Laura Giannarelli
“Tess Gregory’s brilliant career as a 
research scientist hides her longings for 
husband and child. Though deaf, she is 
a free spirit — a woman full of life and 
love. She is struck down all too soon. 
But for Tess, a new life begins at her 
death, in post-Civil War America. She is 
now Amarylis Rafferty, wife and mother 
of three — and she can hear. Shocked 
and disoriented by her new surroundings, 
she is drawn into the savage heartache 
burdening the family, especially her 
husband, Jack, a man who fears himself 
capable of anything.” — Provided by 
publisher. Some strong language and 
some explicit descriptions of sex. 1992.

Tease
DB113061 9 hours 2 minutes
by Melanie Harlow
read by Jill Fox
“Felicity: I didn’t mean to say I was 
engaged to a hot billionaire–it just 
slipped out. In my defense, I’d had a 
really bad haircut, a really strong drink, 
and I was trying to save face in front of 
the Mean Girl at my high school reunion. 
Lucky for me, I happen to know a hot 
billionaire. Hutton French and I have 
been friends forever, and even though 
big social gatherings are not his thing, 
I called him from the coat closet and 
begged him for a favor–show up and 
play my fake fiancé for the night. Except 
that word of our engagement spreads 
like wildfire. Our families are ecstatic. 
We’re front page news. My little food 
blog is launched into the stratosphere. Of 
course, I offer to set the record straight 
right away, but Hutton wants to give 
it a little time–the phony engagement 
is keeping his matrimony-mad mother 
and every matchmaking granny in town 
off his back. He even suggests I move 
in with him to make the ruse more real. 
And we don’t stop there. We practice 
kissing. Undressing each other. Saying 
things–and doing things–we’d never dare 
if we weren’t pretending. Because it’s all 
for show, right? We’re just role-playing. 
Hutton doesn’t want a real relationship, 
and I don’t want to get hurt. But the 
more time we spend faking it, the more I 
start to wonder. Could Hutton French and 
I actually be right for each other, or is it 
all just one big tease?” — Provided by 
publisher. Strong language and explicit 
descriptions of sex. 2022.
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Happy Place
DB114742 11 hours 6 minutes
by Emily Henry
read by Julia Whelan
“Harriet and Wyn have been the perfect 
couple since they met in college—they 
go together like salt and pepper, honey 
and tea, lobster and rolls. Except, now—
for reasons they’re still not discussing—
they don’t. They broke up five months 
ago. And still haven’t told their best 
friends. Which is how they find them-
selves sharing a bedroom at the Maine 
cottage that has been their friend group’s 
yearly getaway for the last decade. Their 
annual respite from the world, where 
for one vibrant, blissful week they leave 
behind their daily lives; have copious 
amounts of cheese, wine, and seafood; 
and soak up the salty coastal air with 
the people who understand them most. 
Only this year, Harriet and Wyn are lying 
through their teeth while trying not to 
notice how desperately they still want 
each other. Because the cottage is for 
sale and this is the last week they’ll all 
have together in this place. They can’t 
stand to break their friends’ hearts, and 
so they’ll play their parts. Harriet will be 
the driven surgical resident who never 
starts a fight, and Wyn will be the laid-
back charmer who never lets the cracks 
show. It’s a flawless plan (if you look at 
it from a great distance and through a 
pair of sunscreen-smeared sunglasses). 
After years of being in love, how hard 
can it be to fake it for one week. . .in 
front of those who know you best?” 
— Provided by publisher. Strong lan-
guage and some descriptions of sex. 
Commercial audiobook. Bestseller. 2023.

Say You’ll Stay
DB113979 2 hours 54 minutes
by Susan Mallery
read by Tanya Eby
“Some heartbreaks hit harder than others. 
For Shaye Harper, the last one was so 
bad she swore off men for good. Wishing 
Tree, Washington, was supposed to be 
a pit stop on the road to a fresh start, 
but Shaye is swiftly drawn in by the 
quirky small town’s celebrations - and 
a handsome stranger she can’t resist. 
After deployments around the world, 
army vet Lawson Easley knows there’s 
no place better than his hometown. And 
he’s determined to stay right here, for-
ever. Too bad the first woman who feels 
like ‘the one’ is just passing through. 
The more time he spends with Shaye, the 
more he knows that she’s the piece his 
heart’s been missing. Swept up by the 
joyful summer festivities and Lawson’s 
obvious affection, Shaye starts to feel 
she belongs. Here, with him. She never 
meant to end up in Wishing Tree. Then 
again, she never meant to fall in love....” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

The Belle of Belgrave Square
DB110846 3 hours 26 minutes
by Mimi Matthews
read by Ell Potter
“Tall, dark, and dour, the notorious 
Captain Jasper Blunt was once hailed 
a military hero, but tales abound of his 
bastard children and his haunted estate in 
Yorkshire. What he requires now is a rich 
wife to ornament his isolated ruin, and 
he has his sights set on the enchanting 
Julia Wychwood. For Julia, an incurable 
romantic cursed with a crippling social 
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anxiety, navigating a London ballroom is 
absolute torture. The only time Julia feels 
any degree of confidence is when she’s 
on her horse. Unfortunately, a young 
lady can’t spend the whole of her life 
in the saddle, so Julia makes an impet-
uous decision to take her future by the 
reins—she proposes to Captain Blunt. 
In exchange for her dowry and her hand, 
Jasper must promise to grant her freedom 
to do as she pleases. To ride—and to 
read—as much as she likes without mas-
culine interference. He readily agrees 
to her conditions, with one provision of 
his own: Julia is forbidden from going 
into the tower rooms of his estate and 
snooping around his affairs. But the 
more she learns of the beastly former 
hero, the more intrigued she becomes....” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

A Convenient Fiction: Parish Orphans of 
Devon, #3

DB112882 11 hours 47 minutes
by Mimi Matthews
read by Elizabeth Rose
“She Needed A Husband... It’s been three 
years since Laura Hayes’s father died, 
leaving her and her invalid brother to 
subsist on the income from the family’s 
failing perfume business. But time is 
swiftly running out. What she needs is 
a husband, and fast. A noble gentleman 
who can rescue them all from penury. 
When a mysterious stranger arrives in 
the village, he seems a perfect candidate. 
But Alex Archer is no hero. In fact, he 
just might be the opposite. He Wanted 
a Fortune... Alex has no tolerance for 
sentiment. He’s returned to England 
for one reason only: to find a wealthy 

wife. A country-bred heiress in Surrey 
seems the perfect target. But somewhere 
between the village railway station and 
the manor house his mercenary plan 
begins to unravel. And it’s all the fault 
of Laura Hayes—a lady as unsuitable 
as she is enchanting. From the beaches 
of Margate to the lavender fields of 
Provence, a grudging friendship slowly 
blossoms into something more. But when 
scandal threatens, can a man who has 
spent his entire life playing the villain 
finally become a hero? Or will the lure 
of easy riches once again outweigh the 
demands of his heart?” — Provided by 
publisher. 2019.

The Forever Farmhouse
DB110843 7 hours 50 minutes
by Lee Tobin McClain
read by Tanya Eby
“When Ryan Hastings first came to 
Teaberry Island, he was a troubled teen 
on his last chance. He’s returning as a 
renowned scientist, checking in on his 
widowed foster mother. But one thing 
hasn’t changed—Ryan’s feelings for the 
girl next door who he loved... and left. 
Mellie Anderson has a son now, and a 
good life that Ryan believes he’s still too 
damaged to share. But he knows he can 
help young Alfie, who’s getting picked 
on at his new school. Mellie is grateful 
her gifted son is getting extra support, 
and torn about where it’s coming from. 
Ryan has no idea he’s Alfie’s father. No 
matter how valid her reasons were, could 
Ryan ever understand why she didn’t tell 
him? But in this close-knit community, 
friendship and forgiveness are always 
near at hand, and forever love might be 
waiting just next door.” — Provided by 
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publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

Some Like It Wild
DB111091 9 hours 12 minutes
by Teresa Medeiros
read by Mare Trevathan
“It was to be her greatest masquerade...
Pamela Darby needs a man—preferably 
a Highland brute with more brawn than 
brains. Determined to save her sister 
from selling her virtue, the resourceful 
beauty requires a strapping specimen to 
pose as a duke’s long-lost heir. Pamela 
plans to collect the generous reward, 
then send him on his way. Lucky for the 
brazen beauty, the seductive, silver-eyed 
highwayman who just held up their car-
riage could be her man. Connor Kincaid 
has given up on his dream of restoring 
his clan’s honor. And now this plucky 
Englishwoman is asking him to take 
part in a risky charade that could land 
them both on the gallows. Never a man 
to resist a challenge or the allure of a 
beautiful woman, Connor strikes the 
devil’s bargain that could seal both their 
fates. The highwayman and the hellion 
journey to London as both enemies and 
allies—a woman who has everything to 
gain and a man who has nothing to lose... 
but his heart.” — Provided by publisher. 
Explicit descriptions of sex. 2009.

Out of Character
DB113766 10 hours 16 minutes
by Jenna Miller
read by Joy Nash
“When seventeen-year-old Cass lands 
the girlfriend of her dreams, she strug-
gles to hide her secret online life where 
she role-plays fanfiction scenes with a 
group of internet strangers, and things 

get even more complicated when she 
winds up falling for her scene partner, 
Rowan.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. For 
senior high and older readers. 2023.

Oops, I’ve Fallen
DB110060 10 hours 3 minutes
by Max Monroe
read by Alexander Cendese
“‘If my time with Ryan Miller were 
a hit track on the radio, I imagine the 
lyrics would go something like this.... 
‘We’re so different, but they say oppo-
sites attract. Oops, I’ve fallen, and my 
heart doesn’t want to come back.’ But, 
holy bingo night, is my attraction to the 
sexy, broody businessman so much more 
complicated than the chorus of a song. 
His dad lives right next to my mom, and 
after the two of them suffered an unex-
plained accident while taking down hol-
iday decorations, both Ryan and I were 
forced to become the only thirtysome-
thing residents of Sunny Creek Village 
Independent Senior Living Community. 
Temporarily moving in might seem like 
overkill for a fractured tailbone and a 
severely pulled groin muscle, but believe 
me, when your mom is as wild as mine 
and your dad is as cantankerous as 
Ryan’s, they need supervision to ensure 
they stick to doctor’s orders. Constantly 
thrown together by the antics of our 
crazy parents and the tough-as-nails 
community enforcer, Betty Matthews, 
Ryan and I formed an alliance for the 
sole purpose of survival. But I never 
expected to be so interested in finding 
out what he was hiding beneath his 
grumpy, serious demeanor. More than 
that, I never dreamed what I found would 
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be the kind of man women sell their 
souls to the devil for. Unfortunately, our 
little one-hit wonder on the airwaves has 
more to say before it comes to an end. 
Although, finishing the outro to this song 
is a real doozy.... Tell me. . .what lyric 
rhymes with ‘Oops, I’ve fallen for my 
future stepbrother?’” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2021.

Sick Kids in Love
DB113607 9 hours 14 minutes
by Hannah Moskowitz
read by Amy Melissa Bentley
“Isabel has one rule: no dating. She’s 
got issues. She’s got secrets. She’s got 
rheumatoid arthritis. But then she meets 
another sick kid. He’s got a chronic ill-
ness Isabel’s never heard of, something 
she can’t even pronounce. He under-
stands what it means to be sick. He 
understands her more than her healthy 
friends. He understands her more than 
her own father—who’s a doctor. He’s 
gorgeous, fun, and foul-mouthed. And 
totally into her.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
For senior high and older readers. 2019.

Planning Perfect
DB114544 8 hours 59 minutes
by Haley Neil
read by Laura Knight Keating
“Summer vacation quickly becomes 
complicated for Felicity Becker as she 
tries to plan a perfect wedding for her 
mom, figure out her feelings for her 
friend Nancy, and wonder what dating 
will look like for her as an asexual 
person.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. For 
senior high and older readers. 2023.

My Best Friend’s Mardi Gras Wedding
DB113974 8 hours 5 minutes
by Erin Nicholas
read by Amanda Stribling
“Josh Landry is one of the hottest bar-
tenders in New Orleans. He’s shown 
many a female tourist that things are 
definitely big and easy down here. 
And he’s now been celibate for a year. 
Because he finally met her. Yes, her. 
The One. But, after nothing more than 
a hot goodnight kiss and a promise to 
meet up again next year if they’re both 
still interested, she went home to Iowa. 
It’s been a long year. But now it’s Mardi 
Gras again and he’s ready for his hap-
pily ever after. If she shows up. Oh, she 
shows up. For her best friend’s wedding. 
But Tori is a terrible bridesmaid because 
all she can think about is her knight-in-
shining-Mardi-Gras-beads from last year. 
Well, and because she accidentally lays 
a hot kiss on her BFF. Aka, the groom. 
Unfortunately, no one believes that it 
was a case of mistaken identity. So, now 
she has to convince everyone she has no 
intention of ruining the wedding. She’s 
going to need a crazy-about-her boy-
friend ASAP. Even if he’s just faking it. 
Well there’s only one other person she 
knows in Louisiana... Josh is all in. In 
fact, he’s thrilled. And he’s not faking 
anything. But the groom isn’t faking 
his sudden case of cold feet either. And 
now Tori might have a choice to make.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2020.

The Locker Room
DB112873 11 hours 22 minutes
by Meghan Quinn
read by Andy Pyle
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“‘Have you heard the rumor around 
campus about the locker room? If you 
haven’t, let me enlighten you: Legend 
has it if you bring a girl into the sacred 
after-game domain of the baseball locker 
room, it will end with a walk down the 
aisle. One rowdy and naked encounter 
against the lockers with the girl of 
your dreams will make her your wife. 
Translation: baseball players are stupidly 
superstitious and believe the locker room 
has magical powers. But not all baseball 
players are superstitious, me included. 
So when the girl I’ve fallen for brushes 
me off, I start to question if I need to 
switch my way of thinking. Maybe it’s 
time I finally hand out a coveted invita-
tion to the locker room. The only ques-
tion is, will she accept?’” — Provided by 
publisher. Strong language and explicit 
descriptions of sex. 2019.

Sand Dollar Lane: Moonlight Harbor 
Series, Book 6

DB113218 9 hours 32 minutes
by Sheila Roberts
read by Ann Marie Gideon
“Brody Green is finding it hard to 
recover after being dumped by his 
fiancée, Jenna Jones, then watching her 
walk down the aisle with someone else. 
Jenna is determined to make up for her 
love defection and find him the perfect 
woman, but Brody is done with love. 
First a divorce, then a broken engage-
ment. From now on he’s keeping things 
light, no commitments. Luckily Brody’s 
business is booming. Beach Dreams 
Realty is the best real estate company in 
town. And the only one. Until.... Lucy 
Holmes needs a new start. In business, in 
love, in...everything. If ever there was a 

cliché, it was her life back in Seattle. She 
was a real estate broker working with her 
husband until she caught him trying out 
the walk-in shower in a luxury condo—
with another agent. She’s always been 
the more successful of the two, and with 
him gone, she’s determined to build a 
business even bigger than what she had. 
Moonlight Harbor is a charming town 
and it has only one real estate agency. 
Surely there’s room for a little competi-
tion. Or not. Looks like it’s going to be 
a hot market in Moonlight Harbor. And 
maybe these two competitors will make 
some heat of their own.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

The Mad Girls of New York: A Nellie Bly 
Novel

DB113843 10 hours 33 minutes
by Maya Rodale
read by Eva Kaminsky
“A gripping and compelling novel based 
on the true story of fearless reporter 
Nellie Bly, who will stop at nothing to 
prove that a woman’s place is on the 
front page. In 1887 New York City, 
Nellie Bly has ambitions beyond writing 
for the ladies pages, but all the editors 
on Newspaper Row think women are too 
emotional, respectable and delicate to do 
the job. But then the New York World 
challenges her to an assignment she’d 
be mad to accept and mad to refuse: go 
undercover as a patient at Blackwell’s 
Island Insane Asylum for women. For 
months, rumors have been swirling about 
deplorable conditions at Blackwell’s 
but no reporter can get in—that is, 
until Nellie feigns insanity, gets her-
self committed and attempts to survive 
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ten days in the madhouse. Once inside, 
Nellie befriends her fellow patients who 
help her uncover shocking truths about 
the asylum. It’s a story that promises 
to be explosive—but will she get out 
before rival reporters get the scoop?” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Monster in the Closet
DB114379 3 hours 28 minutes
by Karen Rose
read by Marguerite Gavin
“Baltimore PI Clay Maynard routinely 
locates missing children for clients, 
but his own daughter—stolen by his 
ex-wife—has eluded him for years. Until 
she turns up right under his nose ... Since 
she was a child, Taylor Dawson believed 
the lie her mother told her: that her father 
was a monster. But now she has a chance 
to get to know the real Clay while doing 
real work as an equine therapist, which 
includes helping two girls whose mother 
was brutally murdered. She might even 
find something deeper with her boss’ 
handsome son, Ford Elkhart, who is 
dealing with his own demons. But just 
as Taylor feels her life opening up to 
new family, work, and friends, a danger 
lurks in the darkness—one that will show 
Taylor the face of true evil.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2017.

On the Chase
DB113219 9 hours 25 minutes
by Katie Ruggle
read by Callie Beaulieu
“The sole witness to a horrific crime, 
Kaylee Ramay flees to the Colorado 
Rockies to start a new life. There she 
becomes Grace, a dog kennel employee 

desperately trying to avoid attention—
especially from dangerously attractive 
K9 Officer Hugh Murdoch. Because 
Hugh is tall, dark...and nothing but 
trouble. Hugh is anxious to get back in 
the field after an act of heroism left him 
warming the bench. Until then, he and 
his K9 partner Lexi spend their hours 
teasing the town’s mysterious newcomer. 
But when their simmering attraction 
is nearly cut short by a sniper’s bullet, 
Hugh’s mystery woman must come 
clean about the secrets she keeps... ” — 
Provided by publisher. Strong language, 
some violence and some explicit descrip-
tions of sex. Commercial audiobook. 
2017.

Dirty: Dive Bar Series, Book 1
DB109597 8 hours 20 minutes
by Kylie Scott
read by Andi Arndt
“The last thing Vaughan Hewson expects 
to find when he returns to his child-
hood home is a brokenhearted bride 
in his shower, let alone the drama and 
chaos that come with her. Lydia Green 
doesn’t know whether to scream or cry 
in a corner. Discovering the love of your 
life is having an affair on your wed-
ding day is bad enough. Finding out it’s 
with his best man is another thing all 
together. Just when this runaway bride 
has nowhere left to turn, a handsome 
stranger offers her a broad, muscular 
shoulder to cry on. Vaughan is the exact 
opposite of the picture perfect, respected 
businessmen she’s normally drawn to. 
This former musician-turned-bartender 
is rough around the edges and is facing 
his own crossroads. But Lydia’s already 
tried Mr. Right and discovered he’s all 
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wrong—maybe it’s time to give Mr. 
Right Now a chance. After all, what’s 
wrong with getting dirty?” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2016.

Science Fiction
Antimatter Blues: A Mickey7 Novel

DB114605 9 hours 31 minutes
by Edward Ashton
read by John Pirhalla
“Summer has come to Niflheim. The 
lichens are growing, the six-winged bat-
things are chirping, and much to his own 
surprise, Mickey Barnes is still alive—
that last part thanks almost entirely to the 
fact that Commander Marshall believes 
that the colony’s creeper neighbors are 
holding an antimatter bomb, and that 
Mickey is the only one who’s keeping 
them from using it. Mickey’s just another 
colonist now. Instead of cleaning out the 
reactor core, he spends his time these 
days cleaning out the rabbit hutches. It’s 
not a bad life. It’s not going to last. It 
may be sunny now, but winter is coming. 
The antimatter that fuels the colony is 
running low, and Marshall wants his 
bomb back. If Mickey agrees to retrieve 
it, he’ll be giving up the only thing that’s 
kept his head off of the chopping block. 
If he refuses, he might doom the entire 
colony. Meanwhile, the creepers have 
their own worries, and they’re not going 
to surrender the bomb without getting 
something in return. Once again, Mickey 
finds the fate of two species resting in 
his hands. If something goes wrong this 
time, though, he won’t be coming back.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Shadows of Eternity
DB113076 4 hours 25 minutes
by Gregory Benford
read by Seth Garcia
“Shadows of Eternity is a novel set 
two centuries from now. Humanity has 
established a SETI library on the moon 
to decipher and interpret the many mes-
sages from alien societies we have dis-
covered. The most intriguing messages 
are from complete artificial intelligences. 
Ruth, a beginner Librarian, must talk 
to alien minds—who have aggressive 
agendas of their own. She opens doors 
into strangeness beyond imagination—
and in her quest for understanding nearly 
gets killed doing it. Gregory Benford is 
one of science fiction’s iconic writers, 
having been nominated for four Hugo 
Awards and twelve Nebula Awards. 
Shadows of Eternity marks Gregory 
Benford’s return to the sweeping galactic 
science fiction that readers have been 
waiting for.” — Provided by publisher. 
Some strong language and some descrip-
tions of sex. 2021.

The Scourge between Stars
DB114290 5 hours 1 minutes
by Ness Brown
read by Bahni Turpin
“A tense, claustrophobic sci-fi/horror 
blend set aboard a doomed generation 
ship harboring something terrible within 
its walls. As acting captain of the starship 
Calypso, Jacklyn Albright is responsible 
for keeping the last of humanity alive as 
they limp back to Earth from their fore-
bears’ failed colony on a distant planet. 
Faced with constant threats of starva-
tion and destruction in the treacherous 
minefield of interstellar space, Jacklyn’s 
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crew has reached their breaking point. 
As unrest begins to spread throughout 
the ship’s Wards, a new threat emerges, 
picking off crew members in grim, 
bloody fashion. Jacklyn and her team 
must hunt down the ship’s unknown 
intruder if they have any hope of making 
it back to their solar system alive.” — 
Provided by publisher. Violence, strong 
language and some descriptions of sex. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Star Wars Jedi: Battle Scars
DB113832 10 hours 31 minutes
by Sam Maggs
read by Sean Kenin
“Cal Kestis has built a new life for him-
self with the crew of the Stinger Mantis. 
Together, Cal’s crew has brought down 
bounty hunters, defeated Inquisitors, 
and even evaded Darth Vader himself. 
More important, Merrin, Cere, Greez, 
and faithful droid BD-1 are the closest 
thing Cal has had to a family since the 
fall of the Jedi Order. Even as the gal-
axy’s future grows more uncertain by 
the day, with each blow struck against 
the Empire the Mantis crew grows more 
daring. On what should be a routine 
mission, they meet a stormtrooper deter-
mined to chart her own course with the 
help of Cal and the crew. In exchange 
for help starting a new life, the Imperial 
deserter brings word of a powerful, 
potentially invaluable tool for their fight 
against the Empire. And even better, she 
can help them get to it. The only catch—
pursuing it will bring them into the path 
of one of the Empire’s most dangerous 
servants, the Inquisitor known as the 
Fifth Brother. Can the Imperial deserter 
truly be trusted? And while Cal and his 

friends have survived run-ins with the 
Inquisitors before, how many times can 
they evade the Empire before their luck 
runs out?” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Nova Incident: Galactic Cold War 
Series, Book 3

DB110857 10 hours 21 minutes
by Dan Moren
read by Victor Bevine
“When a bomb explodes in the bustling 
Commonwealth capital city of Salaam, 
responsibility is quickly claimed by an 
extremist independence movement. But 
after a former comrade, an ex-spy with 
his own agenda, is implicated in the 
attack, Simon Kovalic and his team of 
covert operatives are tasked with untan-
gling the threads of a dangerous plot that 
could have implications on a galactic 
scale. And the deeper Kovalic digs, the 
more he’ll uncover a maze of secrets, 
lies, and deception that may force even 
the most seasoned spy to question his 
own loyalties.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The ARC
DB112509 6 hours 40 minutes
by Ben Oliver
read by Julian Elfer
“All hope has seemingly been executed. 
Despite the fact that the truth of their 
oppressive leaders had been revealed 
to them, the crowd of Alts cheer as 
life drained from the boy. But one Alt, 
Chester ‘Chilly’ Beckett, did not cele-
brate; his eyes have been opened to the 
truth. The corpse is dragged away, but 
Chester remains determined to find out 
what is going on in the Laboratory on 
the 65th floor. There, he’ll find three 
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subjects tortured in an attempt to extract 
a regeneration formula—and one of the 
subjects is, impossibly, a face he never 
thought he’d seen again. A bold escape 
sets in motion a race against time as 
Happy’s plans to release planet-eating 
nano-bots into the world draw nearer. 
The Loop team must reassemble, sur-
vive Happy’s final attempts to rid the 
world of the rebels, and figure out how 
to halt the apocalypse before humanity 
is destroyed.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. For 
senior high and older readers. 2022.

The Prometheus Saga: A Science Fiction 
Anthology

DB113721 2 hours 41 minutes
by Elle Andrews Patt and others
read by Jared Zak
“We are not alone. The Prometheus 
Probe is a human by design and sent 
by an advanced alien civilization. 
Prometheus’s mission is to report on 
the development of intelligent life on 
Earth. It looks human. It walks among 
us, watches us, and learns from us, 
without exposing its secret. Through the 
ages, Prometheus’s artificial eyes have 
observed humanity at its best and its 
worst. It has seen us rise to challenges 
and fall into hubris, risk all for the sake 
of others, and commit unspeakable atroc-
ities. The Probe observes the human 
condition and reports its findings to its 
creator. And sometimes, it acts. The 
Prometheus Saga is an anthology, thir-
teen speculative stories that explore what 
it means to be human. The Prometheus 
Saga is the premier project of the 
Alvarium Experiment, a consortium 
of accomplished and award-winning 

authors. The thirteen short stories in the 
saga span the range of the existence of 
Homo sapiens.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Some violence and some strong 
language. 2015.

Alone Out Here
DB113605 11 hours 34 minutes
by Riley Redgate
read by Riley Redgate
“When the president’s daughter—eigh-
teen-year-old Leigh Chen—ends up on 
the only ship escaping a dying earth, she 
and a group of teenagers must grapple 
with the challenges of what it will 
take to survive as the last remnants of 
humanity.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. For 
senior high and older readers. 2022.

The Alton Gift
DB113824 4 hours 23 minutes
by Deborah J. Ross and Marion Zimmer 
Bradley
read by Max Bellmore
“The long-awaited continuation to 
Marion Zimmer Bradley’s popular 
science fiction Darkover saga. After 
generations of struggle to protect the 
unique native culture of Darkover from 
the ambitions of the ruthless Terran 
Federation, the Terrans have finally been 
forced to abandon Darkover due to inter-
stellar civil war. As Lew Alton—returned 
home to the world of his birth after 
decades spent in exile as the Darkovan 
representative to the Terran Senate—
wrestles with the dark shadows from his 
past, his daughter Marguerida’s psychic 
Gifts warn her of impending danger. But 
danger to whom? Her husband Mikhail, 
as powerful head of the Hastur Doman 
is her most obvious worry, for many 
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would stand to gain from his demise. 
Meanwhile, unknown to Marguerida, 
her son, Domenic, searches for his place 
in a world of shifting loyalties, torn 
by love for two very different women, 
and troubled by his destiny as the heir 
to Hastur. But while Darkover’s pow-
erful rulers face their personal demons, 
desperate refugees flood the streets of 
Thendara, Darkover’s capital city, for in 
the mountains an ancient menace is once 
again on the rise—a power against which 
neither sword nor the psychic sorcery of 
Darkover can prevail.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2021.

The Children of Kings
DB113825 1 hours 6 minutes
by Deborah J. Ross and Marion Zimmer 
Bradley
read by Max Bellmore
“An exciting fantasy adventure set in 
Marion Zimmer Bradley’s popular world 
of Darkover Court life for Prince Gareth 
Elhalyn, grandson of the legendary 
Regis Hastur, has become unbearable. 
In a desperate attempt to escape, Gareth 
appeals to his powerful grandmother, 
Linnea, and with her blessing, disguises 
himself and travels to the barbarous, 
warlike Dry Towns where no one will 
recognize a prince. In the Dry Towns, 
Gareth overhears rumors of deadly, 
illegal Terran blasters and stumbles upon 
a terrible reality no one could have sus-
pected. Meanwhile, Linnea has never 
ceased to search for her lost daughter, 
Kierestelli, whom she and Regis were 
forced to send into hiding with the 
native chieri. Almost by chance, Linnea 
reconnects along the telepathic relays 

with Kierestelli, now called Silvana of 
Nevarsin Tower. Silvana, convinced 
that her parents abandoned her, rejects 
her mother’s overture and returns to her 
hidden home among the chieri. But the 
chieri once roamed the stars themselves, 
and they have no forgotten the terror of 
warfare in space—lessons that they pass 
on to Silvana. Unknown to the ruling 
Comyn, danger now fills the skies above 
Darkover, and Silvana holds half the key 
to protecting their world. Gareth holds 
the other half, if he can only stay alive 
long enough to discover where that key 
is... ” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Arch-Conspirator
DB113806 3 hours 23 minutes
by Veronica Roth
read by Dion Graham
“Outside the last city on Earth, the planet 
is a wasteland. Without the Archive, 
where the genes of the dead are stored, 
humanity will end. Antigone’s parents – 
Oedipus and Jocasta – are dead. Passing 
into the Archive should be cause for 
celebration, but with her militant uncle 
Kreon rising to claim her father’s vacant 
throne, all Antigone feels is rage. When 
he welcomes her and her siblings into 
his mansion, Antigone sees it for what 
it really is: a gilded cage, where she is a 
captive as well as a guest. But her uncle 
will soon learn that no cage is unbreak-
able. And neither is he.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

Extremes: A Retrieval Artist Novel
DB113542 11 hours 41 minutes
by Kristine Kathryn Rusch
read by Jay Snyder
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“A Retrieval Artist dies of a virus, yet 
his colleague, Miles Flint, believes the 
death is not an accident. Police detective 
Noelle DeRicci knows that the death of a 
young woman in the Moon’s prestigious 
Extreme Marathon is not an accident. It 
soon becomes clear that both deaths are 
connected. Flint and DeRicci find them-
selves in their own race, one against time 
and a certain kind of madness that could 
threaten everything they know and love.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2008.

The Damned
DB114394 9 hours 18 minutes
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
read by Bronson Pinchot
“The deadly hunt ends in the thrilling 
final book of the Trackers saga. The 
mountain town of Estes Park, Colorado 
is scrambling to recover from the 
betrayal of two of their police officers, 
and prepare for threats outside their bor-
ders. But with Chief of Police Marcus 
Colton imprisoned by rival Sheriff 
Mike Thompson, the job to protect the 
isolated town is left to Sam ‘Raven’ 
Spears and newly promoted Captain 
Lindsey Plymouth. They will do every-
thing they can to bring Colton home, 
and save their citizens, but one thing is 
certain: a war is coming to Estes Park, 
and no one will be spared from the 
horrors. Across the country, Secretary 
of Defense Charlize Montgomery con-
tinues to lead recovery efforts in the 
wake of the arriving Chinese workers 
and soldiers. But the threat of foreign 
soldiers on American soil isn’t the only 
problem—the Sons of Liberty and other 
domestic terrorist groups continue to rise 
to power, enacting a wave of violence, 

and chaos that threatens to derail the 
recovery efforts. Will Raven, Colton, and 
Charlize save the United States from col-
lapse? One thing is certain—they won’t 
be able to save everyone. Not with their 
humanity still intact.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2018.

The Storm
DB114393 7 hours 53 minutes
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
read by Bronson Pinchot
“A deadly storm of violence sweeps 
across the United States. One month 
after the North Korean attack, the United 
States continues to fall into anarchy. 
In Estes Park, Colorado, Police Chief 
Marcus Colton and tracker Sam ‘Raven’ 
Spears work tirelessly to defend their 
hometown. But after a brutal coordinated 
attack, they realize it will take much 
more than roadblocks and a volunteer 
militia to protect their borders and keep 
their families safe. Defense Secretary 
Charlize Montgomery has been reunited 
with her son, but his homecoming is 
short-lived due to the state of the FEMA 
survival centers around the country. She 
heads to the one in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, with her loyal bodyguard, 
Albert Randall. Outside the camp’s 
walls, the city has descended into chaos 
and desperate civilians will do any-
thing to get inside. When Albert stays 
behind to rescue his sister, he is caught 
in the middle of a turf war between rival 
gangs. In this lawless new world where 
the most ruthless thrive while innocents 
suffer, Colton, Raven, and Charlize are 
faced with their toughest challenges 
yet.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2017.
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Trackers
DB114391 8 hours 33 minutes
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
read by Bronson Pinchot
“No power. No rules. No help coming. 
The end of the world is just the begin-
ning of the hunt. Estes Park Police Chief 
Marcus Colton and tracker Sam ‘Raven’ 
Spears have never liked one another, 
but when a young girl goes missing in 
Rocky Mountain National Park, Colton 
hires Spears to help find her. Their search 
ends after a night of catastrophic events. 
When word reaches Estes Park that the 
nation has been hit by a coordinated 
electromagnetic pulse attack, Colton and 
Spears are forced to work together again. 
But they quickly realize they aren’t just 
tracking a killer—they are tracking a 
madman during the middle of a war 
on American soil. Halfway across the 
country, Senator Charlize Montgomery 
awakes to find the nation’s capital has 
gone dark. Forced to set off on foot, she 
treks across a city that has woken to a 
new world, and as the night progresses, 
she learns the EMP attack was just the 
beginning of the horror. The explosive 
Trackers series is a harrowing story 
of survival and a realistic depiction of 
what an EMP attack and the aftermath 
might look like from former Homeland 
Security Disaster Mitigation Officer 
and New York Times bestselling author 
Nicholas Sansbury Smith. Packed full of 
action, survival tips, and a unique twist 
on the EMP genre, the Trackers series 
has thrilled hundreds of thousands of 
readers across the world.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2017.

Space Carrier Avalon
DB113957 10 hours 53 minutes
by Glynn Stewart
read by Eric Michael Summerer
“Avalon was the flagship of the Castle 
Federation in the last war, now twenty 
years past. The first of the deep space 
carriers, no other warship in the fleet 
holds as many honors or has recorded 
as many kills. No other warship in the 
fleet is as old. Accepting the inevitable, 
the Federation Space Navy has decided 
to refit her and send her on a tour of the 
frontier, showing the flag to their allies 
and enemies as a reminder of her glo-
ry-and then decommission her for good. 
But Avalon has been a backwater posting 
for ten years and has problems a mere 
refit can’t fix. The systems along her 
planned tour have been seeing pirates for 
the first time in decades, and there are 
rumblings of Commonwealth scouting 
ships all along the border. It may be 
Avalon’s final tour, but it looks to be 
anything but quiet.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2015.

Stellar Fox
DB113960 10 hours 22 minutes
by Glynn Stewart
read by Eric Michael Summerer
“Captain Kyle Roberts delivered one 
of the Castle Federation’s few victo-
ries in the early days of the war. Even 
losing his ship in the process didn’t 
prevent him from being elevated as the 
hero—the ‘Stellar Fox’—his country 
desperately needed. His status with the 
public demands a worthy command, 
and he finds himself on the bridge of 
the Federation’s latest supercarrier and 
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headed to the front lines of the war. 
But the Navy sees his promotion as a 
public relations stunt. His subordinates 
and superiors alike question his lack of 
experience, and enemies at the highest 
level of his own government maneuver 
to destroy him. As the war heats up 
around him, the Commonwealth may 
not be the greatest threat to Kyle Roberts 
or Avalon.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2016.

Hell Hath No Fury: Multiverse Series, 
Book 2

DB112825 7 hours 38 minutes
by David Weber and Linda Evans
read by Joe Avellar
“It began with two men. They came from 
very different worlds — entirely dif-
ferent universes, in fact — and they met 
in a virgin forest on a duplicate planet 
Earth. Neither of them had expected it, 
but both of them realized how important 
the first contact with any other transuni-
versal human civilization might be. 
But something went wrong. Neither 
side knows who shot first. But both the 
magic-using civilization of Arcana and 
steel-and-steam age Sharona, with its 
psionic Talents, think it was the other 
side. And it doesn’t really matter now, 
because the original incident has snow-
balled. Both sides have additional dead 
to mourn; both sides have additional 
wrongs to avenge. Both sides have addi-
tional military forces moving toward 
the front. War between the universes 
is the last thing responsible leaders on 
either side want. But the fury of their 
respective populations, xenophobic fear 
of the unknown, and cries for justice (or 
vengeance) are all driving both sides 

toward the brink. The actions of local 
military commanders and diplomats may 
well determine the final outcome, and 
unscrupulous, power-hungry men - and 
Arcana and Sharona alike - have agendas 
of their own. The fuse has been lit, and 
a war stretching across the universes, 
across an endless succession of identical 
Earths, fought between dragons, spells, 
and crossbows and repeating rifles, 
machine guns, and artillery is about to 
begin in white-hot rage and fury. Where 
it will end - and how - no one knows.” 
— Provided by publisher. Some violence 
and some strong language. 2007.

The Road to Hell: Multiverse Series, 
Book 3

DB112826 8 hours 43 minutes
by David Weber and Joelle Presby
read by Jared Zak
“The war between magically gifted 
Arcana and psionically talented Sharona 
continues to rage. The dragon-borne 
Arcanan assault across five universes 
has been halted at Fort Salby by a des-
perate defense, but at atrocious cost. 
One of those costs was the life of Crown 
Prince Janaki, heir to the newly created 
Sharonian Empire, who went knowingly 
to his death in the tradition expected 
of the House of Calirath. And another 
price will be the sacrifice of his younger 
sister, Grand Imperial Princess Andrin, 
now heir of Sharona, for the accords 
creating the Sharonian Empire require 
the marriage of the heir to the Crown to 
wed a Uromathian prince. Andrin bears 
her family’s Talent, the Glimpses, which 
show flashes of events yet to come. She 
knows the accords must be secured...
and, like her brother, she will pay any 
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price, make any sacrifice for her duty 
to her people. Sharona’s soldiers dig in, 
facing the Arcanans in a tense standoff 
that cannot last long. Both sides continue 
rushing reinforcements toward the front, 
but how do armies fight wars when they 
can reach one another only through the 
portals that join the universes? And far, 
far behind the front, carried by dragons, 
a young Voice name Shaylar and her hus-
band, Jathmar, hurtle deeper and deeper 
into Arcanan captivity, their only pro-
tection the fierce personal honor of the 
Andaran officer whose men massacred 
all of their companions in the horren-
dous misunderstanding that began the 
entire conflict. Men and women of honor 
on both sides must grapple with the 
terrible costs and deadly secrets of the 
spreading cataclysm, and in the shadows, 
those who will balk at neither treason 
nor murder drive the conspiracies that 
pour fuel into the furnace. The stakes are 
high, and the pieces are in motion, but 
there are factors known not even to the 
conspirators, and not even a Calirath can 
Glimpse the final outcome.” — Provided 
by publisher. Some violence and some 
strong language. 2016.

The Icarus Plot
DB113993 3 hours 10 minutes
by Timothy Zahn
read by Marc Thompson
“There wasn’t much money to be made 
as a Trailblazer, searching out new 
worlds for possible development. Still, it 
was safer than the bounty hunter career 
that had cost Gregory Roarke his left arm 
six years ago. And thanks to his Kadolian 
partner Selene’s ultrasensitive sense of 
smell, they occasionally discovered a 

medically promising seed or spore they 
could sell under the table. It was a quiet 
life, uneventful and mostly legal. Until 
Roarke was approached by two men 
with a proposal: track down a mysterious 
woman named Tera and, through her, 
locate a secret project called Icarus. The 
challenge was intriguing. The unlimited 
budget was tempting. But Roarke had a 
more personal reason to accept the job. 
The chance for long-delayed payback.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Short Stories
The Consequences: Stories

DB112888 6 hours 52 minutes
by Manuel Muñoz
read by Cody Navarro
“Shimmering stories set in California’s 
Central Valley, the first book in a decade 
from a virtuoso story writer. ‘Her imme-
diate concern was money.’ So begins the 
first story in Manuel Muñoz’s dazzling 
new collection. In it, Delfina has moved 
from Texas to California’s Central Valley 
with her husband and small son, and her 
isolation and desperation force her to 
take a risk that ends in profound betrayal. 
These exquisite stories are mostly set in 
the 1980s in the small towns that sur-
round Fresno. With an unflinching hand, 
Muñoz depicts the Mexican and Mexican 
American farmworkers who put food 
on our tables but are regularly and ruth-
lessly rounded up by the migra, as well 
as the quotidian struggles and immense 
challenges faced by their families. The 
messy and sometimes violent realities 
navigated by his characters—straight 
and gay, immigrant and American-
born, young and old—are tempered by 
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moments of surprising, tender care: Two 
young women meet on a bus to Los 
Angeles to retrieve husbands who must 
find their way back from the border after 
being deported; a gay couple plans a 
housewarming party that reveals buried 
class tensions; a teenage mother slips 
out to a carnival where she encounters 
the father of her child; the foreman of a 
crew of fruit pickers finds a dead body 
and is subsequently—perhaps literally—
haunted. In The Consequences, obliga-
tion can shape, support, and sometimes 
derail us. It’s a magnificent new book 
from a gifted writer at the height of 
his powers.” — Provided by publisher. 
Strong language. 2022.

Liberation Day: Stories
DB113160 7 hours 11 minutes
by George Saunders
read by Edi Patterson
“The ‘best short story writer in English’ 
(Time) is back with a masterful collec-
tion that explores ideas of power, ethics, 
and justice, and cuts to the very heart of 
what it means to live in community with 
our fellow humans. With his trademark 
prose—wickedly funny, unsentimental, 
and perfectly tuned—Saunders continues 
to challenge and surprise: here is a col-
lection of prismatic, deeply resonant 
stories that encompass joy and despair, 
oppression and revolution, bizarre fan-
tasy and brutal reality. ‘Love Letter’ is 
a tender missive from grandfather to 
grandson, in the midst of a dystopian 
political situation in the not-too-distant 
future, that reminds us of our obligations 
to our ideals, ourselves, and each other. 
‘Ghoul’ is set in a Hell-themed section 
of an underground amusement park in 

Colorado, and follows the exploits of 
a lonely, morally complex character 
named Brian, who comes to question 
everything he takes for granted about his 
‘reality.’ In ‘Mother’s Day,’ two women 
who loved the same man come to an 
existential reckoning in the middle of a 
hailstorm. And in ‘Elliott Spencer,’ our 
eighty-nine-year-old protagonist finds 
himself brainwashed—his memory 
‘scraped’—a victim of a scheme in 
which poor, vulnerable people are repro-
grammed and deployed as political pro-
testers. Together, these nine subversive, 
profound, and essential stories coalesce 
into a case for viewing the world with 
the same generosity and clear-eyed atten-
tion as Saunders does, even in the most 
absurd of circumstances.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2022.

Spies and Espionage
Tom Clancy Flash Point

DB114371 11 hours 37 minutes
by Don Bentley
read by Scott Brick
“Jack Ryan Jr. is in a world of trouble. 
When a benign surveillance operation 
takes a deadly turn, Jack finds himself 
locked in a struggle with an unseen 
enemy bent on destroying the Campus. 
The chase leads Jack to the South China 
Sea where a midair collision between air-
craft from rival nations threatens to serve 
as a flash point for the entire region. As 
Jack frantically tries to put the pieces of 
the conspiracy together, the Campus is 
hit with a crippling attack. When the dust 
settles, Jack is one of the few operators 
still standing and the Campus’s de facto 
leader. But the fight is just beginning. 
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As tensions escalate, Jack’s mysterious 
adversary executes a brilliant campaign 
to paralyze the American government 
even as China inches closer to invading 
Taiwan. With the odds stacked against 
him and no help in sight, Jack and his 
shattered team must stop the world’s two 
remaining super powers from stumbling 
into war even as the noose around the 
Campus grows ever tighter. Every oper-
ation has a cost. This time the bill might 
just be too much to pay.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

Countdown to Midnight: Nick Flynn 
Series, Book 2

DB112548 1 hours 9 minutes
by Dale Brown
read by Rob Shapiro
“Nick Flynn is back in action, and he 
has a new employer—a shadowy intel-
ligence outfit whose roots go back to 
the very beginning of the Cold War. 
But his first mission for them almost 
becomes his last. While meeting with 
a high-ranking Iranian dissident in the 
Austrian Alps, Flynn is ambushed and 
nearly killed...just after learning that 
Iran and Russia are working together 
on a mysterious project—one they have 
codenamed MIDNIGHT. Flynn is deter-
mined to uncover MIDNIGHT’s lethal 
secrets. Why are Moscow and Tehran 
covertly retrofitting a massive oil tanker 
in an Iranian port? What purpose lies 
behind their closely guarded effort, the 
brainchild of Pavel Voronin—a ruthless 
billionaire allied with Russia’s auto-
cratic president? Flynn and his new 
team plan to put an end to the nefarious 
project, but they’re dogged at every step 

by Voronin’s hired Raven Syndicate 
killers—elite veterans of Russia’s spe-
cial forces and intelligence services. As 
they track the enemy from the streets 
of Vienna to deep inside hostile Iran, 
Flynn and his crew must repeatedly 
risk their lives to pierce the layers of 
deception around this shadow war. It’s 
a race against time to stop Voronin from 
launching his terrifying new weapon 
against the United States—potentially 
killing hundreds of millions and over-
turning the world’s balance of power for-
ever. The odds are stacked high against 
Flynn and his team...but that’s never 
stopped Nick before.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

The Handler
DB111098 1 hours 31 minutes
by M.P. Woodward
read by Stephen Van Doren
“Meredith Morris-Dale is a CIA case 
officer and a damn good one...even if this 
last mission did go terribly wrong. Now 
she has been summoned back to Langley 
where she expects to be fired. Instead, 
she is met by the Deputy Director with 
stunning news. A single well-placed 
CIA mole in Iran’s uranium enrichment 
program has kept the terrorist nation 
from building a bomb by sabotaging the 
performance of their covert centrifuge 
arrays. But after losing his daughter in an 
airliner shootdown, the mole wants out—
leaving the world on the brink. His one 
demand: a reunion with the only handler 
he ever trusted, John Dale—Meredith’s 
disgraced, fired, wayward ex-husband. 
As Meredith and John struggle through 
their fraught relationship, a craven CIA 
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political hierarchy, Russian interference, 
and the rogue spy’s manipulation, they 
must reach deep within their shared con-
nection to maintain, recover, or kill the 
asset.” — Provided by publisher. Strong 
language, some violence and some 
descriptions of sex. 2022.

Suspense and Thrillers
The Perfect Family

DB111089 7 hours 50 minutes
by Shalini Boland
read by Kristin Allison
“‘Mummy, she’s gone....’ Gemma 
Ballantine is getting ready for work 
one morning when her eldest child 
comes running down the stairs, saying 
the words every mother dreads. The 
front door is open. And her six-year-old 
daughter has disappeared. Frantic with 
fear, Gemma starts a nail-biting search 
for her little girl. After what feels like 
forever, her mother-in-law Diane finds 
Katie wandering lost a few streets away. 
Relieved to have her youngest child back 
in her arms, breathing in the sweet scent 
of her hair, Gemma thinks the nightmare 
is over. But then her perfect family starts 
to fall apart. And she realises it’s only 
just beginning...”— Provided by pub-
lisher. Strong language. 2018.

Don’t Open the Door: A Novel
DB114559 11 hours 14 minutes
by Allison Brennan
read by Amy McFadden
“US Marshal Regan Merritt never bought 
the FBI’s theory that her ten-year-old 
son’s murder was tied to her job. Yet as 
leads went cold, she’d had to walk away 
from the marshals, the case and her now 
ex-husband, Grant, who blamed her for 
Chase’s death. After Regan receives 

a chilling voice mail from her former 
boss, Tommy, claiming new informa-
tion about Chase’s murder, she can no 
longer stay away from her pain-filled 
past. Especially when Tommy’s mur-
dered before she can return his call. Now 
more than ever, Regan’s determined to 
find the truth, but the more she digs, the 
more evidence points to Grant as the kill-
er’s true target. But Grant isn’t talking. 
As she tries to pin down her ex, Regan 
discovers something much bigger and 
far more sinister is at play—and she’s 
running out of people she can trust.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Heights
DB114514 10 hours 52 minutes
by Louise Candlish
read by Genevieve Gaunt
“The Heights is a tall, slender apart-
ment building among warehouses in 
London. Its roof terrace is so discreet, 
you wouldn’t know it existed if you 
weren’t standing at the window of the 
flat directly opposite. But you are. And 
that’s when you see a man up there—a 
man you’d recognize anywhere. He may 
be older now, but it’s definitely him. 
But that can’t be because he’s been dead 
for over two years. You know this for a 
fact. Because you’re the one who killed 
him.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

In the Blood: Terminal List Series, 
Book 5

DB109317 12 hours 11 minutes
by Jack Carr
read by Ray Porter
“A woman boards a plane in the African 
country of Burkina Faso having just 
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completed a targeted assassination for 
the state of Israel. Two minutes later, her 
plane is blown out of the sky. Over 6,000 
miles away, former Navy SEAL James 
Reece watches the names and pictures 
of the victims on cable news. One face 
triggers a distant memory of a Mossad 
operative attached to the CIA years ear-
lier in Iraq—a woman with ties to the 
intelligence services of two nations...a 
woman Reece thought he would never 
see again. Reece enlists friends new and 
old across the globe to track down her 
killer, unaware that he may be walking 
into a deadly trap.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2022.

Six Graves to Munich
DB113857 5 hours 7 minutes
by Mario Cleri and Mario Puzo
read by Firdous Bamji
“Two-time Academy Award winner 
Mario Puzo is known around the world 
for his brilliant book The Godfather, 
widely considered the finest novel ever 
written about the Mafia. Two years 
before Puzo published that iconic work, 
he released Six Graves to Munich under 
the pseudonym Mario Cleri. During 
World War II, intelligence officer 
Michael Rogan lost everything-including 
his family-to brutal Nazi interroga-
tors. Now 10 years have passed, and 
Michael is returning to Europe to exact 
his revenge.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2010.

I Will Find You
DB113075 8 hours 51 minutes
by Harlan Coben
read by Shawn Hertel

“David Burroughs was once a devoted 
father to his three-year-old son Matthew, 
living a dream life just a short drive away 
from the working-class suburb where 
he and his wife, Cheryl, first fell in 
love–until one fateful night when David 
woke suddenly to discover Matthew had 
been murdered while David was asleep 
just down the hall. Half a decade later, 
David’s been wrongly accused and con-
victed of the murder, left to serve out his 
time in a maximum-security prison—a 
fate which, grieving and wracked with 
guilt, David didn’t have the will to fight. 
The world has moved on without him. 
Then Cheryl’s younger sister, Rachel, 
makes a surprise appearance during vis-
iting hours bearing a strange photograph. 
It’s a vacation shot of a bustling amuse-
ment park a friend shared with her, and 
in the background, just barely in frame, 
is a boy bearing an eerie resemblance 
to David’s son. Even though it can’t be, 
David just knows: Matthew is still alive. 
David plans a harrowing escape, deter-
mined to achieve the impossible–save his 
son, clear his own name, and discover 
the real story of what happened. But with 
his life on the line and the FBI following 
his every move, can David evade cap-
ture long enough to reveal the shocking 
truth?” — Provided by publisher. 
Violence and strong language. 2023.

The Perfect Family
DB113961 8 hours 24 minutes
by Robyn Harding
read by Ali Andre Ali
“Thomas and Viv Adler are the envy of 
their neighbors: attractive, successful, 
with well-mannered children and a beau-
tifully restored home. Until one morning, 
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when they wake up to find their porch 
has been pelted with eggs. It’s a prank, 
Thomas insists; the work of a few out-of-
control kids. But when a smoke bomb is 
tossed on their front lawn, and their car’s 
tires are punctured, the family begins 
to worry. Surveillance cameras show 
nothing but grainy images of shadowy 
figures in hoodies. And the police dis-
miss the attacks, insisting they’re just the 
work of bored teenagers. Unable to iden-
tify the perpetrators, the Adlers are help-
less as the assaults escalate into violence, 
and worse. And each new violation 
brings with it a growing fear. Because 
everyone in the Adler family is keeping a 
secret—not just from the outside world, 
but from each other. And secrets can be 
very dangerous....” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2021.

The Tower
DB113460 10 hours 14 minutes
by Gregg Andrew Hurwitz
read by Shawn Hertel
“In the bestselling tradition of The 
Silence of the Lambs comes The Tower, 
a novel of nail-biting suspense and 
heart-stopping terror played out in a 
psychological battle of wit, cunning, 
and pure evil between a diabolically 
clever killer and his determined hunter. 
Allander Atlasia is an infamous psycho-
path whose heinous crimes have earned 
him a lifetime stay at the Tower (nick-
named Alcatraz II), the world’s most 
extreme maximum-security prison. But 
after a brilliant and brutal escape, the 
criminal mastermind begins a killing 
spree that is intensely personal—one 
by one, victims fall prey to a twisted 

and chilling re-enactment of his own 
depraved past. Jade Marlow is an ex-FBI 
profiler and tracker whose fearlessness is 
only surpassed by the severity of his own 
inner demons. With a record of irrational 
behavior and a genius for putting himself 
into the mind of a criminal predator, he 
may be the one man diabolical enough to 
catch Atlasia. In an escalating contest of 
wills and wits, two equally defiant men 
race toward a showdown where daring is 
deadly and failure is fatal.” — Provided 
by publisher. Violence and strong lan-
guage. 1999.

Wicked Dreams
DB113417 12 hours 34 minutes
by Lisa Jackson and Nancy Bush
read by Dolly Lewis
“The note pinned to the dead body found 
on the remote beach has no name, just 
Ravinia Rutledge’s phone number and 
the words ‘Next of Kin.’ Ravinia insists 
she doesn’t recognize the man on the 
mortuary slab, but she suspects Detective 
Nev Rhodes doesn’t believe her. He can 
tell that she’s one of them—the Siren 
Song women. Five years after moving 
away from The Colony, Ravinia has 
carved out a life as a private investigator 
whose specialty is helping others locate 
their missing loved ones. Yet some-
times, it’s better if the missing are never 
found. ‘Good Time Charlie’ is the name 
given to a monster from her past, a man 
whom she and her sisters hoped was 
gone forever. But the dead man on the 
beach is a sign that Charlie has merely 
been waiting, preparing to fulfill his mis-
sion to rid the world of the Siren Song 
women—and anyone else who gets in 
his way. Rhodes has his own reasons for 
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being fascinated with The Colony and its 
surroundings—a place marked by unex-
plained deaths and tragedies. Rhodes 
plays by the rules, but there are forces at 
work here that defy notions of law and 
order. And despite Ravinia’s reluctance 
to team up with Nev, it’s the only way to 
stop an adversary determined to see that 
each and every member of The Colony 
will die at his hands...” — Provided by 
publisher. Violence, strong language and 
some explicit descriptions of sex. 2022.

More Than Meets the Eye
DB112305 8 hours 58 minutes
by Iris Johansen and Roy Johansen
read by Elisabeth S. Rodgers
“After scoring a plea deal in a 
high-profile murder trial, serial killer 
James Michael Barrett leads a grim 
parade of law enforcement officers to the 
body of his last victim. At the alleged 
burial site, the officers swing their 
shovels down and are met with a strange 
metallic sound they weren’t expecting. 
In a blink, a terrific explosion rocks the 
woods, killing Barrett and most of the 
officers instantly. The detonation is only 
the beginning of a shocking case for FBI 
consultant Kendra Michaels—a string of 
heinous murders in the style of the very-
dead Barrett mysteriously continue, and 
it becomes clear that he may not have 
been working alone. As the crimes accel-
erate, Kendra reluctantly accepts help 
from college student Tricia Walton, the 
only survivor of Barrett’s attacks. But the 
killer has a terrifying plan that Kendra 
and her team are only beginning to 
understand.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Replacement Wife: A Novel
DB114526 10 hours 16 minutes
by Darby Kane
read by Karissa Vacker
“Elisa Wright is a mom and wife, living 
a nice, quiet life in a nice, quiet town. 
She’s also convinced her brother-in-law 
is a murderer. Josh has one dead wife 
and one missing fiancée, and though 
he grieved for them he starts dating 
someone new. Elisa fears for that wom-
an’s safety, and she desperately wants to 
know what happened to her friend, Josh’s 
missing fiancée. Searching for clues 
means investigating her own family. And 
she doesn’t like what she finds. A laptop 
filled with incriminating information. 
Other women. But when Elisa becomes 
friends with Josh’s new girlfriend and 
starts to question things she thinks are 
true, Elisa wonders if the memories 
of a horrible incident a year ago have 
finally pushed her over the edge and 
Josh is really innocent. With so much at 
stake, Elisa fights off panic attacks and 
a strange illness. Is it a breakdown or 
something more? The race is on to get to 
the truth before another disappearance 
because there’s a killer in the family... 
or is there?” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.

The House of Whispers
DB114517 8 hours 35 minutes
by Anna Kent
read by Raj Ghatak
“Abi Allerton is happily married. She 
lives in a beautiful Victorian semi that 
she and her husband Rohan have lov-
ingly renovated. Her past is firmly 
behind her. When her old university 
friend Grace gets back in touch, Abi is 
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hesitant. Their friendship was intense 
and all-consuming. But with Rohan away 
for work, Abi could use some company, 
so she agrees to let Grace stay. Before 
Abi realises her mistake, it’s too late. 
Grace is back to her old ways and Abi 
is losing grip on her calm, well-ordered 
life. Because Grace knows Abi’s 
secret — and she’ll never let her forget 
it.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Just the Nicest Couple
DB112530 10 hours 35 minutes
by Mary Kubica
read by Brittany Pressley
“Jake Hayes is missing. This much is 
certain. At first, his wife, Nina, thinks he 
is blowing off steam at a friend’s house 
after their heated fight the night before. 
But then a day goes by. Two days. Five. 
And Jake is still nowhere to be found. 
Lily Scott, Nina’s friend and coworker, 
thinks she may have been the last to see 
Jake before he went missing. After Lily 
confesses everything to her husband, 
Christian, the two decide that nobody 
can find out what happened leading up 
to Jake’s disappearance, especially not 
Nina. But Nina is out there looking for 
her husband, and she won’t stop until the 
truth is discovered.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2023.

Under the Influence: A Novel
DB114010 9 hours 16 minutes
by Joyce Maynard
read by Joyce Maynard
“Drinking cost Helen her marriage 
and custody of her seven-year-old 
son, Ollie. Once an aspiring art pho-
tographer, she now makes ends meet 

taking portraits of school children and 
working for a caterer. Recovering from 
her addiction, she spends lonely eve-
nings checking out profiles on an online 
dating site. Weekend visits with her 
son are awkward. He’s drifting away 
from her, fast. When she meets Ava 
and Swift Havilland, the vulnerable 
Helen is instantly enchanted. Wealthy, 
connected philanthropists, they have 
their own charity devoted to rescuing 
dogs. Their home is filled with fabulous 
friends, edgy art, and dazzling parties. 
Then Helen meets Elliott, a kind, quiet 
accountant who offers loyalty and love 
with none of her newfound friends’ fire-
works. To Swift and Ava, he’s boring. 
But even worse than that, he’s unim-
pressed by them. As Helen increasingly 
falls under the Havillands’ influence—
running errands, doing random chores, 
questioning her relationship with 
Elliott—Ava and Swift hold out the most 
seductive gift: their influence and help to 
regain custody of her son. But the debt 
Helen owes them is about to come due. 
Ollie witnesses an accident involving 
Swift, his grown son, and the daughter 
of the Havillands’ housekeeper. With her 
young son’s future in the balance, Helen 
must choose between the truth and the 
friends who have given her everything.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2016.

The Perfect Son
DB113855 8 hours 2 minutes
by Freida McFadden
read by Daniel May
“‘Mrs. Cass, we were hoping your son 
could answer a few questions about 
the girl who disappeared last night... ‘ 
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Erika Cass has a perfect family and a 
perfect life. Until the evening when two 
detectives show up at her front door. 
A high school girl has vanished from 
Erika’s quiet suburban neighborhood. 
The police suspect the worst—murder. 
And Erika’s teenage son, Liam, was the 
last person to see the girl alive. Erika 
has always sensed something dark and 
disturbed in her seemingly perfect older 
child. She wants to believe he’s innocent, 
but as the evidence mounts, she can’t 
deny the truth—Liam may have done 
the unthinkable. Now she must ask her-
self: How far will she go to protect her 
son?” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Rescue
DB114006 10 hours 18 minutes
by T. Jefferson Parker
read by Victoria Villarreal
“While reporting on a Tijuana animal 
shelter, journalist Bettina Blazak falls in 
love with one of her story’s subjects—
an adorable Mexican street dog who is 
being treated for a mysterious gunshot 
wound. Bettina impulsively adopts the 
dog, who she names Felix after the veter-
inarian who saved him. In investigating 
Felix’s past, Bettina discovers that his 
life is nothing like what she assumed. 
For one thing, he’s not a Mexican street 
dog at all. A former DEA drug-sniffing 
dog, Felix has led a very colorful, dan-
gerous, and profitable life. With Bettina’s 
story going viral, some interesting people 
are looking for Felix, making him a 
target—again. Bettina soon finds herself 
drawn into a deadly criminal underworld 
from which she and her beloved dog may 
not return.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Ninth Month
DB109610 12 hours 14 minutes
by James Patterson and Richard DiLallo
read by Anna Caputo
“Emily Atkinson leads a complicated 
life in New York City. She’s a successful 
marketing executive who lives in a 
luxury apartment and enjoys a glamorous 
existence until she lands in the hospital 
with a double diagnosis: she parties too 
much—and she’s pregnant. Her nurse 
and new best friend, Betsey, helps Emily 
rediscover how much she loves morning 
runs in the park and quiet nights at home. 
But as a series of women in her wealthy 
social circles go missing, Emily’s preg-
nancy becomes decidedly high-risk.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

3 Days to Live
DB112525 8 hours 49 minutes
by James Patterson
read by Anna Caputo
“The people closest to you can be your 
most dangerous enemies in this heart-
pounding collection of 3 brand-new 
thrillers from the master of suspense. 
3 Days to Live: A CIA-agent bride is 
on her European honeymoon when she 
and her husband are poisoned—leaving 
her seventy-two hours to take revenge 
(with Duane Swierczynski). Women 
and Children First: When a deal goes 
bad on a tech executive in Washington, 
DC, he turns an order to kill his family 
into a chance to relive his military 
glory days (with Bill Schweigart). The 
Housekeepers: A Los Angeles doctor 
trusts her two housekeepers, but when 
she’s murdered in a botched attempt to 
steal drugs, the pair of grifters vie to 
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control their former employer’s estate—
facing off against the Russian mob (with 
Julie Margaret Hogben).” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

The Silent Suspect
DB112222 11 hours 0 minutes
by Nell Pattison
read by Clare-Louise English
“A FIRE. A MURDER. A SILENT 
SUSPECT... On a quiet street, one 
house is burning to the ground... By the 
time sign language interpreter Paige 
Northwood arrives, flames have engulfed 
her client’s home. Though Lukas is safe, 
his wife is still inside. But she was dead 
before the fire started... Lukas signs to 
Paige that he knows who killed his wife. 
But then he goes silent – even when the 
police charge him with murder. Is he 
guilty, or afraid? Only Paige can help 
him now... A taut, gripping mystery per-
fect for fans of The Silent Patient and 
The Family Upstairs.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2021.

The Runaway
DB109612 11 hours 39 minutes
by Nick Petrie
read by Stephen Mendel
“War veteran Peter Ash is driving 
through northern Nebraska when he 
encounters a young pregnant woman 
alone on a gravel road, her car dead. 
Peter offers her a lift, but what begins 
as an act of kindness soon turns into 
a deadly cat-and-mouse chase across 
the lonely highways with the woman’s 
vicious ex-cop husband hot on their trail. 
The pregnant woman has seen some-
thing she was never meant to see... but 

protecting her might prove to be more 
than Peter can handle. In order to save 
the woman and himself, Peter must use 
everything he has learned during his time 
as a Marine, including his knowledge 
of human nature, in order to escape a 
ruthless killer with instincts and skills 
that match—and perhaps exceed—
Peter’s own.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Numbers
DB114520 9 hours 36 minutes
by Nick Pirog
read by Johnny Heller
“After getting canned from the Seattle 
PD, brilliant, wisecracking Thomas 
Prescott follows his sister Lacy to 
Philadelphia, where she swims on the 
Drexel University team. While Thomas’s 
slapstick antics mask a keen analytic 
mind, it’s his nose for trouble that leads 
him again and again into dicey situations. 
The ex–homicide detective is not long 
in Philly before getting caught up in two 
high-powered criminal cases. Thomas 
stumbles into a crime scene amid the 
Occupy Philadelphia protests. Activist 
Brooke Wexley has been strangled 
within sight of city hall. While demon-
strating against economic inequality, 
the college student hid her own fami-
ly’s wealthy background. The über-rich 
Wexleys have many dark secrets—one of 
which may have led to Brooke’s violent 
death. Thomas is also called to join an 
emergency multiagency task force on the 
trail of a prolific serial killer who leaves 
gruesome calling cards: a three-digit 
number carved on each of his many vic-
tims. It’s when Thomas realizes the mur-
ders are linked to the Numbers—the old 
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illegal street lottery—that his investiga-
tion shifts into high gear. The trail jumps 
back to the past before rushing back to 
the present like a tsunami of fire, bent on 
revenge. Amid all this, Lacy has a health 
scare, and Thomas’s priorities shift. 
Encountering gambling church ladies, 
felonious businessmen, and murderous 
mobsters—with an investigation ham-
pered by a competitive colleague and 
Lacy’s narcoleptic pug—Thomas must 
summon all his considerable powers to 
root out the guilty and dangerous while 
caring for his adored sister. Reader’s 
Note: This book takes place when 
Thomas Prescott is thirty years old (three 
years before the events of Unforeseen). 
If you are new to the Thomas Prescott 
series, this is the perfect place to start!” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

We Spread
DB113859 6 hours 1 minutes
by Iain Reid
read by Robin Miles
“Penny, an artist, has lived in the same 
apartment for decades, surrounded by the 
artifacts and keepsakes of her long life. 
She is resigned to the mundane rituals of 
old age, until things start to slip. Before 
her longtime partner passed away years 
earlier, provisions were made for a room 
in a unique long-term care residence, 
where Penny finds herself after one too 
many ‘incidents.’ Initially, surrounded 
by peers, conversing, eating, sleeping, 
looking out at the beautiful woods that 
surround the house, all is well. She 
even begins to paint again. But as the 
days start to blur together, Penny—
with a growing sense of unrest and 

distrust—starts to lose her grip on the 
passage of time and on her place in the 
world. Is she succumbing to the subtly 
destructive effects of aging or is she an 
unknowing participant in something 
more unsettling?” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2022.

Seven Dirty Secrets
DB114715 8 hours 51 minutes
by Natalie D. Richards
read by Natasha Soudek
“On her eighteenth birthday, Cleo is 
given clues for a mysterious scavenger 
hunt that sends her around Columbus, 
Ohio, and through her past relation-
ship with Declan, who drowned on a 
group rafting trip the previous year.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. For senior high 
and older readers. 2021.

When You Are Mine: A Novel
DB114373 11 hours 45 minutes
by Michael Robotham
read by Katy Sobey
“Philomena McCarthy is an ambitious 
police officer with the elite Metropolitan 
Police in London, responding to a 
domestic violence call. Tempe Brown is 
a bloodied young woman and the mis-
tress of a decorated and intimidating 
London detective, Darren Goodall. 
Philomena and Tempe strike up a ten-
tative friendship, determined to protect 
each other from Goodall, but some-
thing isn’t quite right about the stories 
Tempe tells and the secrets she keeps. 
Yet the young officer is drawn into 
Tempe’s world, unsure of what is real 
or invented. After a bungled break-in 
and an unsolved murder, Philomena 
finds herself trapped—with her career, 
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her impending wedding, and her very 
survival in doubt.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2022.

The Perfect Marriage
DB113854 8 hours 55 minutes
by Jeneva Rose
read by Neil Hellegers
“Sarah Morgan is a successful and pow-
erful defense attorney in Washington, 
D.C. At thirty-three years old, she is 
a named partner at her firm and life is 
going exactly how she planned. The 
same cannot be said for her husband, 
Adam. He is a struggling writer who has 
had little success in his career. He begins 
to tire of his and Sarah’s relationship 
as she is constantly working. Out in the 
secluded woods, at Adam and Sarah’s 
second home, Adam engages in a pas-
sionate affair with Kelly Summers. Then, 
one morning everything changes. Adam 
is arrested for Kelly’s murder. She had 
been found stabbed to death in Adam and 
Sarah’s second home. Sarah soon finds 
herself playing the defender for her own 
husband, a man accused of murdering 
his mistress. But is Adam guilty or is he 
innocent?” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2020.

Dark Angel
DB113848 11 hours 10 minutes
by John Sandford
read by Robert Petkoff
“Letty Davenport’s days working at a 
desk job are behind her. Her previous 
actions at a gunfight in Texas—and her 
incredible skills with firearms—draw 
the attention of several branches of the 
US government, and make her a perfect 
fit for even more dangerous work. The 

Department of Homeland Security and 
the NSA have tasked her with infiltrating 
a hacker group, known only as Ordinary 
People, that is intent on wreaking havoc. 
Letty and her reluctant partner from the 
NSA pose as free-spirited programmers 
for hire and embark on a cross country 
road trip to the group’s California head-
quarters. While the two work to make 
inroads with Ordinary People and 
uncover their plans, they begin to sus-
pect that the hackers are not their only 
enemy. Someone within their own circle 
may have betrayed them, and has ulte-
rior motives that place their mission—
and their lives—in grave danger.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

A Tangled Affair
DB112891 6 hours 38 minutes
by Anne C. Scardino
read by Sandra Murphy
“Finally fed up with her husband’s 
affairs, Clair Bondi makes the diffi-
cult decision to divorce her husband 
of twenty-five years, Vince Bondi. 
However, before she can confront him, 
Clair learns her husband has been mur-
dered. Shocked but undeterred, Clair 
resolves to find her husband’s killer. But 
as truths come to light, Clair uncovers 
Vince’s secret life without her. Tumbling 
into a new life—one with new love—
Clair must face her future with newfound 
resilience.” — Provided by publisher. 
Some descriptions of sex. 2022.

Nine Lives: A Novel
DB114519 7 hours 14 minutes
by Peter Swanson
read by Jacques Roy
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“Nine strangers receive a list with their 
names on it in the mail. Nothing else, 
just a list of names on a single sheet of 
paper. None of the nine people know or 
have ever met the others on the list. They 
dismiss it as junk mail, a fluke—until 
very, very bad things begin happening 
to people on the list. First, a well-liked 
old man is drowned on a beach in the 
small town of Kennewick, Maine. Then, 
a father is shot in the back while running 
through his quiet neighborhood in subur-
ban Massachusetts. A frightening pattern 
is emerging, but what do these nine peo-
ple have in common? Their professions 
range from oncology nurse to aspiring ac-
tor, and they’re located all over the coun-
try. So why are they all on the list, and 
who sent it? FBI agent Jessica Winslow, 
who is on the list herself, is determined to 
find out. Could there be some dark secret 
that binds them all together? Or is this 
the work of a murderous madman? As 
the mysterious sender stalks these nine 
strangers, they find themselves constantly 
looking over their shoulders, wonder-
ing who will be crossed off next...” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Secluded Cabin Sleeps Six
DB113174 12 hours 24 minutes
by Lisa Unger
read by Vivienne Leheny
“What could be more restful than a 
weekend getaway with family and 
friends? An isolated luxury cabin in the 
woods, spectacular views, a hot tub and a 
personal chef. Hannah’s generous brother 
found the listing online. The reviews are 
stellar. It’ll be three couples on this trip 
with good food, good company and lots 

of R & R. But the dreamy weekend is 
about to turn into a nightmare. A deadly 
storm is brewing. The rental host seems 
just a little too present. The personal chef 
reveals that their beautiful house has a 
spine-tingling history. And the friends 
have their own complicated past, with 
secrets that run blood deep. How well 
does Hannah know her brother, her own 
husband? Can she trust her best friend? 
Meanwhile, someone is determined to 
ruin the weekend, looking to exact a pay-
back for deeds long buried. Who is the 
stranger among them?” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

My Flawless Life
DB113780 8 hours 12 minutes
by Yvonne Woon
read by Katharine Chin
“At the most elite private school in 
Washington, DC, whenever anyone has 
a problem that they need to go away, 
they hire Hana Yang Lerner. Hana is a 
fixer. She knows who to call, what to 
say, and how to make sure secrets stay 
where they belong—buried. She can fix 
anything. Except her own life, which 
was destroyed when her father, senator 
Skip Lerner, was arrested for an acci-
dent that left one woman nearly dead. 
Now Hana’s reputation is ruined and 
her friends are gone. So when she gets 
a job from an anonymous client called 
‘Three’ to follow her former best friend, 
Luce Herrera, Hana realizes this might 
be her way of getting back her old life. 
But the dangerous thing about digging is 
that you never know what you’ll unearth. 
As Hana uncovers a dark truth about her 
supposedly flawless classmates, she’s 
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forced to face a secret of her own.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. For senior high 
and older readers. 2023.

Westerns
Navarro

DB112578 8 hours 0 minutes
by Peter Brandvold and Ralph Compton
read by Dwayne Glapion
“Hardened ex-gunslinger Taos Tommy 
Navarro turned away Karla Vannorsdell, 
a rancher’s granddaughter, when she 
needed him most. Now, angry and full 
of guilt, Navarro must track down Karla 
in the desert before the Apaches catch 
her, which won’t be easy. And all that’s 
certain is that things are going to get 
very rough—and very bloody. Nothing 
will make Karla return to her arrogant, 
meddling grandfather now that he’s run 
off the vaquero she was going to marry. 
To bring her lover back, Karla will 
endure the parched, blazing desert, the 
venomous diamondbacks, the ferocious 
Apaches—and the buzzards circling 
overhead. And she’ll learn the cruelest 
lesson of all: In a brutal land, love can 
mean killing the thing you cherish.” — 
Provided by publisher. Violence and 
some strong language. 2005.

The Autumn of the Gun: Trail of the 
Gunfighter Series, Book 3

DB112259 3 hours 0 minutes
by Ralph Compton
read by Doug Tisdale
“Nathan Stone is a living legend in the 
West as a lawman, an outlaw, a gam-
bler, and a wanderer through the wildest 
towns and terrain. He has blazed a ven-
geance trail, giving no quarter and asking 
for none. Fearlessly, he plays his cards 

and uses his Colt .45s as best he can in 
games of chance, skill, and savagery, for 
stakes of life or death. Now he’s riding 
on a course that will test his rawhide 
nerves and lightning draw against the 
likes of Doc Holliday, Pat Garrett and 
Billy the Kid, the fleeing James brothers, 
and the incredible John Wesley Hardin 
as he heads toward a fateful rendez-
vous with the one gunfighter as fast and 
deadly as he: a teenage kid who kills like 
a man—Nathan’s own son.” — Provided 
by publisher. Violence and strong lan-
guage. 2019.

Rogue River Feud: A Western Story
DB113463 9 hours 24 minutes
by Zane Grey
read by Guy Williams
“Along the notorious Rogue River, gold 
seekers, crazed by the discovery of nug-
gets that made them rich overnight, are 
at war with one another. The river itself 
swarms with salmon, bringing along with 
them another kind of wealth and vio-
lent fighting between fishermen and the 
fish-packing monopoly. Into this scene 
comes Keven Bell, returning to face 
life after being handicapped by a disfig-
uring wound he received in World War I. 
Keven teams up with a broken-down 
fisherman and boatbuilder. When they try 
to buck the salmon-packing monopoly, 
they encounter violence and trickery; 
their boat is sunk and they are left to 
swim for their lives. Keven is tended to 
by Beryl, the daughter of a gold miner. 
His convalescence is slow, but the 
autumn days, fishing and camping, make 
a woodland dream of romance. But no 
sooner has an operation straightened out 
Keven’s injuries than he is framed on a 
charge of murder in the salmon-packing 
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war. Keven must carry on as best he 
can, along with what help Beryl and her 
old father can give, to clear his name 
and ensure his and Beryl’s safety on the 
turbulent Rogue. Zane Grey’s vigorous 
storytelling and portrayal of violence in 
the wild make this novel one of his best. 
There is a deep emotional feeling for 
nature in the raw, for the great salmon 
runs, and for the clashes of men fighting 
for gold.” — Provided by publisher. 
Violence and strong language. 1930.

Wyoming
DB112577 9 hours 49 minutes
by Zane Grey
read by Guy Williams
“Andrew Bonning came West, a raw 
novice, to make his fortune; and he had 
to learn fast in order to survive. This is 
the story of a rash of cattle-rustling, a 
crooked sheriff, and only this raw ten-
derfoot with a pistol to set things right! 
What’s more, he met and fell for feisty 
Martha Ann only to discover she was 
claimed by the dangerous Tex McCall. 
He had to stand up to McCall in the only 
way the men of Wyoming knew!” — 
Provided by publisher. Some violence 
and some strong language. 1932.

The Violent Storm
DB112547 8 hours 33 minutes
by J.A. Johnstone and William W. 
Johnstone
read by Eric Michael Summerer
“Will Tanner is no ordinary lawman. 
He’s a force of nature. But when he’s 
outnumbered by rustlers, outgunned by 
outlaws—and stalked by a killer fresh 
out of jail—he’s in for the fight of his 
life.... Johnstone Country. Forecast: 
Deadly. There’s a storm brewing in 

Oklahoma Territory, and this time, it’s 
deadly serious. Local cattle ranches are 
being targeted by Texas rustlers—and the 
only man who can keep it from turning 
into a bloodbath is U.S. Deputy Marshal 
Will Tanner. The newly married lawman 
hates to leave his beautiful bride Sophie, 
but duty calls—for better or worse. In 
Tanner’s experience, it’s usually worse. 
An unexpected confrontation with out-
laws is just the bloody beginning. Then 
an escaped convict catches wind of the 
fact that Tanner killed his brother. Now 
Will’s really in the crosshairs. Tanner 
knows he’s riding straight into a perfect 
storm of vengeance and slaughter, with 
only one way to end it—a hailstorm of 
hot lead.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Unlikely Lawman: A Hewey 
Calloway Adventure

DB112483 5 hours 45 minutes
by Steve Kelton and Elmer Kelton
read by George Guidall
“Rascally cowboy Hewey Calloway is 
heading north to Colorado on a horse 
drive for an old friend when he gets word 
that one of his hired hands is planning to 
rob him. After the plot is foiled, the fugi-
tive horsehand is on the run and leaving 
bodies in his wake. Hewey, the worst 
pistol shot in the West, is deputized to 
bring the criminal to justice, bestowing 
him with a weight of responsibility he’s 
long avoided and leaving him to wonder 
if even the help of a retired Texas Ranger 
is enough to put an end to this trail of 
dastardly deeds. Steve Kelton’s The 
Unlikely Lawman will transport you to 
an Old West full of duplicity, gunfights, 
and, of course, plenty of cowboys and 
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robbers.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Demon’s Pass: Sundown Riders Series, 
Book 7

DB113001 8 hours 6 minutes
by Robert Vaughan
read by Jack Garrett
“The frontier is unforgiving in this 
western in Ralph Compton’s USA Today 
bestselling series. Parker Stanley’s 
family had a dream: to start a new life in 
the Far West. But en route, a Cheyenne 
band slaughters his parents and abducts 
his sister, leaving him for dead. Then a 
cowboy named Clay Springer rides to 
the rescue—and comes up with an idea. 
He’s got a team ready to deliver goods to 
the Mormons in Utah, but he’s short on 
funds for supplies. He knows that Parker 
managed to hold on to his family’s sav-
ings, so he suggests a fifty-fifty partner-
ship. With a three-wagon, seven-man 
team, Parker and Clay will traverse the 
barren land to find a secret mountain pass 
that will save them three hundred miles 
on their journey. But out in the wilder-
ness, Parker’s sister needs saving—and 
he has vowed to find her.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2018.

Women’s Fiction
A Thread So Thin

DB114094 12 hours 35 minutes
by Marie Bostwick
read by Julia Whelan
“While New Bern, Connecticut, lies 
under a blanket of snow, the Cobbled 
Court Quilt Shop remains a cozy 
haven for its owner, Evelyn Dixon, and 
her friends. Evelyn relishes winter’s 
slower pace—besides, internet sales 

are hopping, thanks to her son Garrett’s 
efforts. In addition to helping out at the 
shop, Garrett has also been patiently 
waiting for his girlfriend, Liza, to finish 
art school in New York City. But as 
much as Evelyn loves Liza, she wonders 
if it’s a good idea for her son to be so 
serious, so soon, with a young woman 
who’s just getting ready to spread her 
wings... Liza’s wondering the same 
thing—especially after Garrett rolls out 
the red carpet for a super-romantic New 
Year’s Eve—complete with marriage 
proposal. Garrett’s the closest thing 
to perfect she’s ever known, but what 
about her own imperfections? The only 
happy marriage Liza’s ever seen is her 
Aunt Abigail’s, and it took her decades 
to tie the knot. Soon, Liza is not only 
struggling with her own fears, but with 
the mixed reactions of her friends and 
family. And when she finds herself torn 
between a rare career opportunity and 
her love for Garrett, Liza must grasp 
at the thinnest of threads—and pray 
it holds...” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2010.

Blush
DB114590 11 hours 4 minutes
by Jamie Brenner
read by Julia Whelan
“For decades, the lush vineyards and 
majestic manor house of the Hollander 
Estates winery made it the North Fork 
of Long Island’s premier destination for 
lavish parties and romantic day trips. 
Now the Hollander family fortunes 
have suffered, and as matriarch Vivian 
Hollander prepares for the arrival of 
her daughter and granddaughter for 
their annual summer reunion, she fears 
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it might be their last. Worse, selling 
the family legacy to strangers might 
expose the dark secret she’s harbored for 
thirty-five years.... Visits to the winery 
have been bittersweet for Leah Hollander 
Bailey ever since her father refused to let 
her take her place in the family business. 
Now a successful Manhattan shop owner, 
Leah loves the life she’s built with her 
husband and daughter—but with her 
store, and her marriage, at a crossroads, 
she can’t help but view this year’s pil-
grimage home as a sorely needed escape. 
College senior Sadie Bailey has a thesis 
to write, and the towering shelves of the 
manor’s library offer endless academic 
inspiration. But when Sadie discovers 
evidence that her proper Grandma Vivian 
once ran a book club dedicated to the 
scandalous women’s novels of decades 
past, the shockingly outrageous tomes 
give her new insight into her family’s 
glory days. Resurrecting the trashy book 
club begins as the distraction all three 
women need. But as they battle to save 
their birthright and heal old wounds, they 
just might find that the pages contain 
everything they need to know about how 
to fight for what they want—and for the 
life, and love, they deserve.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.

The Northern Lights Lodge: Romantic 
Escapes Series, Book 4

DB113231 12 hours 51 minutes
by Julie Caplin
read by Eilidh Beaton
“Escape to the cosiest little lodge 
in Iceland for love, log fires and the 
Northern Lights... With a shattered heart 
and her career completely in tatters, Lucy 

needs to get away from her life in the 
UK. But, when she takes a job as hotel 
manager of the Northern Lights Lodge, 
she doesn’t quite expect to find herself in 
a land of bubbling hot springs and snow-
flake-dusted glaciers – and in the com-
pany of gorgeous Scottish barman, Alex. 
Determined to turn her life around, Lucy 
sets about making the lodge the number 
one romantic destination in Iceland – 
even though romance is the last thing 
she wants. However, as Alex and Lucy 
grow closer under the dancing lights of 
the aurora, Lucy might just learn how to 
fall in love again...” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2021.

Secrets at the Last House before the Sea: 
Heaven’s Cove Series, Book 1

DB113795 8 hours 52 minutes
by Liz Eeles
read by Francesca Waite
“From the attic of Driftwood House there 
are stunning views of the deep green sea 
and sapphire sky. But Rosie can’t tear her 
eyes away from the faded photograph in 
her hands, and the words written on the 
back that will change everything. . . Back 
in the tiny seaside village of Heaven’s 
Cove after the death of her mother, all 
Rosie Merchant wants is to hide her 
tears, rent out her childhood home, and 
get back to her ‘real’ life, away from 
the gossiping villagers and wild Devon 
weather she escaped from years ago. 
She’s surprised to find a smiling man 
in hiking boots – local farmer Liam – 
waiting on the stone doorstep. His kind 
offer to help clear crumbling, isolated 
Driftwood House is hard to refuse, and 
despite Rosie’s determination not to let 
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anyone get close, soon they’re walking 
and laughing together along the clifftops. 
As clouds scud across the endless sky 
and green waves crash against the 
shore, Rosie is reminded that nowhere 
is more beautiful than home. Then, up 
in the attic of Driftwood House, Rosie 
stumbles across a photo which exposes 
the heart-stopping truth about how her 
mother came to live at Driftwood House 
years ago. . . and Liam only seems con-
cerned about the implications for his own 
nearby farm. Did he know this painful 
secret all along, and should she run from 
Heaven’s Cove for good? Or will facing 
up to her devastating family history 
mean Rosie can finally put down roots 
in this beautiful place?” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2021.

Ms. Demeanor: A Novel
DB112174 7 hours 30 minutes
by Elinor Lipman
read by Piper Goodeve
“Jane Morgan is a valued member of 
her law firm—or was, until a prudish 
neighbor, binoculars poised, observes her 
having sex on the roof of her NYC apart-
ment building. Police are summoned, 
and a punishing judge sentences her to 
six months of home confinement. With 
Jane now jobless and rootless, trapped 
at home, life looks bleak. Yes, her twin 
sister provides support and advice, but 
mostly of the unwelcome kind. When 
a doorman lets slip that Jane isn’t the 
only resident wearing an ankle monitor, 
she strikes up a friendship with fellow 
white-collar felon Perry Salisbury. 
As she tries to adapt to life within her 

apartment walls, she discovers she 
hasn’t heard the end of that tattletale 
neighbor—whose past isn’t as decorous 
as her 9-1-1 snitching would suggest. 
Why are police knocking on Jane’s door 
again? Can her house arrest have a silver 
lining? Can two wrongs make a right? In 
the hands of an inspired alchemist who 
converts serious subject into humor” 
(New York Times Book Review)—yes, 
delightfully.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Sister Effect
DB113804 11 hours 46 minutes
by Susan Mallery
read by Tanya Eby
“Finley McGowan is determined that the 
niece she’s raising will always feel loved 
and wanted. Unlike how she felt after her 
mom left to pursue a dream of stardom, 
and when the grandfather who was left to 
raise them abandoned her and her sister, 
Sloane, when they needed him most. 
Finley reacted to her chaotic childhood 
by walking the straight and narrow—
nose down, work hard, follow the rules. 
Sloane went the other way. Now Sloane 
is back, as beautiful and as damaged as 
ever. . .and she wants a relationship with 
her daughter. She says she’s changed, 
but Finley’s heart has been burned once 
too often for her to trust easily. But is 
her reluctance to forgive really about 
Sloane or worry over losing what she 
loves the most? With the help of a man 
who knows all too well how messy fam-
ilies can be, Finley will learn there’s 
joy in surrendering and peace in letting 
go.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.
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Summer Love
DB112562 10 hours 53 minutes
by Nancy Thayer
read by Jessica Wortham
“When four strangers rent bargain- 
basement rooms in an old hotel near the 
beach, they embark on the summer of 
their lives. First there’s Ariel Spencer, 
who has big dreams of becoming a 
writer and is looking for inspiration in 
Nantucket’s high society. Her new friend 
Sheila Murphy is a good Catholic girl 
from Ohio whose desire for adventure 
is often shadowed by her apprehension. 
Then there’s small-town Missourian 
Wyatt Smith, who’s immediately taken 
with Ariel. The last of the four, Nick 
Volkov, is looking to make a name for 
himself and have a blast along the way. 
Despite their differences, the four bond 
over trips to the beach, Wednesday-night 
dinners, and everything that Nantucket 
has to offer. But venturing out on their 
own for the first time, with all its adven-
ture and risks, could change the course 
of their lives. Twenty-six years after that 
amazing summer, Ariel, Sheila, Wyatt, 
and Nick reunite at the hotel where they 
first met. Now it’s called The Lighthouse 
and Nick owns the entire operation with 
his wife and daughter. Ariel and Wyatt, 
married for decades, arrive with their 
son, and Sheila’s back too, with her 
daughter by her side. Life hasn’t exactly 
worked out the way they had all hoped. 
Ariel’s dreams have since faded and 
been pushed aside, but she’s determined 
to rediscover the passion she once had. 
Nick has the money and reputation of a 
successful businessman, but is it every-
thing he had hoped for? And Sheila has 

never been able to shake the secret she’s 
kept since that summer. Being back 
together again will mean confronting the 
past and finding themselves. Meanwhile, 
the next generation discovers Nantucket: 
Their children explore the island 
together, experiencing love and heart-
break and forging lifelong bonds, just as 
their parents did all those years ago. It’s 
sure to be one unforgettable reunion.” 
— Provided by publisher. Some strong 
language and some descriptions of sex. 
2022.

The Keepsake Sisters: A Novel
DB112516 9 hours 49 minutes
by Lori Wilde
read by Teri Schnaubelt
“It was a story that couldn’t possibly be 
true: Identical twins, separated at birth. 
Anna Drury wouldn’t have believed 
it, but the woman standing before her 
was physically alike her in every way...
and held in her hands a keepsake baby 
bracelet, the same as Anna had. How 
could it be? Anna - with her tall, strong 
husband and two adorable children 
- grew up loved and secure, and she 
freely opens her heart to others, so she 
embraces the idea of her newfound 
sister, Amelia. Everyone tells Anna to 
tread carefully, but Amelia is family. 
She sees it in the other woman’s face 
and knows it in the depth of her soul. 
And family should always be welcome. 
Once the shock settles and the dust 
clears, the sisters learn about each other 
as they unravel the secrets of their past 
and separation. Anna wants to believe 
that life with her newfound sister will 
be perfect, but just as they are bonding 
in a special way, Amelia reveals the true 
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reason for their reunion. Her kidneys are 
failing, and Anna could be her perfect 
match. But if Anna agrees to her request, 
it might threaten everything she holds 
dear, her marriage, her health. . .even 
her life. Faced with this dilemma, Anna 
must ask herself a hard question, how far 
will she go to help her twin, the woman 
who is her other half. . .and a woman she 
doesn’t really know?” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2021.
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Adult Nonfiction
Animals and Wildlife
The Beginner’s Guide to Raising 
Chickens: How to Raise a Happy 
Backyard Flock

DB114735 5 hours 39 minutes
by Anne Kuo
read by Siiri Scott
“The Beginner’s Guide to Raising 
Chickens makes it easy to start keeping 
these surprisingly smart birds right in 
your own backyard. From constructing 
coops to rearing chicks, you’ll learn 
everything you need to know to make 
sure your chickens stay happy and 
healthy all year round. Which breed of 
chicken is right for you? What’s the best 
bedding material? What sort of feed 
should you use? Expert chicken keeper 
Anne Kuo answers these questions—and 
many others—in this fun and friendly 
reference book that will get you excited 
to raise your new feathered friends. This 
book on raising chickens guides you 
through: Getting from the chicken to 
the egg—Find out how to raise chicks, 
keep your birds safe from predators, 
introduce new birds to the flock, and 
more. Creating a custom coop—Build 
the perfect home for raising chickens 
with detailed backyard coop construction 
guides. Expert care advice—Learn how 
to identify different behaviors in your 
chicken, help solve egg shortages, and 
navigate a range of potential surprises 
with confidence. Get your first flock 
started successfully with The Beginner’s 
Guide to Raising Chickens.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.

Arthur: The Dog Who Crossed the Jungle 
to Find a Home

DB114421 7 hours 17 minutes
by Mikael Lindnord
read by P.J. Ochlan
“When you’re racing 435 miles through 
the jungles and mountains of South 
America, the last thing you need is 
a stray dog tagging along. But that’s 
exactly what happened to Mikael 
Lindnord, captain of a Swedish adven-
ture racing team, when he threw a 
scruffy but dignified mongrel a meat-
ball one afternoon. When the team left 
the next day, the dog followed. Try as 
they might, they couldn’t lose him—and 
soon Mikael realized that he didn’t want 
to. Crossing rivers, battling illness and 
injury, and struggling through some of 
the toughest terrain on the planet, the 
team and the dog walked together toward 
the finish line, where Mikael decided 
he would save the dog, now named 
Arthur, and bring him back to his family 
in Sweden, whatever it took. In com-
pelling prose, Arthur provides a testa-
ment to the amazing bond between dogs 
and people.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2017.

Arts
American Comics: A History

DB113842 5 hours 53 minutes
by Jeremy Dauber
read by Jeremy Dauber
“Starting with the Civil War and car-
toonist Thomas Nast, creator of the 
lasting images of Uncle Sam and Santa 
Claus, author Jeremy Dauber whizzes 
listeners through the progress of comics 
in the 20th century and beyond. Follow 
the history from the golden age of 
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newspaper comic strips — Krazy Kat, 
Yellow Kid, Dick Tracy — to the mid-
century superhero boom - Superman, 
Batman, Wonder Woman - and from the 
moral panic of the Eisenhower era to the 
underground comix movement; from 
the grim and gritty Dark Knights and 
Watchmen to the graphic novel’s brilliant 
rise - Art Spiegelman, Alison Bechdel, 
Joe Sacco. Dauber’s story shows not 
only how comics have changed, but also 
how American politics and history have 
changed them. Throughout, he describes 
the origins of beloved comics, cham-
pions neglected masterpieces, and argues 
that we can understand how America 
sees itself through whose stories comics 
tell.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Astronomy
Cosmos: Possible Worlds

DB114558 10 hours 50 minutes
by Ann Druyan
read by Ann Druyan
“This new and long-awaited sequel to 
Carl Sagan’s international bestseller con-
tinues the electrifying journey through 
space and time, linking worlds within 
and worlds billions of miles away and 
envisioning a future of science tem-
pered with wisdom. Based on National 
Geographic’s internationally-renowned 
television series, this groundbreaking 
and visually stunning book explores how 
science and civilization grew up together. 
From the emergence of life at deep-sea 
vents to solar-powered starships sailing 
through the galaxy, from the Big Bang 
to the intricacies of intelligence in many 
life forms, acclaimed author Ann Druyan 
documents where humanity has been and 

where it is going, using her unique gift 
of bringing complex scientific concepts 
to life. With evocative photographs and 
vivid illustrations, she recounts momen-
tous discoveries, from the Voyager mis-
sions in which she and her husband, Carl 
Sagan, participated to Cassini-Huygens’s 
recent insights into Saturn’s moons. This 
breathtaking sequel to Sagan’s master-
piece explains how we humans can glean 
a new understanding of consciousness 
here on Earth and out in the cosmos—
again reminding us that our planet is a 
pale blue dot in an immense universe of 
possibility.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2020.

Biography
Leaving Cloud 9: The True Story of 
a Life Resurrected from the Ashes of 
Poverty, Trauma, and Mental Illness

DB113920 6 hours 56 minutes
by Ericka Andersen
read by Charity Spencer
“Abandoned by his father at age two, 
Rick Sylvester lived with an abusive 
mother whose struggles as a member 
of the working poor led her to drugs, 
alcohol, theft, and prostitution—and 
eventually attempted suicide. Rick bat-
tled depression, anxiety, and PTSD as 
the chaos, neglect, and unpredictability 
of his childhood seemed to doom him 
to follow in his mother’s footsteps. Well 
into adulthood, Rick stumbled through 
unemployment and divorce, using drugs 
and alcohol to numb the pain until he 
was diagnosed with bipolar disorder. 
Miraculously, though, he overcame 
the odds and today is a happy hus-
band and father. How did this happen? 
Rick’s answer is this: ‘It was the Lord.’ 
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A message of hope to those who are 
drowning from an undeserved childhood, 
Leaving Cloud 9 speaks to millions who 
grew up poor, feeling ignored and hope-
less, and who need the healing power of 
God. This indelibly American story con-
veys the steadfast love of Jesus and his 
power to deliver us from the most dev-
astating of pasts.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2018.

A Few Days Full of Trouble: Revelations 
on the Journey to Justice for My Cousin 
and Best Friend, Emmett Till

DB113334 2 hours 30 minutes
by Christopher Benson and Wheeler 
Parker Jr.
read by JD Jackson
“In 1955, Emmett Till was lynched when 
he was fourteen years old. That remains 
an undisputed fact of the case that 
ignited a flame within the Civil Rights 
Movement that has yet to be extin-
guished. Yet the rest of the details sur-
rounding the event remain distorted by 
time and too many tellings. What does 
justice mean in the resolution of a cold 
case spanning nearly seven decades? In 
A Few Days Full of Trouble, this ques-
tion drives a new perspective on the story 
of Emmett Till, relayed by his cousin 
and best friend—the Reverend Wheeler 
Parker Jr., a survivor of the night of 
terror when young Emmett was taken 
from his family’s rural Mississippi Delta 
home in the dead of night. In a hypnotic 
interplay between uncovered facts and 
vivid recall, Rev. Parker offers an emo-
tional and suspenseful page-turner, set 
against a backdrop of reporting errors 
and manipulations, racial reckoning, 

and political pushback—and he does so 
accompanied by never-before-seen find-
ings in the investigation, the soft resur-
rection of memory, and the battle-tested 
courage of faith. A Few Days Full of 
Trouble is a powerful work of truth-
telling, a gift to readers looking to rec-
oncile the weight of the past with a hope 
for the future.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Meghan and Harry: The Real Story
DB112240 4 hours 44 minutes
by Lady Colin Campbell
read by Lucinda Bell Howard
“A balanced account of game changes, 
conflicts and ambitions. The fall from 
popular grace of the previously adu-
lated brother of the heir to the British 
throne as a consequence of his marriage 
to a beautiful and dynamic Hollywood 
starlet of colour makes for fascinating 
reading in best-selling royal author Lady 
Colin Campbell’s balanced account. 
Lady Colin knows her royal history and 
psychology, and as the first seven years 
of her adult life were spent in the USA 
she has a foot in both the American and 
British camps. With unique breadth 
of insight she goes behind the scenes, 
speaking to friends, relations, court-
iers, and colleagues on both sides of the 
Atlantic to reveal the most unexpected 
royal story since the Abdication. She 
highlights the dilemmas involved and the 
issues that lurk beneath the surface, as 
to why the couple decided to step down 
as senior royals. She analyses the impli-
cations of the actions of a young and 
ambitious couple, in love with each other 
and with the empowering lure of fame 
and fortune. She leads the reader through 
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the maze of contradictions, revealing 
how Californian culture has influenced 
the couple’s conduct. She exposes how 
they tried and failed to change the royal 
system by adapting it to their own needs 
and ambitions, and, upon failing, how 
they decided to create a new system 
altogether.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2020.

Code Name: Lise; the True Story of the 
Woman Who Became WWII’s Most 
Highly Decorated Spy

DB113826 10 hours 3 minutes
by Larry Loftis
read by Kate Reading
“The year is 1942, and World War II is 
in full swing. Odette Sansom decides 
to follow in her war hero father’s foot-
steps by becoming an SOE agent to 
aid Britain and her beloved homeland, 
France. Five failed attempts and one 
plane crash later, she finally lands in 
occupied France to begin her mission. It 
is here that she meets her commanding 
officer Captain Peter Churchill. As they 
successfully complete mission after mis-
sion, Peter and Odette fall in love. All 
the while, they are being hunted by the 
cunning German secret police sergeant, 
Hugo Bleicher, who finally succeeds in 
capturing them. They are sent to Paris’s 
Fresnes prison, and from there to con-
centration camps in Germany where they 
are starved, beaten, and tortured. But 
in the face of despair, they never give 
up hope, their love for each other, or 
the whereabouts of their colleagues. In 
Code Name: Lise, Larry Loftis paints a 
portrait of true courage, patriotism, and 
love—of two incredibly heroic people 
who endured unimaginable horrors and 

degradations. He seamlessly weaves 
together the touching romance between 
Odette and Peter and the thrilling cat and 
mouse game between them and Sergeant 
Bleicher. With this amazing testament 
to the human spirit, Loftis proves once 
again that he is adept at writing nonfic-
tion that reads like a page-turning novel 
(Parade).” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2019.

Belonging: A Daughter’s Search for 
Identity through Loss and Love

DB114499 10 hours 30 minutes
by Michelle Miller and Rosemarie 
Robotham
read by Michelle Miller
“Though Michelle Miller was an 
award-winning broadcast journalist for 
CBS News, few people in her life knew 
the painful secret she carried: her mother 
had abandoned her at birth. Los Angeles 
in 1967 was deeply segregated, and her 
mother—a Chicana hospital adminis-
trator who presented as white, had kept 
her affair with Michelle’s father, Dr. Ross 
Miller, a married trauma surgeon and 
Compton’s first Black city councilman—
hidden, along with the unplanned preg-
nancy. Raised largely by her father and 
her paternal grandmother, Michelle had 
no knowledge of the woman whose 
genes she shared. Then, fate intervened 
when Michelle was twenty-two. As 
her father lay stricken with cancer, he 
told her, ‘Go and find your mother.’ 
Belonging is the chronicle of Michelle’s 
decades-long quest to connect with the 
woman who gave her life, to confront 
her past, and ultimately, to find her voice 
as a journalist, a wife, and a mother. 
Michelle traces the years spent trying 
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to make sense of her mixed-race heri-
tage and her place in white-dominated 
world. From the wealthy white schools 
where she was bussed to integrate, to 
the newsrooms filled with white, largely 
male faces, she revisits the emotional 
turmoil of her formative years and how 
the enigma of her mother and her rejec-
tion shaped Michelle’s understanding 
of herself and her own Blackness. 
As she charts her personal journey, 
Michelle looks back on her decades on 
the ground reporting painful events, 
from the beating of Rodney King to the 
death of George Floyd, revealing how 
her struggle to understand her racial 
identity coincides with the nation’s own 
ongoing and imperfect racial reckoning. 
What emerges is an intimate family story 
about secrets—secrets we keep, secrets 
we share, and the secrets that make 
us who we are.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
Bestseller. 2023.

Elizabeth & Margaret: The Intimate 
World of the Windsor Sisters

DB114966 11 hours 1 minutes
by Andrew Morton
read by Marisa Calin
“They were the closest of sisters and 
the best of friends. But when, in a quix-
otic twist of fate, their uncle Edward 
Vlll decided to abdicate the throne, 
the dynamic between Elizabeth and 
Margaret was dramatically altered. 
Forever more Margaret would have to 
curtsey to the sister she called ‘Lillibet.’ 
And bow to her wishes. Elizabeth would 
always look upon her younger sister’s 
antics with a kind of stoical amusement, 
but Margaret’s struggle to find a place 

and position inside the royal system—
and her fraught relationship with its 
expectations—was often a source of ten-
sion. Famously, the Queen had to inform 
Margaret that the Church and govern-
ment would not countenance her mar-
rying a divorcee, Group Captain Peter 
Townsend, forcing Margaret to choose 
between keeping her title and royal 
allowances or her divorcee lover. From 
the idyll of their cloistered early life, 
through their hidden war-time lives, into 
the divergent paths they took following 
their father’s death and Elizabeth’s 
ascension to the throne, this book 
explores their relationship over the years. 
Andrew Morton’s latest biography offers 
unique insight into these two drastically 
different sisters—one resigned to duty 
and responsibility, the other resistant to 
it—and the lasting impact they have had 
on the Crown, the royal family, and the 
ways it adapted to the changing mores of 
the 20th century.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2021.

Raised in Ruins: A Memoir
DB112261 12 hours 36 minutes
by Tara Neilson
read by Elizabeth Rose
“In the 1980s the Neilson family moved 
out on a floathouse to the remote site of a 
former cannery in Southeast Alaska that 
had burned to the ground before state-
hood. They were miles away from any 
neighbors, surrounded on all sides by 
wolves, bears and other wildlife, entering 
the world of subsistence living in an 
uninviting land of dangerous weather 
and storms; yet the Neilsons were able 
to make themselves a home where few 
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others would have found possible. Led 
by a jack-of-all-trades handyman for a 
father and a mother who was afraid of 
everything in the wilderness, Tara and 
her four siblings cleared the rough terrain 
to build atop the blackened, rusty ruins a 
new way of life that was completely their 
own. From a young age, Tara learned that 
anything was possible, so long as one 
can imagine it and then make it happen. 
When given her mother’s impractical 
design of a six-bedroom house, her 
father picked up his tools and crafted it 
into a reality. To reach the closest com-
munity, they built a wooden boat sixteen 
feet long for the perilous journey on the 
water. The Alaska wilds required inde-
pendence and self-sufficiency from the 
family, and in return it provided a natural 
landscape that inspired romantic pas-
sion and unlimited dreams. With endless 
forest on one side and the wide ocean on 
the other, Tara embraced the lonesome-
ness of the burned cannery ruins that 
she called home, and often wondered 
what it once was with its people inside, 
their stories, where they went, and what 
happened to them. Beautifully poignant 
and completely original, Raised in Ruins 
escapes into the wilderness to discover 
a piece of Alaskan history wrapped in 
an incredible family adventure fueled by 
love, strength, hard work, endurance, and 
boundless imagination.” — Provided by 
publisher. 2020.

Let’s Talk about Hard Things
DB115045 8 hours 6 minutes
by Anna Sale
read by Anna Sale
“Anna Sale wants you to have that con-
versation. You know the one. The one 

that you’ve been avoiding or putting off, 
maybe for years. The one that you’ve 
thought ‘they’ll never understand’ or 
‘do I really want to bring that up?’ or 
‘it’s not going to go well, so why even 
try?’ Sale is the founder and host of 
WNYC’s popular, award-winning pod-
cast Death, Sex, & Money or as the New 
York Times dubbed her ‘a therapist at 
happy hour.’ She and her guests have 
direct and thought-provoking conver-
sations, discussing topics that most of 
us are too squeamish, polite, or nervous 
to bring up. But Sale argues that we all 
experience these hard things, and by not 
talking to one another, we cut ourselves 
off, leading us to feel isolated and dis-
connected from people who can help us 
most. In Let’s Talk about Hard Things, 
Sale uses the best of what she’s learned 
from her podcast to reveal that when 
we dare to talk about hard things, we 
learn about ourselves, others, and the 
world that we make together. Diving into 
five of the most fraught conversation 
topics—death, sex, money, family, and 
identity—she moves between memoir, 
fascinating snapshots of a variety of 
Americans opening up about their lives, 
and expert opinions to show why having 
tough conversations is important and 
how to do them in a thoughtful and gen-
erous way. She uncovers that listening 
may be the most important part of a 
tough conversation, that the end goal 
should be understanding without the 
pressure of reconciliation, and that there 
are some things that words can’t fix (and 
why that’s actually okay).” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.
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They Called Me Number One: Secrets 
and Survival at an Indian Residential 
School

DB113452 7 hours 2 minutes
by Bev Sellars
read by Jill Fox
“Like thousands of Aboriginal children 
in the United States, Canada, and else-
where in the colonized world, Xatsu’ll 
chief Bev Sellars spent part of her 
childhood as a student in a church-run 
residential school. These institutions 
endeavored to civilize” Native children 
through Christian teachings; forced sep-
aration from family, language, and cul-
ture; and strict discipline. Perhaps the 
most symbolically potent strategy used 
to alienate residential school children 
was addressing them by assigned num-
bers only—not by the names with which 
they knew and understood themselves. 
In this frank and poignant memoir of 
her years at St. Joseph’s Mission, Sellars 
breaks her silence about the residential 
school’s lasting effects on her and her 
family—from substance abuse to suicide  
attempts—and eloquently articulates her 
own path to healing. Number One comes 
at a time of recognition—by governments 
and society at large—that only through 
knowing the truth about these past injus-
tices can we begin to redress them. Bev 
Sellars is chief of the Xatsu’ll (Soda 
Creek) First Nation in Williams Lake, 
British Columbia. She holds a degree in 
history from the University of Victoria 
and a law degree from the University of 
British Columbia. She has served as an 
advisor to the British Columbia Treaty 
Commission.” — Provided by publisher. 
Violence and strong language. 2013.

Assume Nothing: A Story of Intimate 
Violence

DB114477 6 hours 14 minutes
by Tanya Selvaratnam
read by Tanya Selvaratnam
“When Tanya Selvaratnam met then 
New York State Attorney General 
Eric Schneiderman at the Democratic 
National Convention in July 2016, they 
seemed like the perfect match. Both 
were Harvard alumni; both studied 
Chinese; both were interested in spir-
ituality and meditation, both were 
well-connected rising stars in their 
professions—Selvaratnam in entertain-
ment and the art world; Schneiderman 
in law and politics. Behind closed doors, 
however, Tanya’s life was anything 
but ideal. Schneiderman became con-
trolling, mean, and manipulative. He 
drank heavily and used sedatives. Sex 
turned violent, and he called Tanya—
who was born in Sri Lanka and grew 
up in Southern California—his ‘brown 
slave.’ He isolated and manipulated her, 
even threatening to kill her if she tried to 
leave. Twenty-five percent of women in 
America are victims of domestic abuse. 
Tanya never thought she would be a 
part of this statistic. Growing up, she 
witnessed her father physically and emo-
tionally abuse her mother. Tanya knew 
the patterns and signs of domestic vio-
lence, and did not see herself as remotely 
vulnerable. Yet what seemed impossible 
was suddenly a terrifying reality: she was 
trapped in a violent relationship with one 
of the most powerful men in New York. 
Sensitive and nuanced, written with the 
gripping power of a dark psychological 
thriller, Assume Nothing details how 
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Tanya’s relationship devolved into abuse, 
how she found the strength to leave—
risking her career, reputation, and life—
and how she reclaimed her freedom and 
her voice. In sharing her story, Tanya 
analyzes the insidious way women from 
all walks of life learn to accept abuse, 
and redefines what it means to be a 
victim of intimate violence.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.

The Best Strangers in the World: Stories 
from a Life Spent Listening

DB114500 8 hours 18 minutes
by Ari Shapiro
read by Ari Shapiro
“In his first book, broadcaster Ari 
Shapiro takes us around the globe to 
reveal the stories behind narratives that 
are sometimes heartwarming, sometimes 
heartbreaking, but always poignant. He 
details his time traveling on Air Force 
One with President Obama, or following 
the path of Syrian refugees fleeing war, 
or learning from those fighting for social 
justice both at home and abroad. As 
the self-reinforcing bubbles we live in 
become more impenetrable, Ari Shapiro 
keeps seeking ways to help people listen 
to one another; to find connection and 
commonality with those who may seem 
different; to remind us that, before reli-
gion, or nationality, or politics, we are 
all human. The Best Strangers in the 
World is a testament to one journalist’s 
passion for Considering All Things and 
sharing what he finds with the rest of 
us.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. Bestseller. 
2023.

The Great Escape: A True Story of 
Forced Labor and Immigrant Dreams in 
America

DB113925 12 hours 40 minutes
by Saket Soni
read by Saket Soni
“In late 2006, Saket Soni, a 28-year-old, 
Indian-born community organizer 
received an anonymous phone call 
from an Indian migrant worker inside 
a Mississippi labor camp. He and 500 
other men were living in squalor in 
Gulf Coast ‘man camps,’ surrounded by 
barbed wire, watched by armed guards, 
crammed into cold trailers with putrid 
portable toilets, forced to eat moldy 
bread and frozen rice. Worse, lured by 
the promise of good work and green 
cards, the men had desperately scraped 
together up to $20,000 each to apply 
for this ‘opportunity’ to rebuild oil rigs 
after Hurricane Katrina, putting their 
families into impossible debt. During a 
series of clandestine meetings, Soni and 
the workers devise a bold plan. In The 
Great Escape, Soni traces the workers’ 
extraordinary escape, their march on foot 
to Washington DC, and their 23-day-
hunger strike to bring attention to their 
cause. Along the way, ICE agents try to 
deport the men, company officials work 
to discredit them, and politicians avert 
their eyes. But none of this shakes the 
workers’ determination to win their dig-
nity and keep their promises to their fam-
ilies. Weaving a deeply personal journey 
with a riveting tale of 21st-century 
forced labor, Soni takes us into the 
hidden lives of the foreign workers the 
US increasingly relies on for cheap 
skilled labor to rebuild after climate 
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disasters. The Great Escape is the aston-
ishing story of one of the largest human 
trafficking cases in modern American 
history—and the workers’ heroic journey 
for justice.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

After the Miracle: The Political Crusades 
of Helen Keller

DB113951 12 hours 53 minutes
by Max Wallace
read by Christine Lakin
“Raised in Alabama, she sent shock-
waves through the South when she 
launched a public broadside against 
Jim Crow and donated to the NAACP. 
She used her fame to oppose American 
intervention in WWI. She spoke out 
against Hitler the month he took power 
in 1933 and embraced the anti-fascist 
cause during the Spanish Civil War. She 
was one of the first public figures to 
alert the world to the evils of Apartheid, 
raising money to defend Nelson Mandela 
when he faced the death penalty for 
High Treason, and she lambasted Joseph 
McCarthy at the height of the Cold War, 
even as her contemporaries shied away 
from his notorious witch hunt. But who 
was this revolutionary figure? She was 
Helen Keller. From books to movies to 
Barbie dolls, most mainstream portrayals 
of Keller focus heavily on her struggles 
as a deafblind child—portraying her 
Teacher, Annie Sullivan, as a miracle 
worker. This narrative—which has often 
made Keller a secondary character in her 
own story—has resulted in few people 
knowing that her greatest accomplish-
ment was not learning to speak, but what 
she did with her voice when she found 
it. After the Miracle is a much-needed 

corrective to this antiquated narrative. 
In this first major biography of Keller in 
decades, Max Wallace reveals that the 
lionization of Sullivan at the expense of 
her famous pupil was no accident, and 
calls attention to Keller’s efforts as a 
card-carrying socialist, fierce anti-racist, 
and progressive disability advocate. 
Despite being raised in an era when 
eugenics and discrimination were com-
monplace, Keller consistently challenged 
the media for its ableist coverage and 
was one of the first activists to highlight 
the links between disability and cap-
italism, even as she struggled against 
the expectations and prejudices of those 
closest to her. Peeling back the curtain 
that obscured Keller’s political crusades 
in favor of her ‘inspirational’ childhood, 
After the Miracle chronicles the com-
plete legacy of one of the 20th century’s 
most extraordinary figures.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2023.

A Thousand Pieces of Gold: Growing Up 
through China’s Proverbs

DB109416 11 hours 31 minutes
by Adeline Yen Mah
read by Halley Kim
“In this poignant memoir the New York 
Times bestselling author of Falling 
Leaves, Adeline Yen Mah, provides a 
fascinating window into the history and 
cultural soul of China. Combining per-
sonal reflections, rich historical insights, 
and proverbs handed down to her by her 
grandfather, Yen Mah shares the wealth 
of Chinese civilization with Western 
readers. Exploring the history behind the 
proverbs, she delves into the lives of the 
first and second emperors and the two 
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rebel warriors who changed the course 
of Chinese life, adding stories from her 
own life to beautifully illustrate their rel-
evance and influence today.” — Provided 
by publisher. 2009.

Business and Economics
Poverty, by America

DB113856 5 hours 44 minutes
by Matthew Desmond
read by Dion Graham
“The United States, the richest country 
on earth, has more poverty than any 
other advanced democracy. Why? Why 
does this land of plenty allow one in 
every eight of its children to go without 
basic necessities, permit scores of its 
citizens to live and die on the streets, 
and authorize its corporations to pay 
poverty wages? In this landmark book, 
acclaimed sociologist Matthew Desmond 
draws on history, research, and orig-
inal reporting to show how affluent 
Americans knowingly and unknowingly 
keep poor people poor. Those of us 
who are financially secure exploit the 
poor, driving down their wages while 
forcing them to overpay for housing and 
access to cash and credit. We prioritize 
the subsidization of our wealth over the 
alleviation of poverty, designing a wel-
fare state that gives the most to those 
who need the least. And we stockpile 
opportunity in exclusive communities, 
creating zones of concentrated riches 
alongside those of concentrated despair. 
Some lives are made small so that others 
may grow. Elegantly written and fiercely 
argued, this compassionate book gives 
us new ways of thinking about a morally 
urgent problem. It also helps us imagine 
solutions. Desmond builds a startlingly 

original and ambitious case for ending 
poverty. He calls on us all to become 
poverty abolitionists, engaged in a pol-
itics of collective belonging to usher in 
a new age of shared prosperity and, at 
last, true freedom.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
Bestseller. 2023.

Career
Becoming Trader Joe: How I Did 
Business My Way and Still Beat the Big 
Guys

DB113846 7 hours 37 minutes
by Joe Coulombe and Patty Civalleri
read by Mark Smeby
“Build an iconic shopping experience 
that your customers love—and a work 
environment that your employees love 
being a part of—using this blueprint 
from Trader Joe’s visionary founder, 
Joe Coulombe. Infuse your organiza-
tion with a distinct personality and cul-
ture that draws customers in a way that 
simply competing on price cannot. Joe 
Coulombe founded what would become 
Trader Joe’s in the late 1960s and helped 
shape it into the beloved, quirky food 
chain it is today. Realizing early on that 
he could not compete and win by playing 
the same game his bigger competitors 
were playing, he decided to build a store 
for educated people of somewhat modest 
means. He brought in unusual products 
from around the world and promoted 
them in the Fearless Flyer, providing 
customers with background on how they 
were sourced and their nutritional value. 
He also gave the stores a tiki theme to 
reinforce the exotic trader ship concept 
with employees wearing Hawaiian shirts. 
In this way, Joe laid down a blueprint 
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for other business owners to follow to 
build their own unique shopping expe-
rience that customers love, and a work 
environment that employees love being 
a part of. In Becoming Trader Joe, Joe 
shares the lessons he learned by chal-
lenging the status quo and rethinking 
the way a business operates. He shows 
people of all types: How moving from 
a pure analytical approach to a more 
creative, problem-solving approach 
can drive innovation. How finding an 
affluent niche of passionate customers 
can be a better strategy than competing 
on price and volume. How questioning 
all aspects of the way you do business 
leads to powerful results. How to build 
a business around your values and iden-
tity.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Saving Time: Discovering a Life beyond 
the Clock

DB113819 11 hours 31 minutes
by Jenny Odell
read by Kristen Sieh
“In her first book, How to Do Nothing, 
Jenny Odell wrote about the importance 
of disconnecting from the ‘attention 
economy’ to spend time in quiet con-
templation. But what if you don’t have 
time to spend? In order to answer this 
seemingly simple question, Odell took 
a deep dive into the fundamental struc-
ture of our society and found that the 
clock we live by was built for profit, not 
people. This is why our lives, even in 
leisure, have come to seem like a series 
of moments to be bought, sold, and 
processed ever more efficiently. Odell 
shows us how our painful relationship 
to time is inextricably connected not 
only to persisting social inequities but 

to the climate crisis, existential dread, 
and a lethal fatalism. This dazzling, 
subversive, and deeply hopeful book 
offers us different ways to experience 
time—inspired by pre-industrial cul-
tures, ecological cues, and geological 
timescales—that can bring within reach 
a more humane, responsive way of 
living. As planet-bound animals, we 
live inside shortening and lengthening 
days alongside gardens growing, birds 
migrating, and cliffs eroding; the stretchy 
quality of waiting and desire; the way 
the present may suddenly feel marbled 
with childhood memory; the slow but 
sure procession of a pregnancy; the 
time it takes to heal from injuries. Odell 
urges us to become stewards of these 
different rhythms of life in which time is 
not reducible to standardized units and 
instead forms the very medium of pos-
sibility. Saving Time tugs at the seams 
of reality as we know it—the way we 
experience time itself—and rearranges it, 
imagining a world not centered on work, 
the office clock, or the profit motive. If 
we can ‘save’ time by imagining a life, 
identity, and source of meaning out-
side these things, time might also save 
us.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Consumerism
The Dumb Things Smart People Do with 
Their Money: Thirteen Ways to Right 
Your Financial Wrongs

DB110562 9 hours 19 minutes
by Jill Schlesinger
read by Jill Schlesinger
“‘Hey you... you saw the title. You get 
the deal. You’re smart. You’ve made 
a few dollars. You’ve done what the 
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financial books and websites tell you 
to do. So why isn’t it working? Maybe 
emotions and expectations are getting 
in the way of good sense—or you’re 
paying attention to the wrong people. 
If you’ve started counting your lattes, 
for god’s sake, just stop. Read this book 
instead. After decades of working as a 
Wall Street trader, investment adviser, 
and money expert for CBS News, Jill 
Schlesinger reveals thirteen costly mis-
takes you may be making right now with 
your money. Drawing on personal stories 
and a hefty dose of humor, Schlesinger 
argues that even the brightest people can 
behave like financial dumb-asses because 
of emotional blind spots. So if you’ve 
saved for college for your kids before 
saving for retirement, or you’ve avoided 
drafting a will, this is the book for you. 
By following Schlesinger’s rules about 
retirement, college financing, insur-
ance, real estate, and more, you can save 
money and avoid countless sleepless 
nights. It could be the smartest invest-
ment you make all year.’” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2019.

Cooking
The Complete Mediterranean Cookbook: 
500 Vibrant, Kitchen-Tested Recipes for 
Living and Eating Well Every Day

DB109133 7 hours 25 minutes
by America’s Test Kitchen
read by Mark Ashby
“Bring the Mediterranean—from Italy 
and Greece, to Morocco and Egypt, to 
Turkey and Lebanon—into your kitchen 
with more than 500 fresh, flavorful 
recipes. This comprehensive cook-
book translates the famously healthy 

Mediterranean diet for home cooks with 
a wide range of creative recipes, many 
fast enough to be made on a week-
night, using ingredients available at 
your local supermarket. The structure 
of the book follows the guidelines of 
the Mediterranean Diet Pyramid. You’ll 
find large chapters devoted to Beans 
and to Vegetables, the Seafood Chapter 
is larger than Poultry and Meat, and 
the Fruits and Sweets chapter, while 
shorter, is packed with recipes you can 
truly feel good eating. Recipes include 
Spiced Baked Rice with Potatoes and 
Fennel, Tagliatelle with Artichokes and 
Parmesan, Orzo with Shrimp, Feta, and 
Lemon, Za’atar-Rubbed Chicken, Greek-
Style Braised Pork with Leeks, and 
Orange Polenta Cake.” — Provided by 
publisher. 2016.

The Complete One Pot: 400 Meals; 
Skillet, Sheet Pan, Instant Pot, Dutch 
Oven, and More

DB109769 7 hours 58 minutes
edited by America’s Test Kitchen
read by Bill Wallace
“The only one-pot cookbook you’ll 
ever need! Simplify dinner and eat well 
with hundreds of meals that take full 
advantage of your favorite pans. Today’s 
one-pot recipes are more varied than 
ever. From sheet-pan suppers to no-boil 
pastas, these flavorful recipes represent 
the test kitchen’s best strategies for suc-
cessful single-pan cooking, including 
staggering cooking times so everything 
finishes at once and developing an 
arsenal of no-cook sauces to dress up 
Instant Pot and slow cooker meals. ATK 
flips the lid on several one-pot cooking 
assumptions; first, that it’s always slow. 
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More than 130 of the 400+ recipes can 
be made in 45 minutes or less. Next, 
that the recipes serve an army: We paid 
attention to smaller family sizes by 
adding scaled-down recipes serving two 
throughout the book. And we made some 
of the all-time best recipes more flex-
ible with choose-your-own pan options 
such as Classic Chicken Soup that can 
be made in a Dutch oven, slow cooker, 
or pressure cooker. Finally, we realized 
that decluttering dinner didn’t stop with 
using just one pot but also meant lim-
iting the number of bowls. Skip takeout 
with Sheet Pan Veggie Pizza. Make date-
night Classic Arroz Con Pollo for Two 
in a saucepan. Cook for a crowd using a 
roasting-pan for Herbed Lamb Shoulder 
with Fingerling Potatoes and Asparagus. 
Set and forget Slow Cooker Spiced 
Pork Tenderloin with Raisin-Almond 
Couscous, or get dinner on the table fast 
using an Instant Pot to make Cod with 
Warm Tabbouleh Salad.” — Provided by 
publisher. 2020.

The Obesity Code Cookbook: Recipes 
to Help You Manage Your Insulin, Lose 
Weight, and Improve Your Health

DB108351 4 hours 47 minutes
by Jason Fung
read by Shawn Hertel
“New York Times bestselling author 
Dr. Jason Fung helped thousands of 
people lose weight with his ground-
breaking book The Obesity Code. Now, 
he offers the ultimate companion cook-
book, filled with zero carb recipes and 
intermittent fasting plans to help readers 
lose weight, manage type 2 diabetes, and 
increase longevity, all while eating deli-
cious food. In his original bestseller The 

Obesity Code, Dr. Jason Fung showed 
us that everything about our metabo-
lism, including our weight, depends on 
our hormones. He showed us that the 
hormone insulin triggers our bodies to 
store calories as fat, and that once we 
understand weight gain as a result of 
excess insulin and hormonal imbalance 
in our body, we can begin to treat it by 
looking at what’s on our plate. Enter 
The Obesity Code Cookbook, a collec-
tion of mouthwatering recipes for your 
journey to lower insulin, lose weight for 
good, and reverse and prevent type 2 dia-
betes. More than a recipe book, it comes 
with bonus material including: A guide 
to stocking your pantry with the right 
foods (and ditching the wrong foods); 
Fung’s easy-to-understand explainers on 
how weight gain and weight loss really 
work; intermittent fasting FAQs and best 
practices; and meal plans for 16-hour, 
24-hour, and 36-hour fasts. In other 
words, The Obesity Code Cookbook 
will not only show you what to eat, but 
also when to eat it—and why. But eating 
this way doesn’t have to be bland. The 
Obesity Code Cookbook’s many deli-
cious comfort foods include: Hearty 
breakfasts like the Everyday Omelette 
and Coconut Pancakes; Flavorful veg-
etable mains like Roasted Cauliflower 
with Turmeric and Tahini and spicy 
Thai Vegetable Curry; Scrumptious sea-
food such as Scallops with Prosciutto 
and Chili Garlic Shrimp; Meat-forward 
mains such as Gruyere Meat Loaf, Pork 
Belly with Star Anise, Roast Chicken 
Thighs with Lemon and Tea-Braised 
Duck with Fennel. And don’t forget 
about desserts and snacks: Nut Bars with 
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Chocolate Drizzle, Almond Fig Cake, 
and Walnut Power Balls are just a few 
of the delights you’ll enjoy while eating 
your way to a healthier, better you.” — 
Provided by publisher. 2019.

The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a 
Day: The Discovery That Revolutionizes 
Home Baking; Revised Edition

DB110018 9 hours 59 minutes
by Jeff Hertzberg and Zoë François
read by Doug Tisdale Jr.
“The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes 
a Day is a fully revised and updated 
edition of the bestselling, ground-
breaking, and revolutionary approach 
to bread-making—a perfect gift for 
foodies and bakers! With more than 
half a million copies of their books in 
print, Jeff Hertzberg and Zoë François 
have proven that people want to bake 
their own bread, so long as they can 
do it easily and quickly. Based on fan 
feedback, Jeff and Zoë have completely 
revamped their first, most popular, and 
now-classic book, Artisan Bread in Five 
Minutes a Day. Responding to their 
thousands of ardent fans, Jeff and Zoë 
returned to their test kitchens to whip up 
more delicious baking recipes. They’ve 
also included a gluten-free chapter, forty 
all-new gorgeous color photos, and one 
hundred informative black-and-white 
how-to photos. They’ve made the ‘Tips 
and Techniques’ and ‘Ingredients’ chap-
ters bigger and better than ever before, 
and included readers’ Frequently Asked 
Questions. This revised edition also 
includes more than thirty brand-new rec-
ipes for Beer-Cheese Bread, Crock-Pot 
Bread, Panini, Pretzel Buns, Apple-
Stuffed French Toast, and many more. 

There’s nothing like the smell of freshly 
baked bread to fill a kitchen with warmth, 
eager appetites, and endless praise. Now, 
using Jeff and Zoë’s innovative tech-
nique, you can create bread that rivals 
those of the finest bakers in the world in 
just five minutes of active preparation 
time.” — Provided by publisher. 2013.

BAKE: My Best Ever Recipes for the 
Classics

DB112876 5 hours 15 minutes
by Paul Hollywood
read by Gregory Maupin
“In BAKE, Paul Hollywood shares his 
best ever recipes for classic bakes: cakes, 
biscuits and cookies, breads and flat-
breads, pizza and doughnuts, pastries and 
pies, and showstopping desserts. From 
classic cakes like Victoria Sandwich and 
Chocolate Fudge Cake, through brilliant 
breads like foolproof Sourdough, to 
savoury and sweet pastries like Sausage 
Rolls and Danish Pastries, these are the 
only recipes you’ll need to create per-
fectly delicious bakes time and time 
again. With more years as a professional 
baker than he’d care to remember and 
over 10 years judging the best baking 
show on TV, Paul has created, tested and 
tasted a huge number of bakes. He has 
also traveled widely and learnt so much 
about the craft he loves. For Paul, one 
of the most joyful things about baking is 
how it evolves as we discover new tech-
niques, ingredients and influences. As 
our knowledge improves, so do our rec-
ipes. Paul combines every tip and trick 
he has learned together with his incred-
ible technical know-how to create the 
ultimate collection of incredible bakes.” 
— Provided by publisher. 2022.
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The Wok: Recipes and Techniques
DB109226 6 hours 28 minutes
by J. Kenji López-Alt
read by Shawn Hertel
“J. Kenji López-Alt’s debut cookbook, 
The Food Lab, revolutionized home 
cooking, selling more than half a million 
copies with its science-based approach to 
everyday foods. And for fast, fresh cooking 
for his family, there’s one pan López-Alt 
reaches for more than any other: the wok. 
Whether stir-frying, deep frying, steaming, 
simmering, or braising, the wok is the 
most versatile pan in the kitchen. Once 
you master the basics—the mechanics 
of a stir-fry, and how to get smoky wok 
hei at home—you’re ready to cook 
home-style and restaurant-style dishes 
from across Asia and the United States, 
including Kung Pao Chicken, Pad Thai, 
and San Francisco–Style Garlic Noodles. 
López-Alt also breaks down the science 
behind beloved Beef Chow Fun, fried rice, 
dumplings, tempura vegetables or seafood, 
and dashi-simmered dishes. Featuring 
more than 200 recipes—including simple 
no-cook sides—explanations of knife 
skills and how to stock a pantry, and more 
than 1,000 color photographs, The Wok 
provides endless ideas for brightening up 
dinner.” — Provided by publisher. 2022.

Crime
Bone Deep: Untangling the Betsy Faria 
Murder Case

DB113338 11 hours 24 minutes
by Charles Bosworth Jr. and Joel J. 
Schwartz
read by Gary Bennett
“Two days after Christmas, 2011, Russel 
Faria returned to his Troy, Missouri, 
home to find his wife, Betsy, dead, a 

knife still lodged in her neck. She had 
been stabbed fifty-five times in a brutal 
murder that would set off a chain of 
events leading to one man’s wrongful 
conviction and imprisonment, another 
man’s death, the revelation of a dia-
bolical scheme, and an astounding 
miscarriage of justice left unresolved 
for another ten years. First responders 
concluded that Betsy was dead for hours 
when Russ discovered her. No blood 
was found implicating Russ, and sur-
veillance video, receipts, and friends’ 
testimony all supported his alibi. Yet 
incredibly, police and the prosecuting 
attorney ignored the evidence. In their 
minds, Russ was guilty. But prominent 
defense attorney Joel J. Schwartz quickly 
recognized the real killer. The motive 
was clear. Days before her murder, the 
terminally ill Betsy replaced her hus-
band with her friend, Pamela Hupp, 
as her life insurance beneficiary. Still, 
despite the prosecution’s flimsy case and 
Hupp’s transparent lies, Russ was con-
victed-leaving Hupp free to kill again. 
Bone Deep takes listeners through the 
perfect storm of miscalculations and 
missteps that led to an innocent man’s 
conviction—and recounts Schwartz’s 
successful battle to have that conviction 
overturned.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

There Will Be Fire: Margaret Thatcher, 
the IRA, and Two Minutes That Changed 
History

DB113821 2 hours 10 minutes
by Rory Carroll
read by John Keating
“A bomb planted by the Irish Republican 
Army exploded at 2:54 a.m. on 
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October 12, 1984. It was the last day 
of the Conservative Party Conference 
at the Grand Hotel in the coastal town 
of Brighton, England. Rooms were 
obliterated, dozens of people wounded, 
five killed. Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher was in her suite when the 
explosion occurred; had she been just a 
few feet in another direction, flying tiles 
and masonry would have sliced her to 
ribbons. As it was, she survived—and 
history changed. There Will Be Fire is 
the gripping story of how the IRA came 
astonishingly close to killing Thatcher, in 
the most spectacular attack ever linked to 
the Northern Ireland Troubles. Journalist 
Rory Carroll reveals the long road to 
Brighton, the hide-and-seek between 
the IRA and British security services, 
the planting of the bomb itself, and the 
painstaking search for clues and suspects 
afterward. In There Will Be Fire, Carroll 
draws on his own interviews and original 
reporting, reveals new information, and 
weaves together previously unconnected 
threads. There Will Be Fire is journal-
istic nonfiction that reads like a thriller, 
propelled by a countdown to detona-
tion.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Ripple: A Long Strange Search for a 
Killer

DB109611 6 hours 41 minutes
by Jim Cosgrove
read by Jim Cosgrove
“For nine years, South Carolina offi-
cials struggled to identify ‘the boy in 
the woods,’ a young man whose body 
had been discovered just south of 
Myrtle Beach in a fishing village called 
Murrells Inlet. Meanwhile, 1,200 miles 

away in Kansas City, Missouri, Frank 
McGonigle’s family searched for him at 
Grateful Dead concerts and in the face of 
every long-haired hitchhiker they passed. 
Consumed by guilt for how they’d 
treated him, Frank’s eight siblings slowly 
came to understand that—like Jerry 
Garcia sang—he’s gone and nothin’s 
gonna bring him back. Frank McGonigle 
was finally found—and identified as 
‘the boy in the woods.’ Four years later, 
the case still unsolved, Jim Cosgrove, 
a McGonigle family friend and investi-
gative journalist, picked up the trail of 
Frank’s cold case and began uncovering 
connections to a ruthless local crime boss 
and blunders by the threadbare sheriff’s 
department. When his research began 
to stall, a chance meeting with the soft-
hearted, straight-talking ‘energy reader’ 
Carol Williams provided a metaphys-
ical spark that reignited Jim’s resolve. 
Although his work as a journalist trained 
him to be skeptical, Cosgrove found him-
self starting to become a believer when 
Carol provided details about Frank’s 
murder that turned out to be freakishly 
accurate. In 2019, Cosgrove returned 
to Murrells Inlet with one of Frank’s 
brothers to dredge up some old leads and 
settle Frank’s case once and for all....” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

When a Killer Calls: A Haunting Story of 
Murder, Criminal Profiling, and Justice 
in a Small Town

DB114372 9 hours 6 minutes
by John E. Douglas and Mark Olshaker
read by Keith Sellon-Wright
“On May 31, 1985, two days before her 
high school graduation, Shari Smith 
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was abducted from the driveway of her 
family home in South Carolina. Based 
on the crime scene and the abductor’s 
repeated and taunting calls to the family, 
law enforcement quickly realized they 
were dealing with a sophisticated and 
highly dangerous criminal. A letter 
arrived the next day entitled ‘Last Will 
& Testament,’ in which Shari, knowing 
she was to be murdered, wrote bravely 
and achingly of her love for her parents, 
siblings, and boyfriend, saying that while 
they would miss her, she knew they 
would persevere through their faith. The 
abduction rocked her quiet town, trig-
gering a massive manhunt and bringing 
in the FBI, which enlisted profiler John 
Douglas. A few days later, a phone call 
told the family where they could find 
Shari’s body. Then nine-year-old Debra 
May Helmick was kidnapped from her 
yard, confirming the harsh realization 
that Smith’s murder was no random act. 
A serial killer was evolving, and the 
only way to stop him would be to use 
the study of criminal behavior to antic-
ipate his next move before he could kill 
again. Douglas devised a risky and emo-
tionally fraught strategy to use Shari’s 
lookalike older sister Dawn as bait to 
draw out the unknown subject. Dawn 
and her parents courageously agreed. 
One of the most haunting investigations 
of Douglas’s storied career, this case 
details how the eerily accurate profile he 
created—alongside his carefully crafted 
and stage-managed manipulation of the 
killer’s psychology—combined with 
dedicated police work and cutting-edge 
forensic science to end a reign of criminal 
terror. As Shari’s family took incredible 
personal risks to lure her killer from the 

shadows, Douglas and the FBI pushed 
criminal profiling to its limits, culmi-
nating in one of his most dramatic and 
effective confrontations with a sadistic 
and remorseless killer.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2022.

The Spider: Inside the Criminal Web of 
Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell

DB112465 11 hours 41 minutes
by Barry Levine
read by Barry Levine
“By now, the basic contours of Jeffrey 
Epstein’s horrendous crimes—his 
decades-long serial abuse of young 
women and underage girls—are familiar. 
But for all that has been written about 
Epstein since his shocking death in a 
lower Manhattan jail cell, an aston-
ishing amount remains unknown. A shy 
Brooklyn kid turned renegade financier, 
Jeffrey Epstein never wanted to play by 
the rules of polite society. He was elusive 
in life and he has remained just as elu-
sive in death. What is known is that he 
had amassed nearly $600 million by the 
time of his death. That fortune allowed 
Epstein to pursue a privileged, secretive 
life, jetting between his fortress-like 
homes in Manhattan, New Mexico, 
and Little St. James, his private island. 
Behind these closed doors, Epstein 
socialized with scientists and world 
leaders and preyed on powerless young 
women. In The Spider, Barry Levine 
shines a light into the darkest corners 
of Epstein’s world, including Epstein’s 
young adulthood and earliest accusations 
of sexual misconduct; the murky sources 
of Epstein’s fortune and business deal-
ings; Epstein’s circle of confidantes and 
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employees, particularly the nature of his 
long relationship with socialite Ghislaine 
Maxwell; his ties to powerful men, 
including Bill Clinton, Prince Andrew, 
Les Wexner, and Donald Trump; 
Epstein’s last hours as a free man in Paris 
and the secret operation to arrest him at a 
New Jersey airport before he could flee; 
new details on Epstein’s final days in jail 
and the mystery surrounding his death. 
The Spider exposes how Epstein oper-
ated and evaded justice for so long—and 
how he drew so many others into his 
criminal web.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2020.

I Know Who You Are: How an Amateur 
DNA Sleuth Unmasked the Golden State 
Killer and Changed Crime Fighting 
Forever

DB112529 8 hours 28 minutes
by Barbara Rae-Venter
read by Barbara Rae-Venter
“For twelve years the Golden State 
Killer terrorized California, stalking 
victims and killing without remorse. 
Then he simply disappeared, for the next 
 forty-four years, until an amateur DNA 
sleuth opened her laptop. In I Know Who 
You Are, Barbara Rae-Venter reveals 
how she went from researching her 
family history as a retiree to hunting for 
a notorious serial killer—and how she 
became the nation’s leading authority on 
investigative genetic genealogy, the most 
dazzling new crime-fighting weapon 
to appear in decades. Rae-Venter leads 
readers on a vivid journey through the 
many cases she tackled, often starting 
with little more than a DNA sample. 
From the first criminal case she ever 
solved—uncovering the long-lost 

identity of a child abductee—to the 
heartbreaking story of the Billboard Boy, 
whose skeletal remains were discovered 
along a highway, to the search for the 
Golden State Killer, Rae-Venter shares 
haunting, often thrilling accounts of how 
she helped solve some of America’s most 
chilling cold cases in the span of just 
three years. For each investigation, Rae-
Venter brings readers inside her unique 
‘grasshopper mind’ as she analyzes DNA 
data and pores through obituaries, mar-
riage records, and old newspaper articles. 
Readers join in on urgent calls with sher-
iffs, FBI agents, and district attorneys as 
she details the struggle to obtain usable 
crime scene DNA samples, until, finally, 
a critical piece of the puzzle tumbles 
into place. I Know Who You Are captures 
both the exhilaration of the moment of 
discovery and the sheer depth of emotion 
that lingers around cold cases, informing 
Rae-Venter’s careful approach to her 
work. It is a story of relentless curiosity, 
of constant invention and reinvention, 
and of human beings striving to answer 
the most elemental questions about them-
selves: What defines identity? Where do 
we belong? And are we truly who we 
think we are?” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Scoundrel: How a Convicted Murderer 
Persuaded the Women Who Loved Him, 
the Conservative Establishment, and the 
Courts to Set Him Free

DB114528 9 hours 8 minutes
by Sarah Weinman
read by Gabra Zackman
“In the 1960s, Edgar Smith, in prison 
and sentenced to death for the murder of 
teenager Victoria Zielinski, struck up a 
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correspondence with William F. Buckley, 
the founder of National Review. Buckley, 
who refused to believe that a man who 
supported the neoconservative move-
ment could have committed such a hei-
nous crime, began to advocate not only 
for Smith’s life to be spared but also for 
his sentence to be overturned. So begins 
a bizarre and tragic tale of mid-century 
America. Sarah Weinman’s Scoundrel 
leads us through the twists of fate and 
fortune that brought Smith to freedom, 
book deals, fame, and eventually to 
attempting murder again. In Smith, 
Weinman has uncovered a psychopath 
who slipped his way into public acclaim 
and acceptance before crashing down to 
earth once again. From the people Smith 
deceived—Buckley, the book editor 
who published his work, friends from 
back home, and the women who loved 
him—to Americans who were willing to 
buy into his lies, Weinman explores who 
in our world is accorded innocence, and 
how the public becomes complicit in the 
stories we tell one another. Scoundrel 
shows, with clear eyes and sympathy 
for all those who entered Smith’s orbit, 
how and why he was able to manipu-
late, obfuscate, and make a mockery 
of both well-meaning people and the 
American criminal justice system. It tells 
a forgotten part of American history at 
the nexus of justice, prison reform, and 
civil rights, and exposes how one man’s 
ill-conceived plan to set another man 
free came at the great expense of Edgar 
Smith’s victims.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2022.

The Peking Express: The Bandits Who 
Stole a Train, Stunned the West, and 
Broke the Republic of China

DB113814 9 hours 47 minutes
by James M. Zimmerman
read by David Shih
“In 1923 Shanghai, native and for-
eign travelers alike are enthralled by 
the establishment of a new railway 
line to distant Peking. With this new 
line comes the Peking Express, a luxu-
rious express train on the cutting edge 
of China’s continental transportation. 
Among those drawn to the train are oil 
heiress Lucy Aldrich, journalist John 
Benjamin Powell, and vacationing Army 
Majors Roland Pinger and Robert Allen, 
wives and children in tow. These errant 
Americans and their eclectic fellow pas-
sengers all eagerly anticipate an idyllic 
overnight journey in first class. But the 
train’s passengers are not the only ones 
enchanted by the Peking Express. The 
bandit revolutionary Sun Mei-yao sees 
in it the promise of a reckoning long 
overdue. From his vantage in Shantung 
Province, a conflict-ravaged region 
through which the train must pass, he 
identifies the Peking Express as a means 
of commanding the global stage. By dis-
rupting the train and taking its wealthy 
passengers hostage, he can draw interna-
tional attention to the plight of Shantung 
and, he hopes, thereby secure a solution. 
In the first hours of May 6, 1923, Sun 
and his bandit troops enact their daring 
plan. Wrested from the pleasures of 
their luxury cabins, dozens of travelers 
including Aldrich, Powell, Pinger, and 
Allen are plunged into the unfamiliar 
Shantung terrain. Pursued by warlords 
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and led by their captors, they must 
make their way to the bandits’ moun-
tain stronghold and there await their 
fate. The Peking Express is the incred-
ible, long-forgotten story of a hostage 
crisis that shocked China and the West. 
It vividly captures the events that made 
international headlines and later inspired 
Josef von Sternberg’s 1932 Hollywood 
masterpiece Shanghai Express.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Diet and Nutrition
The Wellness Trap: Break Free from Diet 
Culture, Disinformation, and Dubious 
Diagnoses—and Find Your True  
Well-Being

DB114011 10 hours 1 minutes
by Christy Harrison
read by Christy Harrison
“‘It’s not a diet, it’s a lifestyle.’ You’ve 
probably heard this phrase from any 
number of people in the wellness space. 
But as Christy Harrison reveals in her 
latest book, wellness culture promotes 
a standard of health that is often both 
unattainable and deeply harmful. Many 
people with chronic illness understand-
ably feel dismissed or abandoned by 
the healthcare system and find solace 
in alternative medicine, as Harrison 
once did. Yet the wellness industry pro-
motes practices that often cause even 
more damage than the conventional 
approaches they’re meant to replace. 
From the lack of pre-market safety 
testing on herbal and dietary supple-
ments, to the unfounded claims made 
by many wellness influencers and 
functional-medicine providers, to the 

social-media algorithms driving users 
down rabbit holes of wellness mis- and 
disinformation, it can often feel like 
no one is looking out for us in the face 
of the $4.4 trillion global wellness 
industry. The Wellness Trap delves into 
the persistent, systemic problems with 
that industry, offering insight into its 
troubling pattern of cultural appropria-
tion and its destructive views on mental 
health, and shedding light on how a 
growing distrust of conventional med-
icine has led ordinary people to turn 
their backs on science. Weaving together 
history, memoir, reporting, and practical 
advice, Harrison illuminates the harms of 
wellness culture while re-imagining our 
society’s relationship with well-being.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Drama
The Gin Game: A Tragi-Comedy in 
Two Acts

DB113211 1 hours 38 minutes
by D.L. Coburn
read by Laura Giannarelli
“The quiet porch of a rest home for the 
aged explodes with emotion when prim 
Fonsia Dorsey sits down to play gin 
rummy with the cynical Weller Martin. 
Fonsia is drawn to Weller, but she just 
can’t stop winning at cards, while Weller 
bemoans the bad luck that is ruining his 
game and has dogged him throughout his 
life. Tragic yet uproariously funny, this 
Pulitzer Prize-winning drama examines 
themes of individual responsibility and 
society’s mistreatment of the aged.” — 
Provided by publisher. Strong language. 
1977.
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Steel Magnolias
DB113222 1 hours 54 minutes
by Robert Harling
read by Amy Pietz
“Within the walls of Truvy’s beauty shop 
are six women whose lives increasingly 
hinge on the existence of one another. 
Together, they absorb the passing sea-
sons, just like the weathered wooden 
structure of the salon ‘home’ that they 
share. An L.A. Theatre Works full-cast 
production, starring Frances Fisher, 
Jeanie Hackett, Shannon Holt, Amy 
Pietz, Brittany Snow, Jocelyn Towne. 
Additional voices by Josh Clark. 
Directed by Jessica Kubzansky and 
recorded before an audience by L.A. 
Theatre Works.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2016.

Government and Politics
Radio’s Greatest of All Time

DB111304 1 hours 52 minutes
by David Limbaugh and Rush H. 
Limbaugh
read by Andy Pyle
“For more than thirty years, millions 
of listeners tuned in to hear Rush 
Limbaugh’s voice. At its peak, The 
Rush Limbaugh Show aired on more 
than 650 radio stations nationwide, 
and his inimitable commentary and 
distinctive sense of humor garnered a 
devoted audience that celebrated with 
him when he received the Presidential 
Medal of Freedom in 2020. Rush’s 
passing the following year sent shock 
waves through the conservative and 
broadcasting communities. In this 
timeless collection of his best work, 
his triumphant legacy as the greatest 

voice for conservatism is cemented 
in history. When Rush’s dear friend 
Vince Flynn first suggested the idea 
of this book, Rush considered the task 
daunting. ‘How can I possibly select 
the best of the best,’ he joked, ‘from 
all the years of pure genius?’ Over 
time, Rush came to love this project 
immensely, and recalled incredible 
details from his childhood and early 
career. Featuring commentary from 
loved ones, family, friends, and prom-
inent figures such as President Donald 
Trump, Supreme Court Justice Clarence 
Thomas, Governor Ron DeSantis, and 
more, Radio’s Greatest of All Time is 
the ultimate gift for any devoted listener 
and leaves no doubt about his profound 
impact on this country.” — Provided by 
publisher. Some strong language. 2022.

Bad Republican: A Memoir
DB110956 5 hours 48 minutes
by Meghan McCain
read by Kristin Allison
“With the aptly titled Bad Republican, 
Meghan McCain expresses how it is to 
feel like you no longer fit in with your 
political party. She tells of growing up 
the daughter of an American icon who 
shaped her life and details the heart-
breaking final moments spent by his side. 
She recalls her (mis)adventures on the 
New York dating scene and brings us up 
to speed on meeting her now-husband. 
We hear her views on cancel culture and 
internet trolls as well as life backstage 
as the sole Republican at America’s 
most-watched daytime talk show—and 
why she decided to leave. Revealingly, 
she relays the awkward phone call she 
received from Donald and Melania and 
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where she thinks the Republican Party 
and the country go from here. And with 
surprising candor, she divulges why a 
miscarriage and the birth of her daughter 
have left her so fired up about women’s 
rights—even if that puts her at odds with 
her party. Unsparingly honest, deeply 
relatable, and highly entertaining, Bad 
Republican is as personal as a story gets. 
It’s a memoir imbued with an unmistak-
able maverick spirit.” — Provided by 
publisher. Strong language. 2022.

Hobbies and Crafts
Seamless Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks: 
20 Patterns for Flawless Cardigans, 
Pullovers, Tees and More

DB113059 1 hours 53 minutes
by Marie Greene
read by Kerry Dukin
“Knit a Sweater You’ll Love for Years 
to Come in Just a Few Weeks! Marie 
Greene’s twenty gorgeous new pat-
terns make knitting the sweater of your 
dreams a breeze. If you’ve ever strug-
gled to complete a pullover or been too 
intimidated to start a cardigan, these 
seamless, top-down designs will change 
the way you think about sweaters. Now 
you can create stylish, long-lasting, 
professional-quality knits in less time 
than you thought possible and have fun 
doing it. With a wide variety of styles 
and sleeve lengths, this book has a pat-
tern for any time of year. Busy knitters 
will love the no-fuss construction and 
carefully chosen details. Captivating 
cables, cozy textures and fun stripes are 
made simple with Marie’s helpful tips. 
Learn to gauge your knitting speed and 
set a timeline to achieve your goals. 
These patterns are easy to memorize for 

portable projects to knit on the go. An 
incredible value, this collection includes 
essential tools for efficient knitting and 
impressive results.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. 2019.

Language and Linguistics
I Give You My Body...: How I Write Sex 
Scenes

DB114506 3 hours 34 minutes
by Diana Gabaldon
read by Allan Scott-Douglas
“For writers looking to make sure their 
next physical interlude on the page 
inspires readers to share the moment 
rather than to laugh at it, bestselling 
author Diana Gabaldon divulges the 
writing secrets behind the sex scenes in 
her wildly popular Outlander novels. 
‘Ask me to your bed,’ he said. ‘I shall 
come to ye.’ In this revealing compen-
dium, acclaimed writer Diana Gabaldon 
shares her invaluable lessons for cre-
ating an immersive reading experience, 
from evoking a mood to using the power 
of emotions to communicate physical 
intimacy. You’ll learn the difference 
between gratuitous sex and genuine 
encounters that move the story forward, 
and how to handle less-than-savory 
acts that nevertheless serve a narrative 
purpose. Gabaldon also notes that sex 
can be conveyed instead of described. 
With such tips as ‘The Rule of Three’ 
for involving the senses, handy lists of 
naughty euphemisms (with instructions 
for use), and Gabaldon’s own examples 
from the Outlander novels, I Give You 
My Body... is a master class in writing to 
draw readers in and keep them riveted 
to the page.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2017.
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Legal Issues
Nine Black Robes: Inside the Supreme 
Court’s Drive to the Right and Its 
Historic Consequences

DB114569 1 hours 14 minutes
by Joan Biskupic
read by Kirsten Potter
“Nine Black Robes displays the inner 
maneuverings among the Supreme Court 
justices that led to the seismic reversal of 
Roe v. Wade and a half century of wom-
en’s abortion rights. Biskupic details how 
rights are stripped away or, alternatively 
as in the case of gun owners, how rights 
are expanded. Today’s bench—with 
its conservative majority—is desper-
ately ideological. The Court has been 
headed rightward and ensnared by its 
own intrigues for years, but the Trump 
appointments hastened the modern trans-
formation. With unparalleled access to 
key players, Biskupic shows the tactics 
of each justice and reveals switched 
votes and internal pacts that typically 
never make the light of day, yet will have 
repercussions for generations to come. 
Nine Black Robes is the definitive nar-
rative of the country’s highest court and 
its profound impact on all Americans.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Secret Barrister: Stories of the Law 
and How It’s Broken

DB114007 11 hours 53 minutes
by The Secret Barrister
read by Jack Hawkins
“You may not wish to think about it, 
but one day you or someone you love 
will almost certainly appear in a crim-
inal courtroom. You might be a juror, a 
victim, a witness or — perhaps through 

no fault of your own — a defendant. 
Whatever your role, you’d expect a fair 
trial. I’m a barrister. I work in the crim-
inal justice system, and every day I see 
how fairness is not guaranteed. Too often 
the system fails those it is meant to pro-
tect. The innocent are wronged and the 
guilty allowed to walk free. In The Secret 
Barrister: Stories of the Law and How 
It’s Broken I want to share some stories 
from my daily life to show you how the 
system is broken, who broke it and why 
we should start caring before it’s too 
late.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2018.

Medicine and Health
Lies My Doctor Told Me: Medical Myths 
That Can Harm Your Health

DB112434 6 hours 15 minutes
by Ken D. Berry
read by Carl Stewart
“Has your doctor lied to you? Eat low-fat 
and high-carb, including plenty of 
‘healthy’ whole grains—does that sound 
familiar? Perhaps this is what you were 
told at your last doctor’s appointment 
or visit with a nutritionist, or perhaps 
it is something you read online when 
searching for a healthy diet. And per-
haps you’ve been misled. Dr. Ken Berry 
is here to dispel the myths and misin-
formation that have been perpetuated 
by the medical and food industries for 
decades. This updated and expanded 
edition of Dr. Berry’s bestseller Lies My 
Doctor Told Me exposes the truth behind 
all kinds of ‘lies’ told by well-meaning 
but misinformed medical practitioners. 
Nutritional therapy is often overlooked 
in medical school, and the information 
provided to physicians is often outdated. 
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However, the negative consequences on 
your health remain the same. Advice to 
avoid healthy fats and stay out of the sun 
has been proven to be detrimental to lon-
gevity and wreak havoc on your system. 
In this book, Dr. Berry will enlighten 
you about nutrition and life choices, their 
role in our health, and how to begin an 
educated conversation with your doctor 
about finding the right path for you. This 
book will teach you: How doctors are 
taught to think about nutrition and other 
preventative health measures—and how 
they should be thinking; How the Food 
Pyramid and MyPlate came into exis-
tence and why they should change; The 
facts about fat intake and heart health; 
the truth about the effects of whole 
wheat on the human body; The role of 
dairy in your diet; the truth about salt—
friend or foe?; The dangers and benefits 
of hormone therapy; New information 
about inflammation and how it should 
be viewed by doctors. Come out of the 
darkness and let Ken Berry be your 
guide to optimal health and harmony!” 
— Provided by publisher. Some strong 
language. 2019.

After: A Doctor Explores What Near-
Death Experiences Reveal about Life and 
Beyond

DB109313 9 hours 47 minutes
by Bruce Greyson
read by Bruce Greyson
“Cases of remarkable experiences on the 
threshold of death have been reported 
since ancient times, and are described 
today by 10% of people whose hearts 
stop. The medical world has generally 
ignored these ‘near-death experiences,’ 
dismissing them as ‘tricks of the brain’ 

or wishful thinking. But after his patients 
started describing events that he could 
not just sweep under the rug, Dr. Bruce 
Greyson began to investigate. As a phy-
sician without a religious belief system, 
he approached near-death experiences 
from a scientific perspective. In After, he 
shares the transformative lessons he has 
learned over four decades of research. 
Our culture has tended to view dying as 
the end of our consciousness, the end of 
our existence—a dreaded prospect that 
for many people evokes fear and anxiety. 
But Dr. Greyson shows how scientific 
revelations about the dying process can 
support an alternative theory. Dying 
could be the threshold between one form 
of consciousness and another, not an 
ending but a transition. This new per-
spective on the nature of death can trans-
form the fear of dying that pervades our 
culture into a healthy view of it as one 
more milestone in the course of our lives. 
After challenges us to open our minds to 
these experiences and to what they can 
teach us, and in so doing, expand our 
understanding of consciousness and of 
what it means to be human.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.

Metabolical: The Lure and the Lies of 
Processed Food, Nutrition, and Modern 
Medicine

DB114565 12 hours 8 minutes
by Robert H. Lustig
read by Charles Constant
“Dr. Robert Lustig, a pediatric neuroen-
docrinologist who has long been on the 
cutting edge of medicine and science, 
challenges our current healthcare para-
digm which has gone off the rails under 
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the influence of Big Food, Big Pharma, 
and Big Government. You can’t solve 
a problem if you don’t know what the 
problem is. One of Lustig’s singular 
gifts as a communicator is his ability to 
‘connect the dots’ for the general reader, 
in order to unpack the scientific data 
and concepts behind his arguments, as 
he tells the ‘real story of food’ and ‘the 
story of real food.’ Metabolical weaves 
the interconnected strands of nutrition, 
health/disease, medicine, environment, 
and society into a completely new fabric 
by proving on a scientific basis a series 
of iconoclastic revelations, among them: 
Medicine for chronic disease treats 
symptoms, not the disease itself; You can 
diagnose your own biochemical profile; 
Chronic diseases are not ‘druggable,’ 
but they are ‘foodable’; Processed food 
isn’t just toxic, it’s addictive; The war 
between vegan and keto is a false war—
the combatants are on the same side; Big 
Food, Big Pharma, and Big Government 
are on the other side. Making the case 
that food is the only lever we have to 
effect biochemical change to improve 
our health, Lustig explains what to eat 
based on two novel criteria: protect the 
liver, and feed the gut. He insists that if 
we do not fix our food and change the 
way we eat, we will continue to court 
chronic disease, bankrupt healthcare, and 
threaten the planet. But there is hope: 
this book explains what’s needed to fix 
all three.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.

The Annals of a Country Doctor
DB114555 7 hours 43 minutes
by Carl Matlock
read by David A. Conatser

“Have you ever wondered what it would 
be like to be a country doctor in solo 
practice in the decade of the seventies—
making house calls, delivering babies, 
comforting the dying, offering hope 
to the hopeless, meeting delightful 
and sometimes eccentric patients, and 
working sixty to eighty hours per week, 
often exhausted and in need of rest? If 
so, follow me as I work in a small town 
office and make hospital rounds in rural 
Indiana as a family physician. You’re 
unlikely to forget the experiences or 
regret the sharing.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2018.

A Shot to Save the World: The Inside 
Story of the Life-or-Death Race for a 
COVID-19 Vaccine

DB110901 12 hours 11 minutes
by Gregory Zuckerman
read by Jack Armstrong
“Few were ready when a mysterious 
respiratory illness emerged in Wuhan, 
China, in January 2020. Politicians, 
government officials, business leaders, 
and public-health professionals were 
unprepared for the most devastating 
pandemic in a century. Many of the 
world’s biggest drug and vaccine makers 
were slow to react or couldn’t muster an 
effective response. It was up to a small 
group of unlikely and untested scien-
tists and executives to save civilization. 
A French businessman dismissed by 
many as a fabulist. A Turkish immigrant 
with little virus experience. A quirky 
Midwesterner obsessed with insect cells. 
A Boston scientist employing ques-
tionable techniques. A British scientist 
despised by his peers. Far from the 
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limelight, each had spent years devel-
oping innovative vaccine approaches. 
Their work was met with skepticism 
and scorn. By 2020, these individuals 
had little proof of progress. Yet they and 
their colleagues wanted to be the ones to 
stop the virus holding the world hostage. 
They scrambled to turn their life’s work 
into life-saving vaccines in a matter of 
months, each gunning to make the big 
breakthrough—and to beat each other 
for the glory that a vaccine guaranteed. 
A #1 New York Times bestselling author 
and award-winning Wall Street Journal 
investigative journalist lauded for his 
‘bravura storytelling’ (Gary Shteyngart) 
and ‘first-rate’ reporting (The New York 
Times), Zuckerman takes us inside the 
top-secret laboratories, corporate clashes, 
and high-stakes government negotia-
tions that led to effective shots. Deeply 
reported and endlessly gripping, this 
is a dazzling, blow-by-blow chronicle 
of the most consequential scientific 
breakthrough of our time. It’s a story 
of courage, genius, and heroism. It’s 
also a tale of heated rivalries, unbridled 
ambitions, crippling insecurities, and 
unexpected drama. A Shot to Save the 
World is the story of how science saved 
the world.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Music
The Collected Works of Jim Morrison: 
Poetry, Journals, Transcripts, and Lyrics

DB111251 6 hours 40 minutes
by Jim Morrison
read by Anne Morrison Chewning
“Created in collaboration with Jim 
Morrison’s estate and inspired by a 

posthumously discovered list entitled 
‘Plan for Book,’ The Collected Works 
of Jim Morrison is an almost 600-page 
anthology of the writings of the late 
poet and iconic Doors’ front man. This 
landmark publication is the definitive 
opus of Morrison’s creative output—
and the book he intended to publish. 
Throughout, a compelling mix of 160 
visual components accompanies the 
text: excerpts from his 28 privately held 
notebooks—all written in his own hand 
and published here for the first time—as 
well as an array of personal images and 
commentary on the work by Morrison 
himself. This beautifully produced col-
lectible volume contains a wealth of new 
material—poetry, writings, lyrics, and 
audio transcripts of Morrison reading his 
work. Not only the most comprehensive 
book of Morrison’s work ever published, 
it is immersive, giving readers insight 
to the creative process of and offering 
access to the musings and observations 
of an artist whom the poet Michael 
McClure called “one of the finest, 
clearest spirits of our times.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.

Anatomy of 55 More Songs: The Oral 
History of Top Hits That Changed Rock, 
Pop and Soul

DB113220 9 hours 41 minutes
by Marc Myers
read by Michael Butler Murray
“Songs that sell the most copies become 
hits, but some of those hits become 
something more—iconic recordings 
that not only inspire a generation but 
also change the direction of music. In 
Anatomy of 55 More Songs, based on 
his column for the Wall Street Journal, 
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music journalist and historian Marc 
Myers tells the story behind fifty-five 
rock, pop, R&B, country, and soul-
gospel hits through intimate interviews 
with the artists who wrote and recorded 
them. Part oral history, part musical 
analysis, Anatomy of 55 More Songs 
ranges from Creedence Clearwater 
Revival’s ‘Bad Moon Rising’ to Dionne 
Warwick’s ‘Walk On By,’ The Beach 
Boys’ ‘Good Vibrations,’ and Black 
Sabbath’s ‘Paranoid.’ Bernie Taupin 
recalls how he wrote the lyrics to Elton 
John’s ‘Rocket Man;’ Joan Jett remem-
bers channeling her rage against how she 
had been unfairly labeled and treated as 
a female rocker into ‘Bad Reputation;’ 
and Ozzy Osbourne, Elvis Costello, 
Bob Weir, Sheryl Crow, Alice Cooper, 
Roberta Flack, John Mellencamp, Keith 
Richards, Carly Simon, and many others 
reveal the emotions and technique 
behind their major works. Through an 
absorbing chronological, song-by-song 
analysis of the most memorable post-war 
hits, Anatomy of 55 More Songs pro-
vides a sweeping look at the evolution 
of pop music between 1964 and today. 
This book will change how you listen to 
music and evaluate the artists who create 
it.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Harry Styles: The Making of a Modern 
Man

DB114378 8 hours 14 minutes
by Sean Smith
read by Luke de Belder
“Sunday Times best-selling author Sean 
Smith recounts the extraordinary life of 
one of the most iconic young musicians 

of our time: Harry Styles. Harry Styles 
has grown up. The One Direction boy 
band member so loved by millions has 
become a truly global superstar - and 
he’s done it without shouting from the 
rooftops or displaying a mammoth ego. 
In this captivating biography for fans 
from day one as well as a whole new 
generation, best-selling author Sean 
Smith chronicles the development of a 
thoroughly modern man with bound-
less charisma who represents a better 
world devoid of prejudice. Harry’s life 
changed forever when his mum Anne 
filled in a form requesting an audition to 
the X Factor. He left his home in rural 
Cheshire as a 16-year-old and never went 
back - setting out on a path to become 
a genuine icon of the age. Harry Styles: 
The Making of a Modern Man follows 
his journey, painting a picture of a man 
who at times remains an enigma while 
embracing the world he cares about - 
his family, his friends and lovers, his 
music, acting and, of course, the world 
of fashion. Harry is the only British male 
artist to have his first two albums debut 
at number one in the US; his movie 
career is flourishing with starring roles in 
Don’t Worry Darling and My Policeman 
and he is the first man to appear solo 
on the cover of Vogue. A champion of 
gender fluid fashion he has proved him-
self to be an inspiring role model in a 
world where toxic masculinity has no 
place. In troubling and uncertain times, 
Harry Styles lives to his own mantra that 
would benefit us all - ‘treat people with 
kindness.’” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.
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Nature and the Environment
Jellyfish Age Backwards: Nature’s Secrets 
to Longevity

DB113959 7 hours 19 minutes
by Nicklas Brendborg
read by Joe Leat
“Recent advances in medicine and tech-
nology have expanded our understanding 
of aging across the animal kingdom, and 
our own timeless quest for the fountain 
of youth. Yet, despite modern humans 
living longer today than ever before, 
the public’s understanding of what is 
possible is limited to our species—until 
now. In this spunky, effervescent debut, 
the key to immortality is revealed to be 
a superpower within reach. With mind-
bending stories from the natural world 
and our own, Jellyfish Age Backwards 
reveals lifespans we cannot imagine and 
physiological gifts that feel closer to 
magic than reality: There is a Greenland 
shark that was 286 years old when 
the Titanic sank, and is currently 390, 
making it older than the United States. 
Scientists predict it will live for another 
100 years. Trees and lobsters don’t ‘age’ 
in the way we know it. They simply get 
bigger and bigger. There are forms of 
radiation that have been known to actu-
ally increase the lifespans of certain spe-
cies, from tortoises to naked mole-rats. 
There’s a species of jellyfish, the size of 
a fingernail, that can age forwards, then, 
when threatened, age backwards and 
begin the process all over again. Mixing 
cutting-edge research and stories from 
habitats all around the world, molecular 
biologist Nicklas Brendborg explores 
extended life cycles in all its varieties. 
Along the way, we meet a man who 

fasted for over a year; a woman who 
edited her own DNA; redwoods that sur-
vive thousands of years; and in the soil 
of Easter Island, the key to eternal youth. 
Jellyfish Age Backwards is a love letter to 
the immense power of nature, and what 
the immortal lives of many of earth’s 
animals and plants can teach us about 
the secrets to longevity.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

Weather for Dummies
DB112992 2 hours 45 minutes
by John D. Cox
read by Jonathan Yen
“Look up! When you look to the sky, do 
you wonder why the Sun is so bright or 
why the clouds are white or why the sky 
is blue? Then, Weather For Dummies is 
your resource to fuel your curiosity about 
the weather. It takes you on an exciting 
journey through the Earth’s atmosphere 
and the ways it behaves. You’ll get an 
overview of rain, Sun, clouds, storms, 
and other phenomena. The scientific 
words and phrases are explained in detail 
(what is barometric pressure?), your 
curious questions are answered (why 
do we have seasons?), and the roots of 
weather myths, proverbs, and sayings are 
revealed (’early thunder, early spring’). 
- Discover how weather forecasts are 
made, and what constitutes a weather 
emergency - Find out what causes 
change in weather, such as how air pres-
sure drives winds - Learn how climate 
change is affecting today’s weather - 
Discover how light plays tricks on our 
eyes to create effects like rainbows, sun 
dogs, and halos Perfect for any weather 
amateur, you can have your head in the 
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clouds while your feet are on the ground. 
Next time you’re outside, take Weather 
For Dummies and discover something 
new about the environment you live 
in.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2000.

The Devil’s Element: Phosphorus and a 
World Out of Balance

DB113998 6 hours 54 minutes
by Dan Egan
read by Jason Culp
“Phosphorus has played a critical role 
in some of the most lethal substances on 
earth: firebombs, rat poison, nerve gas. 
But it’s also the key component of one 
of the most vital: fertilizer, which has 
sustained life for billions of people. In 
this major work of explanatory science 
and environmental journalism, Pulitzer 
Prize finalist Dan Egan investigates the 
past, present, and future of what has been 
called ‘the oil of our time.’ The story 
of phosphorus spans the globe and vast 
tracts of human history. First discovered 
in a seventeenth-century alchemy lab 
in Hamburg, it soon became a highly 
sought-after resource. The race to mine 
phosphorus took people from the battle-
fields of Waterloo, which were looted for 
the bones of fallen soldiers, to the fabled 
guano islands off Peru, the Bone Valley 
of Florida, and the sand dunes of the 
Western Sahara. Over the past century, 
phosphorus has made farming vastly 
more productive, feeding the enormous 
increase in the human population. Yet, as 
Egan harrowingly reports, our overreli-
ance on this vital crop nutrient is today 
causing toxic algae blooms and ‘dead 
zones’ in waterways from the coasts of 
Florida to the Mississippi River basin 

to the Great Lakes and beyond. Egan 
also explores the alarming reality that 
diminishing access to phosphorus poses 
a threat to the food system worldwide—
which risks rising conflict and even war. 
With The Devil’s Element, Egan has 
written an essential and eye-opening 
account that urges us to pay attention to 
one of the most perilous but little-known 
environmental issues of our time.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

The Elephants of Thula Thula
DB114001 9 hours 4 minutes
by Françoise Malby-Anthony and Kate 
Sidley
read by Roshina Ratnam
“‘Somehow, the elephants got into my 
soul, and it became my life’s work to 
see them safe and happy. There was no 
giving up on that vision, no matter how 
hard the road was at times.’ Françoise 
Malby-Anthony is the owner of a 
game reserve in South Africa with a 
remarkable family of elephants whose 
adventures have touched hearts around 
the world. The herd’s feisty matriarch 
Frankie knows who’s in charge at Thula 
Thula, and it’s not Francoise. But when 
Frankie becomes ill, and the authori-
ties threaten to remove or cull some of 
the herd if the reserve doesn’t expand, 
Françoise is in a race against time to 
save her beloved elephants... The joys 
and challenges of a life dedicated to 
conservation are vividly described in 
The Elephants of Thula Thula. The 
search is on to get a girlfriend for 
orphaned rhino Thabo – and then, as 
his behaviour becomes increasingly 
boisterous, a big brother to teach him 
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manners. Françoise realizes a dream 
with the arrival of Savannah the cheetah 
– an endangered species not seen in the 
area since the 1940s – and finds herself 
rescuing meerkats kept as pets. But will 
Thula Thula survive the pandemic, an 
invasion from poachers and the threat 
from a mining company wanting access 
to its land? As Françoise faces her 
toughest years yet, she realizes once 
again that with their wisdom, resilience 
and communal bonds, the elephants 
have much to teach us.” — Provided by 
publisher. Unrated. Commercial audio-
book. 2023.

Psychology and Self-Help
The Hilarious World of Depression

DB113793 9 hours 53 minutes
by John Moe
read by John Moe
“For years John Moe, 
critically-acclaimed public radio person-
ality and host of The Hilarious World 
of Depression podcast, struggled with 
depression; it plagued his family and 
claimed the life of his brother in 2007. 
As Moe came to terms with his own 
illness, he began to see similar patterns 
of behavior and coping mechanisms 
surfacing in conversations with others, 
including high-profile comedians who’d 
struggled with the disease. Moe saw 
that there was tremendous comfort and 
community in open dialogue about these 
shared experiences and that humor had 
a unique power. Thus was born the pod-
cast The Hilarious World of Depression. 
Inspired by the immediate success of 
the podcast, Moe has written a remark-
able investigation of the disease, part 

memoir of his own journey, part trea-
sure trove of laugh-out-loud stories and 
insights drawn from years of interviews 
with some of the most brilliant minds 
facing similar challenges. Throughout 
the course of this powerful narrative, 
depression’s universal themes come 
to light, among them, struggles with 
identity, lack of understanding of the 
symptoms, the challenges of work-life, 
self-medicating, the fallout of the dis-
ease in the lives of our loved ones, the 
tragedy of suicide, and the hereditary 
aspects of the disease. The Hilarious 
World of Depression illuminates depres-
sion in an entirely fresh and inspiring 
way.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2020.

Chicken Soup for the Soul: Random Acts 
of Kindness; 101 Stories of Compassion 
and Paying It Forward

DB113223 9 hours 19 minutes
by Amy Newmark
read by Peter Berkrot
“The best way to make yourself feel 
great? Do a random act of kindness for 
someone! These 101 stories will make 
you smile and get you excited about 
what you can do, too. Make miracles 
happen for yourself and others. It’s 
easy. Just think outside the box and look 
around. There are so many ways that you 
can help-and it turns out the biggest ben-
eficiary may be you! Scientific studies 
have shown that ‘doing good’ is not only 
good for the recipient of the good deed, 
but also for the person doing it, making 
that person happier and healthier. So dive 
into these 101 stories of kindness, from 
the everyday to the extraordinary. If you 
need some help, you’ll find hope in these 
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pages. And if you can give help, you’ll 
feel energized and inspired to find your 
own opportunities to perform random 
acts of kindness-every day!” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2020.

The Creative Act: A Way of Being
DB112524 5 hours 48 minutes
by Rick Rubin
read by Rick Rubin
“Many famed music producers are 
known for a particular sound that has 
its day. Rick Rubin is known for some-
thing else: creating a space where artists 
of all different genres and traditions 
can home in on who they really are and 
what they really offer. He has made a 
practice of helping people transcend 
their self-imposed expectations in order 
to reconnect with a state of innocence 
from which the surprising becomes inev-
itable. Over the years, as he has thought 
deeply about where creativity comes 
from and where it doesn’t, he has learned 
that being an artist isn’t about your spe-
cific output, it’s about your relationship 
to the world. Creativity has a place in 
everyone’s life, and everyone can make 
that place larger. In fact, there are few 
more important responsibilities. The 
Creative Act is a beautiful and generous 
course of study that illuminates the path 
of the artist as a road we all can follow. 
It distills the wisdom gleaned from a 
lifetime’s work into a luminous reading 
experience that puts the power to create 
moments—and lifetimes—of exhila-
ration and transcendence within closer 
reach for all of us.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2023.

Relationships and Sex
The Four Laws of Love: Guaranteed 
Success for Every Married Couple

DB113828 5 hours 54 minutes
by Jimmy Evans
read by Jimmy Evans
“The Four Laws of Love represents the 
culmination of Jimmy Evans’ influen-
tial career. In this deeply personal book, 
Jimmy Evans outlines the foundational 
pillars upon which God designed mar-
riage. Without holding back, he tells 
the story of his own marriage, which 
was hurtling toward divorce until this 
self-proclaimed ‘bad husband’ came to 
recognize and put into practice these four 
laws. This book sounds a wake-up call 
for every kind of marriage, including 
those that are barely surviving and 
those that seem to operate on auto-
pilot. Couples who follow these simple 
guidelines — recognizing the original 
intent and purpose of marriage—will 
inject new life into their unions. They’ll 
see hurting marriages find healing and 
watch good marriages become great. 
Each revitalized relationship will play a 
part in restoring marriage to its sacred 
role at the center of human civiliza-
tion.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2020.

Religion
Sacred Nature: Restoring Our Ancient 
Bond with the Natural World

DB114012 5 hours 19 minutes
by Karen Armstrong
read by Karen Armstrong
“Since the beginning of time, human-
kind has looked upon nature and seen 
the divine. In the writings of the great 
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thinkers across religions, the natural 
world inspires everything from fear, to 
awe, to tranquil contemplation; God, 
or however one defined the sublime, 
was present in everything. Yet today, 
even as we admire a tree or take in a 
striking landscape, we rarely see nature 
as sacred. In this short but deeply pow-
erful book, the best-selling historian of 
religion Karen Armstrong re-sacralizes 
nature for modern times. Drawing on 
her vast knowledge of the world’s reli-
gious traditions, she vividly describes 
nature’s central place in spirituality 
across the centuries. In bringing this 
age-old wisdom to life, Armstrong 
shows modern readers how to rediscover 
nature’s potency and form a connection 
to something greater than ourselves.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Forgive: Why Should I and How Can I?
DB114595 8 hours 11 minutes
by Timothy Keller
read by Sean Pratt
“Forgiving anyone in a meaningful way 
is one of the hardest things a person has 
to do. If you do not, resentment and ven-
geance begin to consume you. It is nearly 
impossible to move past transgression 
without forgiveness, but few people have 
the resources and the tools to forgive 
others fully and move on with their lives. 
Forgiveness is an essential skill, a moral 
imperative, and a religious belief that 
cuts right to the core of what it means to 
be human. In Forgive, Timothy Keller 
shows readers why it is so important 
and how to do it, explaining in detail the 
steps you need to take in order to move 
on without sacrificing justice or your 

humanity.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Transcendent Brain: Spirituality in 
the Age of Science

DB114554 4 hours 58 minutes
by Alan P. Lightman
read by Christopher Grove
“Gazing at the stars, falling in love, or 
listening to music, we sometimes feel a 
transcendent connection with a cosmic 
unity and things larger than ourselves. 
But these experiences are not easily 
understood by science, which holds that 
all things can be explained in terms of 
atoms and molecules. Is there space in 
our scientific worldview for these spiri-
tual experiences? According to acclaimed 
physicist and novelist Alan Lightman, 
there may be. Drawing on intellectual 
history and conversations with con-
temporary scientists, philosophers, and 
psychologists, Lightman asks a series of 
thought-provoking questions that illumi-
nate our strange place between the world 
of particles and forces and the world of 
complex human experience. Can strict 
materialism explain our appreciation of 
beauty? Or our feelings of connection 
to nature and to other people? Is there 
a physical basis for consciousness, the 
most slippery of all scientific problems? 
Lightman weaves these investigations 
together to propose what he calls ‘spiri-
tual materialism’—the belief that we can 
embrace spiritual experiences without 
letting go of our scientific worldview. In 
his view, the breadth of the human condi-
tion is not only rooted in material atoms 
and molecules but can also be explained 
in terms of Darwinian evolution. What 
is revealed in this lyrical, enlightening 
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book is that spirituality may not only be 
compatible with science, it also ought 
to remain at the core of what it means to 
be human.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Your Battles Belong to the Lord: Know 
Your Enemy and Be More Than a 
Conqueror

DB114552 7 hours 35 minutes
by Joyce Meyer
read by Jodi Carlisle
“Have you ever felt you tried every 
solution on earth to solve a problem, 
but nothing worked? Have you ever 
wondered where the difficulties you 
face are coming from? Joyce Meyer 
has answers. In Your Battles Belong 
to the Lord, Meyer explains that while 
some problems may result from a per-
son’s choices or circumstances, others 
are rooted in the spiritual realm. Once 
you recognize the devil — who is real 
and active in the world today — as your 
true enemy and the source of many of 
your struggles, you can overcome them 
and live a life of peace, freedom, faith 
and victory. When facing life’s battles, 
there are certain things you must do for 
yourself, such as: Diligently studying 
and applying God’s Word; Trusting 
Him; Praying; Maintaining a positive 
attitude and thankful heart. But there 
are other things only God can do. When 
you do your part, God does His-and He 
is always ready and eager to defend you 
and help you. Each chapter of the book 
helps you understand how the enemy 
operates and learn to counter his schemes 
and strategies so you can live at a new 
level of strength. Chapter titles include: 
‘Know Your Enemy,’ ‘Eliminate Fear,’ 

‘How the Devil Tries to Deceive People,’ 
‘Hold Your Peace,’ ‘The Power of a 
Thankful Life,’ and ‘Internal Rest.’ In 
this fresh approach to the subject of spir-
itual warfare, Meyer focuses not only on 
the nature and strategies of the enemy, 
but also on the power and love of God, 
who always defeats the enemy and leads 
you to triumph. No matter how difficult 
your challenges are, if you have God 
with you, you have all you need to win 
every battle.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2019.

Bamboozled by Jesus: How God Tricked 
Me into the Life of My Dreams

DB114550 6 hours 36 minutes
by Yvonne Orji
read by Yvonne Orji
“Yvonne Orji has never shied away from 
being unapologetically herself, and that 
includes being outspoken about her faith. 
Known for interpreting Biblical stories 
and metaphors to fit current times, her 
humorous and accessible approach to 
faith leaves even non-believers inspired 
and wanting more. The way Yvonne sees 
it, God is a Sovereign Prankster, punking 
folks long before Ashton Kutcher made 
it cool. When she meditates on her own 
life—complete with unforeseen blessings 
and unanticipated roadblocks—she real-
izes it’s one big testimony to how God 
tricked her into living out her wildest 
dreams. And she wants us to join in on 
getting bamboozled. This is not a Self-
Help book—it’s a Get Yours book! In 
Bamboozled by Jesus, a frank and fresh 
advice book, Orji takes readers on a 
journey through twenty-five life lessons, 
gleaned from her own experiences and 
her favorite source of inspiration: the 
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Bible. But this ain’t your mama’s Bible 
study. Yvonne infuses wit and heart in 
sharing pointers like why the way up is 
sometimes down, and how fear is syn-
onymous to food poisoning. Her joyful, 
confident approach to God will inspire 
everyone to catapult themselves out of 
the mundane and into the magnificent. 
With bold authenticity and practical 
relatability, Orji is exactly the kind of 
cultural leader we need in these chaotic 
times. And her journey through being 
Bamboozled by Jesus paints a powerful 
picture of what it means to say ‘yes’ to a 
life you never could’ve imagined—if it 
wasn’t your own.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2021.

Saturdays with Billy: My Friendship with 
Billy Graham

DB114013 4 hours 11 minutes
by Donald J. Wilton
read by Thom Bromhead
“Discover a beautiful friendship between 
Billy Graham and his friend and pastor, 
Don Wilton. This book looks behind the 
scenes of Graham’s life, which continues 
to inspire us in our own spiritual jour-
neys. Most Saturdays for 15 years, Don 
drove the long road to meet with Billy at 
his home in Montreat, North Carolina. 
There the two friends spent hours talking 
about family, politics, sports, and their 
spiritual lives. Now, in Saturdays with 
Billy, Don shares: More than 20 heart-
warming stories of his times with his 
friend, illuminating the qualities in 
Billy’s character that were true to the end 
and revealing the heart of the man whose 
light still shines, a quote from Billy 
before each chapter. Just as Billy’s words 

changed Don’s life, they have the power 
to change ours—a testament to a man 
who leaned on God’s grace into eter-
nity.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Science
On the Origin of Time: Stephen 
Hawking’s Final Theory

DB114570 12 hours 14 minutes
by Thomas Hertog
read by Ethan Kelly
“Perhaps the biggest question Stephen 
Hawking tried to answer in his extraor-
dinary life was how the universe could 
have created conditions so perfectly 
hospitable to life. In order to solve this 
mystery, Hawking studied the big bang 
origin of the universe, but his early 
work ran into a crisis when the math 
predicted many big bangs producing 
a multiverse—countless different uni-
verses, most of which would be far 
too bizarre to harbor life. Holed up in 
the theoretical physics department at 
Cambridge, Stephen Hawking and his 
friend and collaborator Thomas Hertog 
worked on this problem for twenty years, 
developing a new theory of the cosmos 
that could account for the emergence of 
life. Peering into the extreme quantum 
physics of cosmic holograms and ven-
turing far back in time to our deepest 
roots, they were startled to find a deeper 
level of evolution in which the physical 
laws themselves transform and simplify 
until particles, forces, and even time 
itself fades away. This discovery led 
them to a revolutionary idea: The laws 
of physics are not set in stone but are 
born and co-evolve as the universe they 
govern takes shape. As Hawking’s final 
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days drew near, the two collaborators 
published their theory, which proposed a 
radical new Darwinian perspective on the 
origins of our universe. On the Origin 
of Time offers a striking new vision of 
the universe’s birth that will profoundly 
transform the way we think about our 
place in the order of the cosmos and 
may ultimately prove to be Hawking’s 
greatest legacy.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2023.

Don’t Blow Yourself Up: The Further 
True Adventures and Travails of the 
Rocket Boy of October Sky

DB113849 12 hours 21 minutes
by Homer H. Hickam
read by Patrick Lawlor
“From Homer Hickam, the author of the 
#1 bestselling Rocket Boys adapted into 
the beloved film October Sky, comes 
this astonishing memoir of high adven-
ture, war, love, NASA, and his struggle 
for literary success. Homer Hickam’s 
memoir Rocket Boys and the movie 
adaptation October Sky have become one 
of the most popular stories in the world, 
inspiring millions to pursue a better life. 
But what happened to Homer after he 
was a West Virginia rocket boy? In his 
latest memoir, Homer recounts his life 
in college where he built the world’s 
biggest, baddest game cannon, fought 
through some of the worst battles in 
Vietnam, became a scuba instructor, dis-
covered sunken U-boats, wrote the defin-
itive account of a World War II naval 
battle, befriended Tom Clancy, made a 
desperate attempt to save the passen-
gers of a sunken river boat, trained the 
first Japanese astronauts, taught David 

Letterman to scuba dive, helped to fix 
the Hubble Space Telescope, wrote his 
number one bestselling Rocket Boys, 
and was on set during the making of 
October Sky. Although told with humor 
and wit, Hickam does not shy away from 
the pain and hardship endured and the 
mistakes he made during the tumultuous 
decades since his life in the town he 
made famous-Coalwood, West Virginia.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.

How to Talk to a Science Denier: 
Conversations with Flat Earthers, 
Climate Deniers, and Others Who Defy 
Reason

DB114562 8 hours 36 minutes
by Lee C. McIntyre
read by Eric Michael Summerer
“‘Climate change is a hoax-and so is 
coronavirus.’ ‘Vaccines are bad for you.’ 
These days, many of our fellow citizens 
reject scientific expertise and prefer 
ideology to facts. They are not merely 
uninformed-they are misinformed. They 
cite cherry-picked evidence, rely on fake 
experts, and believe conspiracy theories. 
How can we get them to change their 
minds and accept the facts when they 
don’t believe in facts? In this book, Lee 
McIntyre shows that anyone can fight 
back against science deniers, and argues 
that it’s important to do so. Science 
denial can kill. Drawing on his own 
experience-including a visit to a Flat 
Earth convention-as well as academic 
research, McIntyre outlines the common 
themes of science denialism, present 
in misinformation campaigns ranging 
from tobacco companies’ denial in the 
1950s that smoking causes lung cancer 
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to today’s anti-vaxxers. He describes 
attempts to use his persuasive powers as 
a philosopher to convert Flat Earthers; 
surprising discussions with coal miners; 
and conversations with a scientist friend 
about genetically modified organisms 
in food. McIntyre offers tools and tech-
niques for communicating the truth and 
values of science, emphasizing that the 
most important way to reach science 
deniers is to talk to them calmly and 
respectfully-to put ourselves out there, 
and meet them face to face.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.

Invention and Innovation: A Brief 
History of Hype and Failure

DB112948 9 hours 7 minutes
by Vaclav Smil
read by Mark Ashby
“The world is never finished catching 
up with Vaclav Smil. In his latest and 
perhaps most readable book, Invention 
and Innovation, the prolific author—a 
favorite of Bill Gates—pens an insightful 
and fact-filled jaunt through the history 
of human invention. Impatient with the 
hype that so often accompanies inno-
vation, Smil offers in this book a clear-
eyed corrective to the overpromises 
that accompany everything from new 
cures for diseases to AI. He reminds 
us that even after we go quite far along 
the invention-development-application 
trajectory, we may never get anything 
real to deploy. Or worse, even after 
we have succeeded by introducing an 
invention, its future may be marked 
by underperformance, disappointment, 
demise, or outright harm. Drawing on his 
vast breadth of scientific and historical 

knowledge, Smil explains the differ-
ence between invention and innovation. 
He then looks at three different types 
of inventions. Inventions that failed to 
dominate as promised: Airships Nuclear 
fission Supersonic flight Inventions 
that turned disastrous: Leaded gasoline 
DDT Chlorofluorocarbons Inventions 
we have long been promised (and that 
would be highly beneficial): Travel in 
vacuum (hyperloop) Nitrogen-fixing 
cereals Nuclear fusion Finally, he offers 
a ‘wish list’ of inventions that we most 
urgently need to confront the staggering 
challenges of the twenty-first century. 
Filled with engaging examples and prag-
matic approaches, this book is a sobering 
account of the folly that so often attends 
human ingenuity—and how we can, and 
must, better align our expectations with 
reality.” — Provided by publisher. 2023.

Social Sciences
There She Was: The Secret History of 
Miss America

DB114505 1 hours 25 minutes
by Amy Argetsinger
read by Deanna Anthony
“The sash. The tears. The glittering 
crown. And of course, that soaring song. 
For all its pomp and kitsch, the Miss 
America pageant is indelibly written 
into the American story of the past cen-
tury. From its giddy origins as a sum-
mer’s-end tourist draw in Prohibition-era 
Atlantic City, it blossomed into a tele-
vised extravaganza that drew tens of 
millions of viewers in its heyday and 
was once considered the highest honor 
that a young woman could achieve. For 
two years, Washington Post reporter and 
editor Amy Argetsinger visited pageants 
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and interviewed former winners and con-
testants to unveil the hidden world of this 
iconic institution. There She Was spot-
lights how the pageant survived decades 
of social and cultural change, collided 
with a women’s liberation movement 
that sought to abolish it, and redefined 
itself alongside evolving ideas about 
feminism. For its superstars—Phyllis 
George, Vanessa Williams, Gretchen 
Carlson—and for those who never 
became household names, Miss America 
was a platform for women to exercise 
their ambitions and learn brutal lessons 
about the culture of fame. Spirited and 
revelatory, There She Was charts the evo-
lution of the American woman, from the 
Miss America catapulted into advocacy 
after she was exposed as a survivor of 
domestic violence to the one who used 
her crown to launch a congressional 
campaign; from a 1930s winner who ran 
away on the night of her crowning to a 
present-day rock guitarist carving out her 
place in this world. Argetsinger dissects 
the scandals and financial turmoil that 
have repeatedly threatened to kill the 
pageant—and highlights the unexpected 
sisterhood of Miss Americas fighting to 
keep it alive.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Plagues and Their Aftermath: How 
Societies Recover from Pandemics

DB111235 6 hours 19 minutes
by Brian Michael Jenkins
read by Will Tulin
“From a plague in Athens during the 
Peloponnesian War in 430 BCE, to 
another in 540 that wiped out half the 
population of the Roman empire, down 
through the Black Death in the Middle 

Ages and on through the 1918 flu epi-
demic (which killed between 50 and 
100 million people) and this century’s 
deadly SARS outbreak, plagues have 
been a much more relentless fact of life 
than many realize. The legacy of epi-
demics, Brian Michael Jenkins observes, 
is not only one of lives lost but of dev-
astated economies and social disorder, 
all of which have severe political reper-
cussions. Thus, each chapter of Plagues 
and Their Aftermath draws on those 
historical precursors to focus on one par-
ticular aspect of their aftermath: What 
happens to political systems? What hap-
pens in the area of crime and terrorism? 
Do wars happen? What are the effects 
on cultures? What was the impact of 
widespread fear and public hysteria, of 
increased suspicion and scapegoating, 
of the spread of rumors and conspiracy 
theories? Jenkins’s sobering analysis is 
riveting and thought-provoking listening 
for general listeners and specialists alike, 
and throws welcome light into what 
many fear is a dark future.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2022.

Culture: The Story of Us, from Cave Art 
to K-Pop

DB114744 10 hours 37 minutes
by Martin Puchner
read by John Sackville
“What good are the arts? Why should 
we care about the past? For millennia, 
humanity has sought to understand 
and transmit to future generations not 
just the ‘know-how’ of life, but the 
‘know-why’—the meaning and purpose 
of our existence, as expressed in art, 
architecture, religion, and philosophy. 
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This crucial passing down of knowledge 
has required the radical integration of 
insights from the past and from other 
cultures. In Culture, acclaimed author, 
professor, and public intellectual Martin 
Puchner takes us on a breakneck tour 
through pivotal moments in world his-
tory, providing a global introduction to 
the arts and humanities in one engaging 
volume. From Nefertiti’s lost city to the 
plays of Wole Soyinka; from the the-
aters of ancient Greece to Chinese travel 
journals to Arab and Aztec libraries; 
from a South Asian statuette found at 
Pompeii to a time capsule left behind 
on the Moon, Puchner tells the gripping 
story of human achievement through 
our collective losses and rediscoveries, 
power plays and heroic journeys, inno-
vations, imitations, and appropriations. 
More than a work of history, Culture is 
an archive of humanity’s most monu-
mental junctures and a guidebook for the 
future of us humans as a creative spe-
cies.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2023.

Stage and Screen
Love, Lucy

DB112934 7 hours 25 minutes
by Lucille Ball and Betty Hannah 
Hoffman
read by Eva Wilhelm
“The one and only autobiography by the 
iconic Lucille Ball, hailed by TV Guide 
as the ‘#1 Greatest TV Star of All Time.’ 
Love, Lucy is the valentine Lucille Ball 
left for her fans—a warm, wise, and 
witty memoir written by Lucy herself. 
The legendary star of the classic sitcom 
I Love Lucy was at the pinnacle of her 

success when she sat down to record the 
story of her life. No comedienne had 
made America laugh so hard, no tele-
vision actress had made the leap from 
radio and B movies to become one of the 
world’s best-loved performers. This is 
her story—in her own words. The story 
of the ingenue from Jamestown, New 
York, determined to go to Broadway, 
destined to make a big splash, bound to 
marry her Valentino, Desi Arnaz. In her 
own inimitable style, she tells of their 
life together—both storybook and tur-
bulent; intimate memories of their chil-
dren and friends; wonderful backstage 
anecdotes; the empire they founded; the 
dissolution of their marriage. And, with 
a heartfelt happy ending, her enduring 
marriage to Gary Morton. Here is the lost 
manuscript that her fans and loved ones 
will treasure. Here is the laughter. Here 
is the life. Here’s Lucy...” — Provided by 
publisher. Some strong language. 1997.

The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary 
Man: A Memoir

DB110905 8 hours 51 minutes
by Paul Newman
read by Ari Fliakos
“In 1986, Paul Newman and his closest 
friend, screenwriter Stewart Stern, 
began an extraordinary project. Stuart 
was to compile an oral history, to have 
Newman’s family and friends and those 
who worked closely with him, talk about 
the actor’s life. And then Newman would 
work with Stewart and give his side of 
the story. The only stipulation was that 
anyone who spoke on the record had to 
be completely honest. That same stipu-
lation applied to Newman himself. The 
project lasted five years. The result is 
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an extraordinary memoir, culled from 
thousands of pages of transcripts. The 
book is insightful, revealing, surprising. 
Newman’s voice is powerful, some-
times funny, sometimes painful, always 
meeting that high standard of searing 
honesty. The additional voices—from 
childhood friends and Navy buddies, 
from family members and film and the-
ater collaborators such as Tom Cruise, 
George Roy Hill, Martin Ritt, and John 
Huston—that run throughout add rich-
ness and color and context to the story 
Newman is telling. Newman’s often trau-
matic childhood is brilliantly detailed. 
He talks about his teenage insecurities, 
his early failures with women, his rise to 
stardom, his early rivals (Marlon Brando 
and James Dean), his first marriage, his 
drinking, his philanthropy, the death 
of his son Scott, his strong desire for 
his daughters to know and understand 
the truth about their father. Perhaps the 
most moving material in the book cen-
ters around his relationship with Joanne 
Woodward—their love for each other, his 
dependence on her, the way she shaped 
him intellectually, emotionally and sexu-
ally.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Unprotected: A Memoir
DB109595 12 hours 26 minutes
by Billy Porter
read by Billy Porter
“‘This is not a coming-out story. It’s 
not a down-low story either. I never 
could have passed for straight, even if 
I’d wanted to, and so I never had the 
dubious luxury of living a lie.’ From 
the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and 
Tony Award winner, a powerful and 

revealing autobiography about race, sex-
uality, art, and healing. It’s easy to be 
yourself when who and what you are is 
in vogue. But growing up Black and gay 
in America has never been easy. Before 
Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and 
giving an iconic Emmy-winning per-
formance in the celebrated TV show 
Pose; before he was the groundbreaking 
Tony and Grammy Award–winning 
star of Broadway’s Kinky Boots; and 
before he was an acclaimed recording 
artist, actor, playwright, director, and 
all-around legend, Porter was a young 
boy in Pittsburgh who was seen as dif-
ferent, who didn’t fit in. At five years 
old, Porter was sent to therapy to ‘fix’ his 
effeminacy. He was endlessly bullied at 
school, sexually abused by his stepfather, 
and criticized at his church. Porter came 
of age in a world where simply being 
himself was a constant struggle. Billy 
Porter’s Unprotected is the life story of 
a singular artist and survivor in his own 
words. It is the story of a boy whose 
talent and courage opened doors for him, 
but only a crack. It is the story of a teen-
ager discovering himself, learning his 
voice and his craft amid deep trauma. 
And it is the story of a young man whose 
unbreakable determination led him 
through countless hard times to where 
he is now; a proud icon who refuses to 
back down or hide. Porter is a multital-
ented, multifaceted treasure at the top of 
his game, and Unprotected is a resonant, 
inspirational story of trauma and healing, 
shot through with his singular voice.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2021.
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Live Wire: Long-Winded Short Stories
DB110849 10 hours 3 minutes
by Kelly Ripa
read by Kelly Ripa
“In Live Wire, her first book, Kelly 
shows what really makes her tick. As a 
professional, as a wife, as a daughter and 
as a mother, she brings a hard-earned 
wisdom and an eye for the absurdity of 
life to every minute of every day. It is her 
relatability in all of these roles that has 
earned her fans worldwide and millions 
of followers on social media. Whether 
recounting how she and Mark really 
met, the level of chauvinism she experi-
enced on set, how Jersey Pride follows 
her wherever she goes, and many, many 
moments of utter mortification (whence 
she proves that you cannot, in fact, die 
of embarrassment) Kelly always tells it 
like it is. Ms. Ripa takes no prisoners.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. Bestseller. 2022.

Grace Notes: My Recollections
DB113416 7 hours 4 minutes
by Katey Sagal
read by Carol Jacobanis
“In Grace Notes, Katey Sagal chronicles 
the rollercoaster ride of her life in this 
series of gorgeously wrought vignettes, 
resulting in a memoir unlike any other 
Hollywood memoir you’ve read before. 
She takes you through the highs and 
lows of her life, from the tragic deaths 
of her parents to her long years in the 
Los Angeles rock scene, from being 
diagnosed with cancer at the age of 
twenty-eight to getting her big break on 
the fledgling FOX network as the wise-
cracking Peggy Bundy on the beloved 
sitcom Married...with Children. Sparse 

and poetic, Grace Notes is an emotion-
ally riveting tale of struggle and success, 
both professional and personal: Sagal’s 
battle with sobriety; the still birth of her 
first daughter, Ruby; the challenges of 
maintaining a marriage with her second 
husband as he struggled with his own 
addiction; motherhood; the experience of 
having her third daughter at age fifty-two 
with the help of a surrogate; and her life-
long passion for music. Intimate, candid, 
and offering an inside look at the enter-
tainment industry, Grace Notes offers 
unprecedented access to the previously 
unknown life of a woman whom audi-
ences have loved for over thirty years.” 
— Provided by publisher. Strong lan-
guage. 2017.

Technology
Walk through Fire: The Train Disaster 
That Changed America

DB113063 8 hours 28 minutes
by Yasmine S. Ali
read by Erin Jones
“On the night of February 22, 1978, 
a devastating freight train derailment 
drastically altered Waverly, Tennessee, 
and its place in history. This was one 
of the worst train explosions of the 
twentieth century, killing 16 people, 
injuring hundreds more, and causing 
millions of dollars in damage. What 
could have been dismissed as a single 
community’s terrible misfortune instead 
became the catalyst for radical change, 
including the formation of FEMA, 
much-needed reforms in emergency 
response training, and the creation and 
enforcement of national and state safety 
regulations. Response to the disaster 
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reshaped American infrastructure and 
laid the groundwork for the future of 
emergency management and disaster 
relief... and yet most Americans have 
never heard of Waverly. Dr. Yasmine S. 
Ali, an award-winning medical writer 
and Waverly native, sets out to change 
this in Walk through Fire, drawing from 
over a decade of meticulous research 
and interviews with survivors, first 
responders, and other firsthand accounts, 
including those of her own parents, 
first-generation Americans who were on 
call at the local hospital that treated the 
victims. Ali weaves a compelling narra-
tive of small-town tragedy set against the 
broader backdrop of U.S. railroad his-
tory, rural healthcare, and other elements 
of American infrastructure that played a 
part in the creation—and the aftermath—
of the Disaster. A tribute to resiliency and 
a call to action, Walk through Fire tells 
the harrowing story of the Waverly Train 
Disaster from the perspectives of those 
who survived it, and those who still feel 
its impact today, illuminating how much 
a nation still has to learn from one small 
town in Tennessee.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Some violence. 2023.

Travel
The Wager: A Tale of Shipwreck, Mutiny 
and Murder

DB113965 8 hours 33 minutes
by David Grann
read by David Grann
“On January 28, 1742, a ramshackle 
vessel of patched-together wood and 
cloth washed up on the coast of Brazil. 
Inside were thirty emaciated men, barely 
alive, and they had an extraordinary 
tale to tell. They were survivors of His 

Majesty’s Ship the Wager, a British 
vessel that had left England in 1740 on 
a secret mission during an imperial war 
with Spain. While the Wager had been 
chasing a Spanish treasure-filled galleon 
known as ‘the prize of all the oceans,’ it 
had wrecked on a desolate island off the 
coast of Patagonia. The men, after being 
marooned for months and facing star-
vation, built the flimsy craft and sailed 
for more than a hundred days, traversing 
nearly 3,000 miles of storm-wracked 
seas. They were greeted as heroes. But 
then . . . six months later, another, even 
more decrepit craft landed on the coast 
of Chile. This boat contained just three 
castaways, and they told a very different 
story. The thirty sailors who landed 
in Brazil were not heroes – they were 
mutineers. The first group responded 
with countercharges of their own, of a 
tyrannical and murderous senior officer 
and his henchmen. It became clear that 
while stranded on the island the crew had 
fallen into anarchy, with warring factions 
fighting for dominion over the barren 
wilderness. As accusations of treachery 
and murder flew, the Admiralty con-
vened a court martial to determine who 
was telling the truth. The stakes were 
life-and-death—for whomever the court 
found guilty could hang. The Wager is 
a grand tale of human behavior at the 
extremes told by one of our greatest 
nonfiction writers. Grann’s recreation of 
the hidden world on a British warship 
rivals the work of Patrick O’Brian, his 
portrayal of the castaways’ desperate 
straits stands up to the classics of sur-
vival writing such as The Endurance, 
and his account of the court martial has 
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the savvy of a Scott Turow thriller. As 
always with Grann’s work, the incred-
ible twists of the narrative hold the 
reader spellbound.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
Bestseller. 2023.

US History
The Fishermen and the Dragon: Fear, 
Greed, and a Fight for Justice on the Gulf 
Coast

DB115048 9 hours 19 minutes
by Kirk Wallace Johnson
read by David Lee Huynh
“By the late 1970s, the fishermen of the 
Texas Gulf Coast were struggling. The 
bays that had sustained generations of 
shrimpers and crabbers before them were 
being poisoned by nearby petrochemical 
plants, oil spills, pesticides, and con-
crete. But as their nets came up light, 
the white shrimpers could only see one 
culprit: the small but growing number 
of newly resettled Vietnamese refugees 
who had recently started fishing. Turf 
was claimed. Guns were flashed. Threats 
were made. After a white crabber was 
killed by a young Vietnamese refugee in 
self-defense, the situation became a tin-
derbox primed to explode, and the Grand 
Dragon of the Texas Knights of the Ku 
Klux Klan saw an opportunity to stoke 
the fishermen’s rage and prejudices. At 
a massive Klan rally near Galveston 
Bay one night in 1981, he strode over 
to an old boat graffitied with the words 
U.S.S. VIET CONG, torch in hand, and 
issued a ninety-day deadline for the ref-
ugees to leave or else ‘it’s going to be a 
helluva lot more violent than Vietnam!’ 
The white fishermen roared as the boat 
burned, convinced that if they could 

drive these newcomers from the coast, 
everything would return to normal. A 
shocking campaign of violence ensued, 
marked by burning crosses, conspiracy 
theories, death threats, torched boats, 
and heavily armed Klansmen patrolling 
Galveston Bay. The Vietnamese were on 
the brink of fleeing, until a charismatic 
leader in their community, a highly dec-
orated colonel, convinced them to stand 
their ground by entrusting their fate with 
the Constitution. Drawing upon a trove 
of never-before-published material, 
including FBI and ATF records, unprec-
edented access to case files, and scores 
of firsthand interviews with Klansmen, 
shrimpers, law enforcement, environ-
mental activists, lawyers, perpetrators 
and victims, Johnson uncovers secrets 
and secures confessions to crimes that 
went unsolved for more than forty years. 
This explosive investigation of a for-
gotten story, years in the making, ulti-
mately leads Johnson to the doorstep of 
the one woman who could see clearly 
enough to recognize the true threat to the 
bays—and who now represents the fish-
ermen’s last hope.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2022.

Myth America: Historians Take On the 
Biggest Legends and Lies about Our Past

DB112235 12 hours 59 minutes
edited by Kevin M. Kruse and Julian E. 
Zelizer
read by Maleah Woodley
“The United States is in the grip of a 
crisis of bad history. Distortions of the 
past promoted in the conservative media 
have led large numbers of Americans 
to believe in fictions over facts, making 
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constructive dialogue impossible and 
imperiling our democracy. In Myth 
America, Kevin M. Kruse and Julian 
E. Zelizer have assembled an all-star 
team of fellow historians to push back 
against this misinformation. The contrib-
utors debunk narratives that portray the 
New Deal and Great Society as failures, 
immigrants as hostile invaders, and fem-
inists as anti-family warriors—among 
numerous other partisan lies. Based on 
a firm foundation of historical scholar-
ship, their findings revitalize our under-
standing of American history. Replacing 
myths with research and reality, Myth 
America is essential reading amid 
today’s heated debates about our nation’s 
past.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. Bestseller. 2023.

Fire Island: A Century in the Life of an 
American Paradise

DB109573 6 hours 52 minutes
by Jack Parlett
read by Joe Jameson
“Fire Island, a thin strip of beach off the 
Long Island coast, has long been a vital 
space in the queer history of America. 
Both utopian and exclusionary, healing 
and destructive, the island is a locus of 
contradictions, all of which coalesce 
against a stunning ocean backdrop. 
Now, poet and scholar Jack Parlett tells 
the story of this iconic destination—its 
history, its meaning and its cultural 
significance—told through the lens of the 
artists and creators who sought refuge on 
its shores. Together, figures as divergent 
as Walt Whitman, Oscar Wilde, James 
Baldwin, Carson McCullers, Frank 
O’Hara, Patricia Highsmith and Jeremy 
O. Harris tell the story of a queer space 

in constant evolution. Transporting, 
impeccably researched and gorgeously 
written, Fire Island is the definitive book 
on an iconic American destination and 
an essential contribution to queer his-
tory.” — Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. 2022.

The Chosen Few: A Company of 
Paratroopers and Its Heroic Struggle to 
Survive in the Mountains of Afghanistan

DB112538 12 hours 19 minutes
by Gregg Zoroya
read by Gregg Zoroya
“A single company of US paratroopers—
calling themselves the ‘Chosen Few’—
arrived in eastern Afghanistan in late 
2007 hoping to win the hearts and minds 
of the remote mountain people and 
extend the Afghan government’s reach 
into this wilderness. Instead, they spent 
the next fifteen months in a desperate 
struggle, living under almost continuous 
attack, forced into a slow and grinding 
withdrawal, and always outnumbered 
by Taliban fighters descending on them 
from all sides. Month after month, 
rocket-propelled grenades, rockets, and 
machine-gun fire poured down on the 
isolated and exposed paratroopers as 
America’s focus and military resources 
shifted to Iraq. Just weeks before the 
paratroopers were to go home, they 
faced their last—and toughest—fight. 
Near the village of Wanat in Nuristan 
province, an estimated three hundred 
enemy fighters surrounded about fifty of 
the Chosen Few and others defending a 
partially finished combat base. Nine died 
and more than two dozen were wounded 
that day in July 2008, making it argu-
ably the bloodiest battle of the war in 
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Afghanistan. The Chosen Few would 
return home tempered by war. Two 
among them would receive the Medal 
of Honor. All of them would be forever 
changed.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2018.

World History
Qatar: A Modern History

DB113716 12 hours 6 minutes
by Allen James Fromherz
read by Jared Zak
“What role does Qatar play in the Middle 
East, and how does it differ from the 
other Gulf states? How has the ruling 
Al-Thani family shaped Qatar from a tra-
ditional tribal society and British protec-
torate to a modern state? How has Qatar 
become an economic superpower with 
one of the highest per-capita incomes in 
the world? What are the social, political, 
and economic consequences of Qatar’s 
extremely rapid development? In this 
groundbreaking history of modern Qatar, 
Allen J. Fromherz analyzes the coun-
try’s crucial role in the Middle East and 
its growing regional influence within 
a broader historical context. Drawing 
on original sources in Arabic, English, 
and French as well as his own fieldwork 
in the Middle East, the author deftly 
traces the influence of the Ottoman and 
British Empires and Qatar’s Gulf neigh-
bors prior to Qatar’s meteoric rise in 
the post-independence era. Fromherz 
gives particular weight to the nation’s 
economic and social history, from its 
modest origins in the pearling and fishing 
industries to the considerable economic 
clout it exerts today, a clout that comes 
from having the region’s second-highest 

natural gas reserves. He also looks 
at what the future holds for Qatar’s 
economy as the country tries to diversify 
beyond oil and gas. The book further 
examines the paradox of Qatar where 
monarchy, traditional tribal culture, 
and conservative Islamic values appear 
to coexist with ultramodern develop-
ment and a large population of foreign 
workers who outnumber Qatari citizens. 
This book is as unique as the country it 
documents — a multifaceted picture of 
the political, cultural, religious, social, 
and economic makeup of modern Qatar 
and its significance within the Gulf 
Cooperation Council and the wider 
region.” — Provided by publisher. 2017.

The Viking Heart: How Scandinavians 
Conquered the World

DB113953 6 hours 53 minutes
by Arthur Herman
read by Kiff VandenHeuvel
“Scandinavia has always been a world 
apart. For millennia Norwegians, Danes, 
Finns, and Swedes lived a remote and 
rugged existence among the fjords and 
peaks of the land of the midnight sun. 
But when they finally left their home-
land in search of opportunity, these 
wanderers—including the most famous, 
the Vikings—would reshape Europe and 
beyond. Their ingenuity, daring, resil-
iency, and loyalty to family and commu-
nity would propel them to the gates of 
Rome, the steppes of Russia, the courts 
of Constantinople, and the castles of 
England and Ireland. But nowhere would 
they leave a deeper mark than across 
the Atlantic, where the Vikings’ legacy 
would become the American Dream. 
In The Viking Heart, Arthur Herman 
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melds a compelling historical narrative 
with cutting-edge archaeological and 
DNA research to trace the epic story 
of this remarkable and diverse people. 
He shows how the Scandinavian expe-
rience has universal meaning, and how 
we can still be inspired by their indom-
itable spirit.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.

Victory at Sea: Naval Power and the 
Transformation of the Global Order in 
World War II

DB112546 8 hours 13 minutes
by Paul M. Kennedy
read by James Cameron Stewart
“A sweeping, lavish one-volume history 
of the rise of American naval power 
during World War II In this engaging 
narrative, historian Paul Kennedy grap-
ples with the rise and fall of the Great 
Powers during World War II. Tracking 
the movements of the six major navies of 
the Second World War—the allied navies 
of Britain, France, and the United States 
and the Axis navies of Germany, Italy, 
and Japan—Kennedy tells a story of 
naval battles, maritime campaigns, con-
voys, amphibious landings, and strikes 
from the sea. From the elimination of 
the Italian, German, and Japanese fleets, 
and almost all of the French fleet, to the 
end of the era of the big-gunned surface 
vessel, the advent of the atomic bomb, 
and the rise of an American economic 
and military power larger than anything 
the world had ever seen, Kennedy shows 
how the strategic landscape for naval 
affairs was completely altered between 
1936 and 1946.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
2022.

Resistance: The Underground War 
against Hitler, 1939-1945

DB112238 10 hours 19 minutes
by Halik Kochanski
read by Jennifer Dixon
“A monumental history that finally inte-
grates the many resistance movements 
against Nazi hegemony across Europe 
into a single, sweeping narrative. It’s 
almost shocking to think that now, more 
than seventy years after the Nazi surrender 
in 1945, there is not a single volume 
that has attempted to unify the resis-
tance movements that convulsed Europe 
during the brutal years of occupation. 
In her extraordinary work, Resistance, 
Halik Kochanski does just that, creating 
a prodigiously researched account that 
becomes the first to bring these disparate 
histories into a single narrative. Taking 
us from France in the west to parts of 
the Soviet Union in the east, Resistance 
reveals why and how small bands of 
individuals undertook actions that could 
lead not merely to their own deaths, but 
to the destruction of their entire com-
munities. As Kochanski demonstrates, 
most who joined up were ordinary people 
who would not have been expected—
even by themselves—to become heroes. 
Simultaneously panoramic and heart-
breakingly intimate, Resistance is an 
incomparable history   necessary for any 
home library.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022. 

The Dirty Tricks Department: Stanley 
Lovell, the OSS, and the Masterminds of 
World War II Secret Warfare

DB114602 8 hours 5 minutes
by John Lisle
read by Pete Cross
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“In the summer of 1942, Stanley Lovell, 
a renowned industrial chemist, received 
a mysterious order to report to an unfa-
miliar building in Washington, D.C. 
When he arrived, he was led to a barren 
room where he waited to meet the man 
who had summoned him. After a discon-
certing amount of time, William ‘Wild 
Bill’ Donovan, the head of the OSS, 
walked in the door. ‘You know your 
Sherlock Holmes, of course,’ Donovan 
said as an introduction. ‘Professor 
Moriarty is the man I want for my 
staff...I think you’re it.’ Following this 
life-changing encounter, Lovell became 
the head of a secret group of scien-
tists who developed dirty tricks for the 
OSS, the precursor to the CIA. Their 
inventions included bat bombs, suicide 
pills, fighting knives, silent pistols, and 
camouflaged explosives. Moreover, 
they forged documents for undercover 
agents, plotted the assassination of for-
eign leaders, and performed truth drug 
experiments on unsuspecting subjects. 
Based on extensive archival research and 
personal interviews, The Dirty Tricks 
Department tells the story of these 
scheming scientists, explores the moral 
dilemmas that they faced, and reveals 
their dark legacy of directly inspiring 
the most infamous program in CIA his-
tory: MKULTRA.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
Bestseller. 2023.

The Nine: The True Story of a Band of 
Women Who Survived the Worst of Nazi 
Germany

DB114603 1 hours 36 minutes
by Gwen Strauss
read by Gwen Strauss

“The nine women were all under thirty 
when they joined the resistance. They 
smuggled arms through Europe, har-
bored parachuting agents, coordinated 
communications between regional sec-
tors, trekked escape routes to Spain and 
hid Jewish children in scattered apart-
ments. They were arrested by French 
police, interrogated and tortured by 
the Gestapo. They were subjected to a 
series of French prisons and deported 
to Germany. The group formed along 
the way, meeting at different points, in 
prison, in transit, and at Ravensbrück. By 
the time they were enslaved at the labor 
camp in Leipzig, they were a close-knit 
group of friends. During the final days 
of the war, forced onto a death march, 
the nine chose their moment and made 
a daring escape. Drawing on incredible 
research, this powerful, heart-stopping 
narrative is a moving tribute to the power 
of humanity and friendship in the darkest 
of times.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2021.

No Escape: The True Story of China’s 
Genocide of the Uyghurs

DB112485 9 hours 34 minutes
by Nury Turkel
read by Stewart Lang
“‘In recent years, the People’s Republic 
of China has rounded up as many as 
three million Uyghurs, placing them in 
what it calls ‘reeducation camps,’ facil-
ities most of the world identifies as con-
centration camps. There, the genocide 
and enslavement of the Uyghur people 
are ongoing. The tactics employed are 
reminiscent of the Cultural Revolution, 
but the results are far more insidious 
because of the technology used, most 
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of it stolen from Silicon Valley. In the 
words of Turkel, ‘Communist China has 
created an open prison-like environment 
through the most intrusive surveillance 
state that the world has ever known while 
committing genocide and enslaving 
the Uyghurs on the world’s watch.’ As 
a human rights attorney and Uyghur 
activist who now serves on the US 
Commission on International Religious 
Freedom, Turkel tells his personal story 
to help explain the urgency and scope 
of the Uyghur crisis. Born in 1970 in a 
reeducation camp, he was lucky enough 
to survive and eventually make his way 
to the US, where he became the first 
Uyghur to receive an American law 
degree. Since then, he has worked as a 
prominent lawyer, activist, and spokes-
person for his people and advocated 
strong policy responses from the liberal 
democracies to address atrocity crimes 
against his people. The Uyghur crisis is 
turning into the greatest human rights 
crisis of the twenty-first century, a sys-
tematic cleansing of an entire race of 
people in the millions. Part Anne Frank 
and Hannah Arendt, No Escape shares 
Turkel’s personal story while drawing 
back the curtain on the historically 
unprecedented and increasing threat 
from China.” — Provided by publisher. 
Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 2022.

Queens of the Crusades
DB113952 5 hours 47 minutes
by Alison Weir
read by Esther Wane
“The Plantagenet queens of England 
played a role in some of the most dra-
matic events in our history. Crusading 
queens, queens in rebellion against their 

king, queen seductresses, learned queens, 
queens in battle, queens who enlivened 
England with the romantic culture of 
southern Europe – these determined 
women often broke through medieval 
constraints to exercise power and influ-
ence, for good and sometimes for ill. 
Alison Weir’s ground-breaking history 
of the queens of medieval England now 
moves into a period of even higher 
drama, from 1154 to 1291: years of 
chivalry, dynastic ambition, conflict 
with the church, baronial wars, and the 
all-pervading bonds of feudalism. We 
see events such as the murder of Becket, 
Magna Carta and the birth of parliaments 
from a new perspective. Her narrative 
begins with the formidable Eleanor of 
Aquitaine, whose marriage to Henry II 
establishes a dynasty which rules for 
over three hundred years and creates 
the most powerful empire in western 
Christendom – but also sows the seeds 
for some of the most destructive family 
conflicts in history and for the collapse, 
under her son King John, of England’s 
power in Europe. The lives of Eleanor’s 
successors were just as remarkable: 
Berengaria of Navarre, queen of Richard 
the Lionheart, Isabella of Angoulême, 
queen of John, and Alienor of Provence, 
queen of Henry III, and finally Eleanor 
of Castile, the grasping but beloved wife 
of Edward I. Through the story of these 
first five Plantagenet queens, Alison Weir 
provides an enthralling new perspective 
on a dramatic period of high romance 
and sometimes low politics, with deter-
mined women at its heart.” — Provided 
by publisher. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. 2021.
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Listed books were recently sent to coop-
erating libraries. Books and magazines are 
also available for immediate download 
from the NLS Braille and Audio Reading 
Download (BARD) site at https://nlsbard.
loc.gov. To order books or sign up for 
BARD, contact your local cooperating 
library.

Books are listed alphabetically within the 
headings Children’s Fiction and Children’s 
Nonfiction by subject category, author 
last name, and title. For example, the title 
Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown 
would be listed in Children’s Fiction under 
the Classics subject category and by the last 
name Brown.

Patrons now have access to richer, more 
detailed descriptions of new titles added 
to the NLS collection. NLS now uses 
publisher-provided book descriptions for 
most new titles. These longer descriptions 
give patrons more insight into book content, 
making it easier for patrons to identify titles 
of interest. These descriptions appear in the 
NLS Catalog, on BARD, and in NLS publi-
cations as “Provided by publisher” and are 
taken verbatim from the publisher. These 
descriptions do not represent the position of 
the Library of Congress and may reference 
other works or supplementary materials not 
available from NLS or in the NLS edition.

Children’s Fiction
Adventure
Freddie vs. the Family Curse

DB113919 5 hours 16 minutes
by Tracy Badua
read by Edward A. Mendoza
“Freddie Ruiz is cursed. While other 
people may have bad days, Freddie and 

his family have had bad generations: 
from bird poop splatting on him during 
picture day to the many tumbles and trips 
that earned him the nickname Faceplant 
Freddie. He’s learned to lay low and keep 
himself out of trouble—which means no 
fun, no friends, and definitely no risks. 
But when he discovers a family heirloom, 
a century-old amulet from the Philippines 
that’s supposed to bring good fortune, 
Freddie thinks his luck is finally about 
to change. He couldn’t be more wrong. 
Because the spirit of Freddie’s cranky 
great-granduncle Ramon is trapped in 
the heirloom, and the evil spirits respon-
sible for his death have returned with a 
vengeance. Now, Freddie and his cousin, 
Sharkey, have thirteen days to break 
the curse, or Freddie will join Ramon 
for an untimely afterlife in the amulet.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 4-7. 2022.

The Last Kids on Earth and the 
Forbidden Fortress

DB111029 5 hours 4 minutes
by Max Brallier
read by Robbie Daymond
“Inside an other-dimensional fortress, the 
evil Thrull, alongside a vile new villain, 
is carrying out a sinister plan. Jack, Quint, 
June, and Dirk must make their own plans 
to infiltrate the stronghold before Thrull 
gets any closer to completing the myste-
rious Tower, a structure that could ulti-
mately spell doom for this dimension.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2022.

The Notorious Scarlett and Browne
DB114090 12 hours 21 minutes
by Jonathan Stroud
read by Sophie Aldred
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“Albert and Scarlett are a formidable pair. 
With his ability to read minds and her 
way with a weapon, no bank can keep 
them out and no jail can keep them in. 
But their notoriety may have spread a bit 
too far. Now old enemies from Scarlett’s 
past and a sinister new threat from 
Albert’s world are boxing them in—and 
holding their friends hostage. To win their 
freedom, the outlaws Scarlett and Browne 
are charged with pulling off an impos-
sible mission. And the clock is ticking.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 6-9. 2023.

Animals and Wildlife
The Berenstain Bears Blast Off!

DB113606 12 hours 8 minutes
by Mike Berenstain
read by Lance Rubin
“The Berenstain Bears can’t wait to visit 
the Bear Country Space Center, where 
rockets blast off into outer space! When 
the tour guide gives Mama, Papa, and 
the cubs a tour of the Big Bear Space 
Rocket, he makes it very clear not to 
touch anything. But when Papa sees a 
big red button, he just can’t help himself. 
Get ready to blast off!” — Provided by 
publisher. Commercial audiobook. For 
preschool-grade 2. 2023.

Whale Done
DB113783 7 hours 28 minutes
by Stuart Gibbs
read by Gibson Frazier
“While visiting his girlfriend Summer 
in Malibu, Teddy stumbles upon two 
mysteries involving a blown up whale 
explosion and a string of beach sand 
thefts, but his investigation is sidetracked 
by a rumor that his girlfriend is dating a 
celebrity, leading him to question their 

relationship.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5-8. 
2023.

Feathers Together
DB114539 12 hours 17 minutes
by Caron Levis
read by Caron Levis
“Stork friends Malena and Klepetan 
look forward to the next migration from 
Croatia to South Africa, but when Malena 
is injured and cannot join the flock, their 
time apart brings many challenges and 
big feelings, pushing them to stay con-
nected and hope for a spring reunion.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades K-3. 2023.

Zonia’s Rain Forest
DB112503 12 hours 23 minutes
by Juana Martinez-Neal
read by Cinthya Gonzales Perez
“Enjoying days spent with animal friends 
near her home in the Amazon, young 
Zonia wonders what to do on a day when 
the rainforest calls out to her for help.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For preschool-grade 2. 2021.

Hot Dog
DB112845 12 hours 35 minutes
by Doug Salati
read by Michael Russotto
“It’s summer in the city, and this hot dog 
has had enough! Enough of sizzling side-
walks, enough of wailing sirens, enough 
of people’s feet right in his face. When 
he plops down in the middle of a cross-
walk, his owner endeavors to get him the 
breath of fresh air he needs. She hails a 
taxi, hops a train, and ferries out to the 
beach. Here, a pup can run!” — Provided 
by publisher. Caldecott Medal. For pre-
school-grade 2. 2022.
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Family
It’s Boba Time for Pearl Li!

DB114088 7 hours 36 minutes
by Nicole Chen
read by Katharine Chin
“Twelve-year-old Pearl Li tries to gain 
her family’s acceptance and save her 
favorite boba tea shop by selling her 
crocheted amigurumi dolls. Pearl Li is 
ready to spend the summer before sev-
enth grade hanging out with her two 
best friends, crocheting the cutest ami-
gurumi dolls, and visiting her favorite 
tea shop, Boba Time. Its quirky owner, 
Auntie Cha, is the only adult Pearl can 
confide in about her art—if only her 
tech-obsessed family would understand 
her love of crafts! After Pearl learns 
of Boba Time’s financial troubles, she 
decides to sell her amigurumi to raise 
money for the shop. But as she navigates 
the ups and downs of running a business, 
Pearl realizes that monetizing her passion 
is more complicated than she could’ve 
ever imagined. Can Pearl save Boba 
Time before it’s too late?” — Provided 
by publisher. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 3-6. 2023.

The House Swap
DB113923 6 hours 2 minutes
by Yvette Clark
read by Deva Marie Gregory
“A story told in alternating chapters from 
each girl’s point of view follows polar 
opposites Allie and Sage, one American 
and one British, who become friends 
and confidantes when their families 
swap houses.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 3-6. 
2023.

A Door Made for Me
DB113845 12 hours 16 minutes
by Tyler Merritt and Ty Chapman
read by Tyler Merritt
“After Tyler’s first experience of overt 
racism, his grandfather reminds him that 
another person’s hate does not change 
the fact that he is loved and perfect just 
as he is.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. Audie Award. 
For Preschool-grade 2. 2022.

Fantasy
Unseen Magic

DB114538 7 hours 34 minutes
by Emily Lloyd-Jones
read by Chloe Dolandis
“Eleven-year-old Fin has never felt safe 
until she and her mother move to the 
magic-infused town of Aldermere in the 
Pacific Northwest, but when the town 
is suddenly overrun with disturbances 
Fin is the only one who knows why—
and she’s the only one who can stop 
the havoc.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5-8. 
2022.

Unspoken Magic
DB113781 7 hours 13 minutes
by Emily Lloyd-Jones
read by Chloe Dolandis
“In the magical town of Aldermere, 
eleven-year-old Fin and her friends find 
a baby bigfoot and try to reunite her with 
her pack, but their efforts are compli-
cated by a film crew who have come to 
town to debunk strange occurrences and 
expose mythical creatures as frauds.” 
— Provided by publisher. Unrated. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5-8. 
2023.
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The Hidden Dragon
DB114089 4 hours 15 minutes
by Melissa Marr
read by Kelsey Griffin
“A sea-faring girl and her friends take 
on pirates and grown-ups and bond with 
dragons as they work to make the world 
a better place.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5-8. 
2023.

The Glass Witch
DB112497 4 hours 25 minutes
by Lindsay Puckett
read by Andrew Russell
“Twelve-year-old Adelaide Goode, the 
weakest witch born to the Goode family 
in centuries, accidentally unleashes a 
curse that threatens to erase her and 
magic if she fails to break the spell 
before midnight on Halloween.” — 
Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 4-7. 2022.

Friendship
Ways to Make Friends

DB111984 12 hours 5 minutes
by Jairo Buitrago
read by Doug Tisdale Jr.
“What’s the best way to make friends? 
Toad has the most magnificent ideas! 
Sometimes they don’t go according to 
plan...but that’s okay. Eventually Toad 
tires of making new friends, but comes 
to a marvelous conclusion: sometimes 
being with yourself is a good way to pass 
the time too.” — Provided by publisher. 
Translated from the Spanish edition. For 
grades K-3. 2022.

Spotlight on Coding Club!
DB113778 2 hours 53 minutes
by Michelle Schusterman
read by Jessica Almasy

“It’s almost time for the talent show at 
school, and Erin’s excited! She and her 
friends from coding club are putting 
together an awesome coding program 
for the show. But Erin has anxiety. And 
when things start piling up at home and 
school, she starts having trouble handling 
everything.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 3-6. 
2018.

Lights, Music, Code!
DB113777 3 hours 8 minutes
by Jo Whittemore
read by Julia Sun
“Maya and the coding club have an 
exciting new project: they’re coding 
lights and music for the winter dance! But 
when Maya’s old trouble-making friend 
Maddie moves to town, Maya starts 
spending a lot of time with her, and less 
time with her coding friends. Will Maya 
be swayed by Maddie’s wayward ways?” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2018.

Love, Violet
DB113057 12 hours 7 minutes
by Charlotte Sullivan Wild
read by Jill Fox
“Shy Violet attempts to show another girl 
how she feels on Valentine’s Day.” — 
Provided by publisher. Stonewall Book 
Award. For Preschool-grade 2. 2021.

General
Reading Makes You Feel Good

DB111896 12 hours 4 minutes
by Todd Parr
read by Caroline Turner Cole
“Describes the characteristics and var-
ious advantages of reading.” — Provided 
by publisher. Commercial audiobook. 
For Preschool-grade 2. 2020.
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Growing Up
Can We Please Give the Police 
Department to the Grandmothers?

DB114720 12 hours 9 minutes
by Junauda Petrus
read by Junauda Petrus
“A vision of a world where commu-
nity care and safety are not the jobs of 
police, based on a protest poem written 
by Petrus after the police officer who 
killed Michael Brown was not charged.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades K-3. 2023.

The Adventures of Qai Qai
DB110945 12 hours 8 minutes
by Serena Williams
read by Adrean Rivers
“Baby Girl has a dance recital coming 
up, and she can’t help but worry. She’s 
practiced and practiced, but what if 
something goes wrong? What if she for-
gets the steps or freezes up during her 
solo? Luckily, her best friend Qai Qai the 
doll has her back! When Qai Qai comes 
to life, they go on a magical journey that 
shows Baby Girl that she’s ready for the 
stage.” — Provided by publisher. For 
preschool-grade 2. 2022.

Historical Fiction
Different: A Story of the Spanish Civil 
War

DB113406 1 hours 2 minutes
by Mónica Montañés
read by GM Hakim
“During the Spanish Civil War and its 
aftermath, siblings Soccoro and Paco 
must live with constant secrets while 
they wait to reunite with their father, who 
fled Spain due to political persecution.” 
— Provided by publisher. Translated 

from the Spanish edition. For grades 3-6. 
2022.

A Seed in the Sun
DB111027 4 hours 3 minutes
by Aida Salazar
read by Aida Salazar
“Lula, a farm-working girl with big 
dreams, meets Dolores Huerta, Larry 
Itliong, and other labor rights activists 
and joins the 1965 protest for workers’ 
rights. Lula Viramontes dreams of one 
day becoming someone whom no one 
can ignore: a daring ringleader in a 
Mexican traveling carpa, despite her 
father’s traditional views of what girls 
should be. When her family arrives for 
the grape harvest in Delano, California, 
Lula meets activist Dolores Huerta and 
el Teatro Campesino (the official theater 
company of the United Farm Workers). 
She discovers an even more pressing 
reason to raise her voice: the upcoming 
farm workers’ strike, an event that will 
determine her family’s future—for better 
or worse.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 4-7. 
2022.

Holidays
A Very Mercy Christmas

DB110500 12 hours 11 minutes
by Kate DiCamillo
read by Bahni Turpin
“When Stella gets the sudden idea to 
go caroling, she has a little trouble get-
ting someone to join her. Her brother, 
Frank, is not good at spontaneity. The 
Watsons are very involved in a precar-
ious fruitcake attempt (but happy to 
send their pig, Mercy, out for the occa-
sion). Eugenia Lincoln declines, a bit 
rudely, to accompany on her accordion, 
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and Horace Broom is too busy studying 
planetary movement. Will Stella need to 
sing by herself—with enthusiastic con-
tributions from the pig, the cat, and the 
horse she picks up on the way? Or does 
the evening hold a miracle Stella hadn’t 
expected?” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For Preschool-
grade 2. 2022.

The Truth about Mrs. Claus
DB111031 12 hours 11 minutes
by Meena Harris
read by Meena Harris
“Amalia is not sure she is meant to be 
a teddy bear-making elf and seeks out 
Santa for advice, only to discover a 
secret about Mrs. Claus.” — Provided by 
publisher. Commercial audiobook. For 
Preschool-grade 2. 2022.

Humor
School Trip

DB115050 2 hours 43 minutes
by Jerry Craft
read by Dan Bittner
“Jordan, Drew, Liam, Maury, and their 
friends from Riverdale Academy Day 
School are heading out on a school 
trip to Paris. As an aspiring artist him-
self, Jordan can’t wait to see all the 
amazing art in the famous City of 
Lights. But when their trusted faculty 
guides are replaced at the last minute, 
the school trip takes an unexpected—
and hilarious—turn. Especially when 
trying to find their way around a foreign 
city ends up being almost as tricky as 
navigating the same friendships, fears, 
and differences that they struggle with 
at home. Will Jordan and his friends 
embrace being exposed to a new lan-
guage, unfamiliar food, and a different 

culture? Or will they all end up feeling 
like the new kid”?” — Provided by 
publisher. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4-7. 2023.

Jacky Ha-Ha Gets the Last Laugh
DB113941 4 hours 49 minutes
by James Patterson and Chris 
Grabenstein
read by Tara Sands
“Twelve-year-old Jacky spends the last 
weeks of summer at theater camp with 
new friends, lots of jokes, and plenty 
of drama.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 4-7. 
2023.

Mystery and Detective
Yours Truly: A Pumpkin Falls Mystery

DB111030 7 hours 8 minutes
by Heather Vogel Frederick
read by Amy Rubinate
“Even Truly Lovejoy has to admit 
that teeny-tiny Pumpkin Falls, New 
Hampshire, has its charms—like the 
annual maple festival, where tour-
ists flock from all over to sample the 
local maple syrup, maple candy, maple 
coffee, and even maple soap! But when 
someone tries to sabotage the maple 
trees on her friend Franklin’s family 
farm, Truly has to rally the Pumpkin 
Falls Private Eyes to investigate. 
Meanwhile, she uncovers another, more 
personal mystery under the floorboards 
of her very own home—a diary written 
centuries ago by her namesake, the orig-
inal Truly Lovejoy...and it might just 
prove her family’s ties to Pumpkin Falls 
run deeper than anyone ever could have 
imagined.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 5-8 
and older readers. 2017.
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Minerva Keen’s Detective Club
DB114533 4 hours 53 minutes
by James Patterson and Keir Graff
read by Lauren Fortgang
“Twelve-year-old Minerva Keen 
forms a detective club to uncover who 
is poisoning residents of her storied 
Chicago apartment building, knowing 
that any one of her neighbors could be 
the poisoner—or the next victim.” — 
Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 4-7. 2023.

Religious Themes
Sitting Shiva

DB113712 12 hours 9 minutes
by Erin Silver
read by Suzanne Toren
“In this gorgeously illustrated, deeply 
moving picture book, a young girl learns 
about the practice of sitting shiva after 
her mother dies.” — Provided by pub-
lisher. For preschool-grade 2. 2022.

Scary Stories
Ravenous Things

DB114724 7 hours 19 minutes
by Derrick Chow
read by Todd Haberkorn
“Twelve-year-old Reggie is still grieving 
the passing of his father when a strange 
man promises to reunite the two, if 
Reggie only follows him deep into an 
underground subway system where hor-
rors worse than Reggie ever imagined 
lurk around every corner.” — Provided 
by publisher. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 3-6. 2022.

Gravebooks
DB114725 6 hours 27 minutes
by J.A. White
read by Kirby Heyborne

“Alex again has to write stories to sur-
vive, this time learning to finish dis-
carded ideas and overcome writer’s 
block, after he’s held hostage in his 
dreams by fear vampire Simeon, working 
alongside evil witch Natacha in a story 
graveyard.” — Provided by publisher. 
Commercial audiobook. For grades 4-7. 
2022.

Sports
The Legend of Gravity: A Tall Basketball 
Tale

DB112256 12 hours 17 minutes
by Charly Palmer
read by Dwayne Glapion
“Have you ever heard of Gravity? 
No, not gravity, the centrifugal force 
pulling us to the Earth. I’m talking about 
Gravity—the greatest ball player to ever 
lace up a pair of sneakers. Gravity is the 
new kid on the Hillside Projects basket-
ball team, the Eagles. He once jumped so 
high that his teammates went out for ice 
cream before he came back down. With 
Gravity on their side, the Eagles feel 
unstoppable. They’re ready to win ‘The 
Best of the Best,’ Milwaukee’s biggest 
and baddest pick-up basketball tourna-
ment. But when they face-off with the 
Flyers in the final round, the winningest 
team in the whole city, they realize that 
it may take a little more than Gravity to 
bring them to victory.” — Provided by 
publisher. For grades K-3. 2022.
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Children’s Nonfiction
Animals and Wildlife
What Do We Know about Bigfoot?

DB113944 1 hours 7 minutes
by Steve Korté
read by Shaan Dasani
“Dive into the facts behind the most 
well-known footage of the cryptid and 
learn about actual scientific studies con-
ducted to learn whether or not Bigfoot 
actually exists. Filled with accounts of 
over a century of potential sightings, 
this book will have every reader looking 
for footprints on their next hike.” — 
Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2022.

Biography
Who Were the Tuskegee Airmen?

DB113940 1 hours 4 minutes
by Sherri L. Smith
read by Larry Herron
“During World War II, black Americans 
were fighting for their country and for 
freedom in Europe, yet they had to 
endure a totally segregated military in 
the United States. This is the story of 
the heroic group of African-American 
pilots known as the Tuskegee Airmen.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2018.

Who Is Jimmy Carter?
DB113943 1 hours 0 minutes
by David Stabler
read by Amanda Damron
“Everyone was rather surprised when 
small-town farmer Jimmy Carter first 
announced that he’d be running for 
president in 1976. When Jimmy told his 
mother, she replied, ‘President of what?’ 
But this former naval officer and governor 

of Georgia was ready for the role. 
Jimmy Carter went on to become one of 
America’s most beloved political figures 
thanks to his honesty, strong faith, and 
compassion. Even today, Jimmy Carter 
is still dedicated to helping Americans 
through his extensive work as a philan-
thropist. He and his wife, Rosalynn, 
volunteer with Habitat for Humanity, 
building houses for the less fortunate 
and inspiring others to a life of service. 
Who Is Jimmy Carter? details the entire 
life of Jimmy Carter, beginning with his 
1924 birth in Plains, Georgia. Readers 
will learn about his life as a peanut 
farmer, a Sunday school teacher, a pres-
ident, a Nobel Prize winner, and more.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2022.

Folk and Fairy Tales
Ancient Night

DB114537 12 hours 10 minutes
by David Álvarez and David Bowles
read by David Bowles
“Ancient Night is a twist on two Nahua 
traditions: the rabbit which the Feathered 
Serpent placed on the moon, and the 
Lord Opossum who ruled the earth when 
humans were first created, who stole 
fire from the gods to keep them warm.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For preschool-grade 2. 2023.

Gardening
Harlem Grown: How One Big Idea 
Transformed a Neighborhood

DB110995 12 hours 16 minutes
by Tony Hillery
read by Dwayne Glapion
An empty plot of land, called the haunted 
garden by the local school, transforms 
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into a lush green urban farm with the 
help of the entire community. For grades 
K-3. 2020.

Nature and the Environment
Ocean

DB112922 3 hours 11 minutes
by Miranda MacQuitty
read by Eva Wilhelm
“A picture-packed guide to the oceans 
and seas featuring incredible wildlife, 
ocean explorers, shipwrecks, fishing, and 
conservation. Discover the watery world 
that covers two-thirds of the globe and 
find out why oceans are so important to 
life on Earth. Meet jet-propelled octo-
puses and hermit crabs, look closely at 
seaweed, find out how waves form, and 
discover the submarines and submers-
ibles that have explored shipwrecks and 
the deepest trenches. Learn about pre-
historic oceans and find out how people 
are trying to protect the oceans of the 
future. Eyewitness Ocean uses striking 
full-colour photographs, including 
sequences of animal behaviour, and dia-
grams of how oceans work, and maps 
along with amazing facts, infographics, 
statistics, and timelines to reveal the 
many aspects of this marine biome.” — 
Provided by publisher. For grades 3-6 
and older readers. 2021.

Science
Total Garbage: A Messy Dive into Trash, 
Waste, and Our World

DB113913 2 hours 53 minutes
by Rebecca Donnelly
read by Miguel Otarola
“This narrative middle-grade nonfic-
tion from Rebecca Donnelly dives into 
the scientific and cultural history of the 

waste humans produce, examining why 
we make so much trash, why we’re so 
bad at handling it, and how we can stop 
it (that is, us) from ruining the planet.” 
— Provided by publisher. For grades 4-7. 
2023.

Social Sciences
The Antiracist Kid: A Book about 
Identity, Justice, and Activism

DB114726 2 hours 42 minutes
by Tiffany Jewell
read by Channie Waites
“What is racism? What is antiracism? 
Why are both important to learn about? 
The Antiracist Kid answers your ques-
tions about these words (and the big 
ideas behind them) and give you the 
tools to practice antiracism in your 
everyday life! This must-have guide 
explains: IDENTITY: What is it and 
what it means for you. JUSTICE: What 
it is, what racism has to do with it, and 
how to fight injustice. ACTIVISM: How 
to be the best antiracist kid you can be! 
This book teaches you ways to recog-
nize racism and injustice and helps you 
figure out what you can do when you 
find them at home, at school, and in any 
of the stories, games, and videos that you 
read, watch, and play.” — Provided by 
publisher. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4-7. 2022.

Stage and Screen
Who Was Alex Trebek?

DB114730 1 hours 7 minutes
by Pam Pollack and Meg Belviso
read by Corinne Melançon
“Born in Ontario, Canada, in 1940, 
Alex Trebek grew up listening to the 
radio and hoping to one day become a 
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broadcaster. His dream became a reality 
when he was hired as a reporter for the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in 
1961. Alex’s composed nature and ability 
to skillfully improvise while on tele-
vision eventually led to his role as the 
host of Jeopardy!, the biggest quiz game 
show in the United States. Alex not only 
earned numerous awards over the course 
of his thirty-six-year-long hosting career, 
but he also earned the admiration of the 
contestants on the show and dedicated 
viewers watching at home.” — Provided 
by publisher. Commercial audiobook. 
For grades 3-6. 2022.

Technology
X-Rays: A Graphic History

DB113844 12 hours 19 minutes
by Rachael L. Thomas
read by Book Buddy
“With X-rays, doctors detect problems 
human eyes can’t see and even treat ill-
nesses. This graphic history covers the 
discovery of X-rays, the spread of safety 
standards, and the start of digital X-rays 
and 3-D imaging.” — Provided by 
publisher. Commercial audiobook. For 
grades 4-7. 2022.

US History
Indigenous America: True History

DB110169 3 hours 25 minutes
by Liam McDonald
read by Darrell Dennis
“American schoolchildren have long 
been taught that their country was dis-
covered by Christopher Columbus 
in 1492. But the history of Native 
Americans in the United States goes 
back tens of tens of thousands of years 
prior to Columbus’s and other colonizers’ 

arrivals. So, what’s the true history?” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 5-8. 2022.

War
Abandon Ship! The True World War II 
Story about the Sinking of the Laconia

DB113398 5 hours 16 minutes
by Michael J. Tougias and Alison 
O’Leary
read by Eva Wilhelm
“A remarkable true WWII account 
of the maritime attack on the RMS 
Laconia off the West African coast. On 
September 12, 1942, the RMS Laconia 
was attacked by a German submarine 
five hundred miles off the coast of 
western Africa. What the Germans didn’t 
know was that they had just attacked 
their allies: locked below decks on the 
British ship were nearly 1,800 Italian 
prisoners of war. When the Germans 
realized their mistake, they made the 
unprecedented decision to rescue all 
survivors regardless of their nationality, 
attempting to declare the waters a neutral 
zone. But when an American bomber 
flew over the humanitarian effort, he was 
ordered to drop bombs, contributing to 
the deaths of many Italian POWs and 
British civilians in the process. Some of 
those who remained alive endured weeks 
adrift at sea, fighting for survival with 
little water or food, and in shark-infested 
oceans.” — Provided by publisher. For 
grades 4-7. 2023.

World History
Who Was King Tut?

DB113936 12 hours 54 minutes
by Roberta Edwards
read by Kevin Pariseau
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“Explains the life and times of this 
ancient Egyptian ruler, covering the 
story of the tomb’s discovery, as well as 
myths and stories of mummy curses.” 
— Provided by publisher. Commercial 
audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2019.
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Los libros presentes en esta edición de 
Talking Book Topics (Temas de Libros 
Parlantes) se enviaron recientemente a las 
bibliotecas de cooperación. La colección 
completa contiene una amplia gama de 
libros de ficción y no ficción, incluyendo 
biografías, clásicos, de vaqueros, misterio, 
romance y otros.

Los usuarios registrados también pueden 
descargar de inmediato todos los títulos y 
revistas del servicio de Descarga de Lectura 
en Braille y Audio del NLS (BARD) en 
https://nlsbard.loc.gov. La aplicación móvil 
de BARD está disponible en la App Store, 
Google Play, y en la Appstore de Amazon 
para leer audiolibros en su teléfono inteli-
gente o su tableta personal. Para conocer 
más sobre la colección o para registrarse 
para utilizar BARD, comuníquese con 
su biblioteca de cooperación local. Los 
números de teléfono y las direcciones de 
correo electrónico de las bibliotecas regio-
nales se encuentran en las últimas páginas 
de esta revista.

Los usuarios ahora tienen acceso a 
descripciones más completas y detalladas de 
los nuevos títulos agregados a la colección 
de NLS. Ahora NLS utiliza descripciones 
de libros proporcionadas por las editori-
ales para la mayoría de los títulos nuevos. 
Estas descripciones más extensas ofrecen a 
los usuarios más información sobre el con-
tenido de los libros, facilitándoles la iden-
tificación de los títulos que les interesan. 
Estas descripciones aparecen en el catálogo 
de NLS, en BARD y en las publicaciones 
de NLS como “Proporcionada por la edi-
torial” y se toman textualmente de la edi-
torial. Estas descripciones no representan 

la posición de la Biblioteca del Congreso 
y pueden hacer referencia a otras obras o 
materiales complementarios no disponibles 
en NLS o en la edición de NLS.

Nota: Puede aparecer un aviso inmedia-
tamente a continuación de la descripción 
del libro para indicar escenas de violencia, 
lenguaje violento o descripciones de sexo. 
La palabra “algunas” antes de cualquiera de 
estos términos indica un hecho ocasional o 
poco frecuente, como por ejemplo “lenguaje 
violento poco frecuente”. Los audiolibros 
comerciales de los cuales el NLS no tiene 
acceso al libro impreso, pueden presentar 
el aviso “sin calificación”, lo que significa 
que el libro puede contener o no violencia, 
lenguaje violento o descripciones de sexo.

Surrender: 40 canciones, una historia
DB112696 3 hours 44 minutes
by Bono
read by Aurelio Dominguez
“Bono—artist, activist, and the lead 
singer of Irish rock band U2—has 
written a memoir: honest and irrev-
erent, intimate and profound, Surrender 
is the story of the remarkable life he’s 
lived, the challenges he’s faced, and the 
friends and family who have shaped and 
sustained him. Narrated by the author, 
Surrender is an intimate, immersive lis-
tening experience, telling stories from 
Bono’s early days in Dublin, to joining 
a band and playing sold out stadiums 
around the world with U2, plus his more 
than 20 years of activism. Throughout a 
remarkable life, music has always been 
a constant for Bono and in the audio-
book, his distinctive voice is interwoven 
with a very personal soundtrack adding 
atmosphere and texture to each and 
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every scene. From moments of classic 
U2 hits to snippets by The Clash, Patti 
Smith, Verdi, Johnny Cash and Mozart, 
Surrender also exclusively features clips 
of newly recorded reimagined versions 
of U2 songs including ‘Sunday Bloody 
Sunday’, ‘With Or Without You’, ‘One’, 
‘Beautiful Day’ and more, glimpsed for 
the first time on Surrender: 40 Songs, 
One Story.” — Provided by publisher. 
Strong language and some descriptions 
of sex. Spanish language. 2022. “Las 
memorias de Bono, el vocalista principal 
de U2. Un libro honesto e irreverente, 
íntimo y profundo, Surrender es la his-
toria de su vida, de sus retos, y de los 
amigos y familia que lo han sostenido. 
Se trata de uno los artistas más icónicos 
de la música en todo el mundo y se han 
escrito miles y miles de páginas sobre 
su carrera; sin embargo, en Surrender, es 
ahora Bono quien se sienta ante la hoja 
en blanco para contarnos, por primera 
vez y en primera persona, los detalles de 
su formidable vida y las personas con 
las que la ha compartido. Su indistin-
guible voz nos conduce en un recorrido 
que va desde su infancia en Dublín, 
pasando por la repentina muerte de su 
madre cuando tenía 14 años y el insólito 
camino que hubo de recorrer U2 para 
convertirse en uno de los grupos de rock 
más influyentes del planeta, hasta llegar 
a un examen de las más de dos décadas 
que ha dedicado al activismo, luchando 
contra el SIDA y la pobreza extrema. 
La escritura de Bono, con la que ha 
realizado un ejercicio de autorreflexión 
honesta, no exenta de un saludable sen-
tido del humor, logra abrir más el foco 
sobre su vida, así como sobre su familia, 

sus amigos y sus creencias, los cuales le 
han servido de apoyo, acicate y ejemplo 
durante todos estos años.” — Goodreads. 
Traducido de la edición en inglés de 
2022. 2022

Ñamérica
DB112903 4 hours 40 minutes
by Martín Caparrós
read by Martin Untrojb
“There is a certain region of the world in 
which twenty countries and more than 
400 million people share a language, a 
history, a culture, concerns and hopes. 
We know it poorly; we know mostly its 
myths, its reflections, its commonplaces; 
we think of it as it was in other times. 
This region is called or could be called 
Ñamérica - and this book wants to tell 
it and understand it as it is now. Martín 
Caparrós has been traveling through it 
for many years and has looked at it from 
all sides: from its big cities to its small 
towns, from its reggaeton to its econo-
mies, from its violence to its food, from 
its governments to its soccer, from its 
inequality to its insurrections, from its 
migrants to its books, from its defiant 
women to its corrupt politicians, from its 
new rich to its always poor, from its his-
tory to its diverse futures. With all this, 
Ñamérica assembles a fresco that shows 
us that Ñamérica is not what we thought 
it was. A mestizo book, a crossbreed of 
words, Ñamérica is, like The Hunger 
before it, a chronicle that thinks, an essay 
that tells, a great story assembled with 
that style that defines its author as one of 
the language’s decisive storytellers.” — 
Translation provided by NLS. Violence, 
strong language and some descriptions of 
sex. Spanish language. 2021.  
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“Existe cierta región del mundo en la 
cual veinte países y más de 400 millones 
de personas comparten una lengua, una 
historia, una cultura, preocupaciones y 
esperanzas. La conocemos mal; conoc-
emos sobre todo sus mitos, sus reflejos, 
sus lugares comunes; la pensamos tal 
como era en otros tiempos. Esta región 
se llama o se podría llamar Ñamérica –y 
este libro quiere contarla y entenderla 
tal como es ahora. Martín Caparrós 
lleva muchos años recorriéndola y la ha 
mirado por todos sus costados: desde 
sus grandes ciudades hasta sus pequeños 
pueblos, de su reguetón a sus economías, 
de su violencia a sus comidas, de sus 
gobiernos a su fútbol, de su desigualdad 
a sus insurrecciones, de sus migrantes 
a sus libros, de sus mujeres desafiantes 
a sus políticos corruptos, de sus nuevos 
ricos a sus siempre pobres, de su historia 
a sus futuros tan diversos. Con todo eso, 
Ñamérica arma un fresco que nos muestra 
que Ñamérica no es lo que creíamos. 
Libro mestizo, cruza de palabras, 
Ñamérica es, como antes El Hambre, 
una crónica que piensa, un ensayo que 
cuenta, un gran relato montado con ese 
estilo que define a su autor como uno de 
los narradores decisivos de la lengua.” 
— Goodreads. Tiene lenguaje ofensivo, 
descripciones de violencia, y algunas 
descripciones de índole sexual. 2021

Historia mínima de Bolivia
DB113195 6 hours 41 minutes
by Herbert S. Klein
read by Walter Krochmal
“A comprehensive survey of Bolivia’s 
economic, social, cultural, and political 
evolution from the arrival of early man 
in the Andes to the present, A Concise 

History of Bolivia highlights funda-
mental changes since the National 
Revolution of 1952 and the return of 
democracy in 1982 and its present day 
consequences. These changes include 
the introduction of universal education 
and the rise of the mestizos and Indian 
populations to political power for the 
first time in the nation’s history. — 
Goodreads. Spanish language. 2015. 
“Bolivia, una nación creada a fuerza de 
conquistas imperiales y adaptaciones 
nativas, con una singular población acos-
tumbrada a vivir en las alturas, es aún la 
más amerindia de las repúblicas ameri-
canas, al tiempo que participa de lleno en 
la economía mundial. Sin embargo, ésta 
ha experimentado en los últimos tiempos 
mayor movilidad social y económica 
que cualquier otra población indígena o 
mestiza de Hispanoamérica. Bolivia es 
actualmente el único país latinoameri-
cano gobernado por su población amer-
india originaria y la élite mestiza. Uno de 
los principales intereses de esta edición 
es revisar cómo y por qué sucedió todo 
esto mediante el examen de la evolu-
ción económica, social y política de 
esta importante nación, desde los prim-
eros poblamientos de la región hasta 
el régimen actual de Evo Morales.” — 
Goodreads. Traducido de la edición en 
inglés. 2015

Auténtica y única: Vive libre de las 
comparaciones y la necesidad de 
complacer

DB111582 9 hours 9 minutes
by Joyce Meyer
read by Adriana Sananes
“God has given you talents and abilities 
so you can fulfill His purpose for your 
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life, but if you’re like a lot of people, 
you may not have recognized them yet. 
The world we live in often pressures 
us to live up to a certain image, rather 
than be the unique individuals God has 
created us to be, so let God show you 
what’s special about the way He made 
you. Become Authentically, Uniquely 
You because God is never going to help 
you be anyone but yourself! He loves 
you just as you are. Let God use you, 
with all your strengths and weaknesses, 
and transform you from the inside out 
to do something more wonderful than 
your wildest dreams.” — Amazon.com. 
Spanish language. 2021. “Dios te ha 
dado talentos y habilidades para que 
puedas cumplir su propósito en tu vida, 
pero si eres como muchas personas, es 
posible que aún no los hayas reconocido. 
A menudo, el mundo en el que vivimos 
nos presiona a vivir a la altura de una 
determinada imagen, en lugar de ser las 
personas únicas en las que Dios nos ha 
creado. Por lo tanto, permite que Dios 
te muestre qué tienes de especial en la 
forma que Él te hizo. Conviértete en una 
persona auténtica y única, ¡porque Dios 
nunca te ayudará a ser nadie más que tú 
misma! Él te ama tal como eres. Deja 
que Dios te use, con todas tus fortalezas 
y debilidades, y te transforme de adentro 
hacia afuera para hacer algo mucho más 
maravilloso que tus sueños más extrava-
gantes.” — Amazon.com. Traducido de 
la edición en inglés de 2021. 2021

Marqués de Sade: Sexualidad, amor y 
tormento

DB113596 3 hours 20 minutes
by Israel Morales Saavedra
read by Alfredo Huereca

“Marquis de Sade: Sexuality, Love 
and Torment is about the controversial 
French writer, essayist and philosopher 
whose life full of depravity, scandal 
and debauchery led him to be impris-
oned for decades. It was during his 
imprisonment that he wrote some of his 
famous and crude works in which he 
delves into sexuality, love, perversion, 
torture and torment, all of which repre-
sented a clear challenge to the society 
of his time. — Translation provided by 
NLS. Unrated. Commercial audiobook. 
Spanish language. 2022. “Marqués de 
Sade. Sexualidad, amor y tormento trata 
sobre el controvertido escritor, ensay-
ista y filósofo francés cuya vida llena 
de depravación, escándalo y libertinaje 
lo llevó a ser encarcelado por décadas. 
Fue durante el encierro que escribió 
algunas de sus célebres y crudas obras 
en las que se adentra en la sexualidad, 
el amor, la perversión, la tortura y el 
tormento, mismas que representaban un 
claro desafío a la sociedad de su tiempo.” 
— Proporcionada por la editorial. Sin 
calificación. Audiolibro comercial. 2022

Respira: La nueva ciencia de un arte 
olvidado

DB111700 11 hours 29 minutes
by James Nestor
read by Luis Alberto Orozco
“Drawing on centuries of medical 
texts and recent studies in pulmon-
ology, psychology, biochemistry, and 
human physiology, journalist examines 
breathing. Modern research shows that 
slight adjustments to the way one inhales 
and exhales can jump-start athletic per-
formance; rejuvenate internal organs; 
halt snoring, asthma, and autoimmune 
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disease; and even straighten scoliotic 
spines.” — Provided by NLS. Some 
strong language. Spanish language. 2021. 
“¿Sabías que de las 5.400 especies de 
mamíferos somos la única que tiene los 
dientes torcidos? Hace 150 años el ser 
humano dejó de masticar, y con ello no 
solo se inició un proceso de deformación 
de nuestras mandíbulas, sino que empe-
zamos a respirar por la boca en lugar de 
por la nariz. En este apasionante libro, 
que ya ha seducido a millones de lectores 
en todo el mundo, descubriremos que los 
humanos llevamos cerca de dos siglos 
involucionando y las graves consecuen-
cias que ello tiene en nuestra salud física 
y mental. Aprenderemos cómo podemos 
revertir esta situación y acabar para 
siempre con los problemas de sueño, 
ronquidos y dolor de espalda, reducir el 
estrés, disfrutar más del sexo y prevenir 
el envejecimiento.” — Proporcionada 
por la editorial. Traducido de la edición 
en inglés de 2020. Contiene algo de len-
guaje ofensivo. 2021

Violeta se fue a los cielos
DB111709 4 hours 44 minutes
by Ángel Parra
read by Rodrigo Martinez
“These are the words of Ángel Parra, 
who in this audiobook relates unpub-
lished anecdotes and memories about his 
mother. Intimate memories that served 
as the basis for director Andrés Wood to 
bring to the cinema the life and work of 
this exceptional Chilean creator recog-
nized around the world.” — Translation 
provided by NLS. Unrated. Commercial 
audiobook. Spanish language. 2021. 
“Son las palabras de Ángel Parra quien 
en este audiolibro relata anécdotas y 

recuerdos inéditos sobre su madre. 
Memorias íntimas que sirvieron de base 
al director Andrés Wood para llevar al 
cine la vida y obra de esta excepcional 
creadora chilena reconocida en el mundo 
entero.” — Amazon.com. Sin califi-
cación. Audiolibro comercial. 2021
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Audio Magazines
For a free subscription to these magazines, 
contact your cooperating library. Many can 
also be subscribed to through BARD or 
BARD Mobile.

AARP Bulletin (10 issues) and AARP The 
Magazine (6 issues) on one cartridge
American History (6 issues)
American Indian (4 issues)
Analog Science Fiction and Fact (6 issues)
Asimov’s Science Fiction (6 issues)
Atlantic Monthly (10 issues)
Audubon (5 issues)
Baseball Digest (6 issues)
Bon Appétit (10 issues)
Bookmarks (6 issues)
Consumer Reports (12 issues)
Consumer Reports: On Health (12 issues)
Contemporary Sound Track: A Review 

of Pop, Jazz, Rock, and Country  
(6 issues)

Cooking Light (4 issues)
Cricket [included in National Geographic  

Kids] (9 issues)
Discover (10 issues)
Dogster (6 issues)
The Economist (51 issues)
Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine (6 issues)
Essence (6 issues)
Fiyah Literary Magazine (4 issues)
Foreign Affairs (6 issues)
Gold Digest (12 issues)
Good Housekeeping (12 issues)
Guideposts (6 issues)
Harper’s Bazaar Magazine (12 issues)
Harvard Women’s Health Watch 

(12 issues)
Health and Nutrition Newsletters [includes 

Scientific American—Health after Fifty 
(12 issues), Mayo Clinic Health Letter, (12 

issues) and Nutrition Action Healthletter 
(10 issues)] (12 issues)

Horticulture (6 issues)
Humpty Dumpty (6 issues)
International Living Magazine (12 issues)
Jack and Jill (6 issues)
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance (12 issues)
Kiplinger’s Retirement Report (12 issues)
Magazine of the Month (12 issues)
Make (4 issues)
Muse (9 issues)
Musical Mainstream (4 issues)
The Nation (35 issues)
National Geographic (12 issues)
National Geographic Kids [includes 

Cricket (9 issues)] (10 issues)
National Review (24 issues)
The New Yorker (52 issues)
The New York Times Book Review  

(52 issues)
Outdoor Life (4 issues)
People (52 issues)
Piano Technicians Journal (12 issues)
Popular Science (4 issues)
Prevention Magazine (12 issues)
Psychology Today (6 issues)
QST: Devoted Entirely to Amateur Radio 

(12 issues)
Quarterly Music Magazine (4 issues)
Reader’s Digest (10 issues)
Rolling Stone (12 issues)
Scientific American (12 issues)
Selecciones del Reader’s Digest (12 issues)
Smithsonian (11 issues)
Sound & Vision (10 issues)
Southern Living (13 issues)
Spider (for children; 9 issues)
Sports Illustrated (27 issues)
Sports Illustrated Kids (11 issues)
The Sun Magazine (12 issues)
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Talking Book Topics [includes NLS News  

(4 issues)] (6 issues)
Travel & Leisure (12 issues)
True West (10 issues)
Vanidades (12 issues)
Vital Speeches of the Day (12 issues)
Wax Poetics (2 issues)
The Week (48 issues)
Wired (12 issues)
The Writer (12 issues)
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Talking Book Topics 
November–December 2023 
  
Name 
 
Address 
 
City 
 
State  ZIP 

For Postage-Free Mailing
1. Complete the order form and enclose 
 in an envelope.
2. Do not seal envelope. Tuck the  
 flap in.
3. Address envelope to your local  
 cooperating library.
4. In the place of a stamp, write “Free 
 Matter for the Blind or Handicapped.”
 

Adult Fiction

Adventure
□ DB114716

Classics
□ DB113810

Family
□ DB112972
□ DB113976
□ DB113129
□ DB114531

Fantasy
□ DB114745
□ DB114400
□ DB113989
□ DB113991
□ DB113987
□ DB113988
□ DB113990
□ DB113986

□ DB113955
□ DB114604
□ DB113983
□ DB112900

General
□ DB114587
□ DB112314
□ DB109598
□ DB114593
□ DB113949
□ DB110165
□ DB109596
□ DB110499
□ DB109032

Historical Fiction
□ DB113138
□ DB113946
□ DB113840
□ DB113839

□ DB113838
□ DB114003
□ DB113815
□ DB114740
□ DB113801
□ DB114591
□ DB113060

Human 
Relationships
□ DB114734
□ DB114543

Legal Themes
□ DB113062
□ DB113811
□ DB114579

Mystery and  
Detective
□ DB113404
□ DB113999

□ DB114573
□ DB113186
□ DB113420
□ DB112527
□ DB113964
□ DB110869
□ DB114009
□ DB110899
□ DB114527
□ DB113175
□ DB114002
□ DB109315
□ DB113942
□ DB110951
□ DB112309
□ DB113147
□ DB112466
□ DB110903
□ DB113187
□ DB113853

cont. next page
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Adult Fiction cont.

□ DB113812
□ DB114004
□ DB112929
□ DB113405
□ DB112081
□ DB114582
□ DB109314

Occult and Horror
□ DB114284
□ DB114285
□ DB114719
□ DB114718
□ DB112563
□ DB112564
□ DB111028

Political Themes
□ DB113897

Psychological 
Themes
□ DB114737
□ DB114585

Religious Themes
□ DB113977
□ DB112267
□ DB112887
□ DB112884
□ DB113816
□ DB114096

□ DB113978
□ DB113230

Romance
□ DB109265
□ DB113805
□ DB114289
□ DB112576
□ DB113764
□ DB113796
□ DB112472
□ DB113817
□ DB113820
□ DB112561
□ DB110948
□ DB113896
□ DB113061
□ DB114742
□ DB113979
□ DB110846
□ DB112882
□ DB110843
□ DB111091
□ DB113766
□ DB110060
□ DB113607
□ DB114544
□ DB113974
□ DB112873
□ DB113218

□ DB113843
□ DB114379
□ DB113219
□ DB109597

Science Fiction
□ DB114605
□ DB113076
□ DB114290
□ DB113832
□ DB110857
□ DB112509
□ DB113721
□ DB113605
□ DB113824
□ DB113825
□ DB113806
□ DB113542
□ DB114394
□ DB114393
□ DB114391
□ DB113957
□ DB113960
□ DB112825
□ DB112826
□ DB113993

Short Stories
□ DB112888
□ DB113160

Spies and  
Espionage
□ DB114371
□ DB112548
□ DB111098

Suspense and  
Thrillers
□ DB111089
□ DB114559
□ DB114514
□ DB109317
□ DB113857
□ DB113075
□ DB113961
□ DB113460
□ DB113417
□ DB112305
□ DB114526
□ DB114517
□ DB112530
□ DB114010
□ DB113855
□ DB114006
□ DB109610
□ DB112525
□ DB112222
□ DB109612
□ DB114520
□ DB113859

cont. next page
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Adult Fiction cont.

□ DB114715
□ DB114373
□ DB113854
□ DB113848
□ DB112891
□ DB114519
□ DB113174
□ DB113780

Westerns
□ DB112578
□ DB112259
□ DB113463
□ DB112577
□ DB112547
□ DB112483
□ DB113001

Women’s Fiction
□ DB114094
□ DB114590
□ DB113231
□ DB113795
□ DB112174
□ DB113804
□ DB112562
□ DB112516
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Adults—Order Form 

Talking Book Topics 
November–December 2023 
  
Name 
 
Address 
 
City 
 
State  ZIP 

For Postage-Free Mailing
1. Complete the order form and enclose 
 in an envelope.
2. Do not seal envelope. Tuck the  
 flap in.
3. Address envelope to your local  
 cooperating library.
4. In the place of a stamp, write “Free 
 Matter for the Blind or Handicapped.”
 

Adult Nonfiction

Animals and  
Wildlife
□ DB114735
□ DB114421

Arts
□ DB113842

Astronomy
□ DB114558

Biography
□ DB113920
□ DB113334
□ DB112240
□ DB113826
□ DB114499
□ DB114966
□ DB112261
□ DB115045
□ DB113452
□ DB114477

□ DB114500
□ DB113925
□ DB113951
□ DB109416

Business and  
Economics
□ DB113856

Career
□ DB113846
□ DB113819

Consumerism
□ DB110562

Cooking
□ DB109133
□ DB109769
□ DB108351
□ DB110018
□ DB112876
□ DB109226

Crime
□ DB113338
□ DB113821
□ DB109611
□ DB114372
□ DB112465
□ DB112529
□ DB114528
□ DB113814

Diet and Nutrition
□ DB114011

Drama
□ DB113211
□ DB113222

Government and 
Politics
□ DB111304
□ DB110956

Hobbies and Crafts
□ DB113059

Language and  
Linguistics
□ DB114506

Legal Issues
□ DB114569
□ DB114007

Medicine and 
Health
□ DB112434
□ DB109313
□ DB114565
□ DB114555
□ DB110901

Music
□ DB111251
□ DB113220
□ DB114378

Nature and the  
Environment
□ DB113959

cont. next page
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Adult Nonfiction cont.

□ DB112992
□ DB113998
□ DB114001

Psychology and 
Self-Help
□ DB113793
□ DB113223
□ DB112524

Relationships and 
Sex
□ DB113828

Religion
□ DB114012
□ DB114595
□ DB114554
□ DB114552
□ DB114550
□ DB114013

Science
□ DB114570
□ DB113849
□ DB114562
□ DB112948

Social Sciences
□ DB114505
□ DB111235
□ DB114744

Stage and Screen
□ DB112934
□ DB110905
□ DB109595
□ DB110849
□ DB113416

Technology
□ DB113063

Travel
□ DB113965

US History
□ DB115048
□ DB112235
□ DB109573
□ DB112538

World History
□ DB113716
□ DB113953
□ DB112546
□ DB112238
□ DB114602
□ DB114603
□ DB112485
□ DB113952
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Children—Order Form 

Talking Book Topics 
November–December 2023 
  
Name 
 
Address 
 
City 
 
State  ZIP 

For Postage-Free Mailing
1. Complete the order form and enclose 
 in an envelope.
2. Do not seal envelope. Tuck the  
 flap in.
3. Address envelope to your local  
 cooperating library.
4. In the place of a stamp, write “Free 
 Matter for the Blind or Handicapped.”
 

Children’s Fiction

Adventure
□ DB113919
□ DB111029
□ DB114090

Animals and  
Wildlife
□ DB113606
□ DB113783
□ DB114539
□ DB112503
□ DB112845

Family
□ DB114088
□ DB113923
□ DB113845

Fantasy
□ DB114538
□ DB113781

□ DB114089
□ DB112497

Friendship
□ DB111984
□ DB113778
□ DB113777
□ DB113057

General
□ DB111896

Growing Up
□ DB114720
□ DB110945

Historical Fiction
□ DB113406
□ DB111027

Holidays
□ DB110500
□ DB111031

Humor
□ DB115050
□ DB113941
Mystery and  
Detective
□ DB111030
□ DB114533

Religious Themes
□ DB113712

Scary Stories
□ DB114724
□ DB114725

Sports
□ DB112256

Children’s  
Nonfiction

Animals and  
Wildlife
□ DB113944

Biography
□ DB113940
□ DB113943

Folk and Fairy 
Tales
□ DB114537

Gardening
□ DB110995

Nature and the  
Environment
□ DB112922

Science
□ DB113913

Social Sciences
□ DB114726

Stage and Screen
□ DB114730
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Children’s Fiction cont.

Technology
□ DB113844

US History
□ DB110169

War
□ DB113398

World History
□ DB113936

Please return your book and magazine cartridges.146



International Language—Order Form 

Talking Book Topics 
November–December 2023 
  
Name  
 
Address  
 
City  
 
State  ZIP 

For Postage-Free Mailing
1. Complete the order form and enclose 
 in an envelope.
2. Do not seal envelope. Tuck the  
 flap in.
3. Address envelope to your local  
 cooperating library.
4. In the place of a stamp, write “Free 
 Matter for the Blind or Handicapped.”

International  
Language

Español
□ DB112696
□ DB112903
□ DB113195
□ DB111582
□ DB113596
□ DB111700
□ DB111709

Please return your book and magazine cartridges. 147
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